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Preface

Computational science and technology is a rapidly growing multi- and interdisci-
plinary field that uses advanced computing and data analysis to understand and
solve complex problems. The absolute size of many challenges in computational
science and technology demands the use of supercomputing, parallel processing,
sophisticated algorithms, and advanced system software and architecture. The
ICCST17 conference provides a unique forum to exchange innovative research
ideas and recent results and share experiences among researchers and practitioners
in the field of advanced computational science and technology.

Building on the previous three conferences that include Regional Conference on
Computational Science and Technology (RCSST 2007), the International
Conference on Computational Science and Technology (ICCST 2014), and the
Third International Conference on Computational Science and Technology 2016
successful meetings, the Fourth International Conference on Computational Science
and Technology (ICCST17) program offers practitioners and researchers from
academia and industry the possibility to share computational techniques and
solutions in this area, to identify new issues, and to shape future directions for
research, as well as to enable industrial users to apply leading-edge large-scale
high-performance computational methods. This volume presents a theory and
practice of ongoing research in computational science and technology. The focuses
of this volume is on a broad range of methodological approaches and empirical
reference points including artificial intelligence, cloud computing, communication
and data networks, computational intelligence, data mining and data warehousing,
evolutionary computing, high-performance computing, information retrieval,
knowledge discovery, knowledge management, machine learning, modeling and
simulations, parallel and distributed computing, problem-solving environments,
semantic technology, soft computing, system-on-chip design and engineering, text
mining, visualization and Web-based and service computing. The carefully selected
contributions to this volume were initially accepted for oral presentation during the
Fourth International Conference on Computational Science and Technology
(ICCST17) held on November 29–30, 2017, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The level
of contributions corresponds to that of advanced scientific works, although several

v
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of them could be addressed also to non-expert readers. The volume brings together
43 chapters.

In concluding, we would also like to express our deep gratitude and appreciation
to all the program committee members, panel reviewers, organizing committees,
and volunteers for your efforts to make this conference a successful event. It is
worth emphasizing that much theoretical and empirical work remains to be done. It
is encouraging to find that more researches on computational science and tech-
nology are still required. We sincerely hope the readers will find this book inter-
esting, useful, and informative and it will give then a valuable inspiration for
original and innovative research.
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Sequential and Global Learning Styles
as Pathways to Improve Learning

in Programming

Sin-Ban Ho1(✉), Sek-Kit Teh1, Gaik-Yee Chan1, Ian Chai1 , and Chuie-Hong Tan2
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Abstract. Programming knowledge is increasingly important to facilitate code
reuse. Nevertheless, comprehending another programming language is not simple
because of its complexity and clarification needs. Prior work focused on different
learning styles to aid programming, but it was important to identify which ones were
more effective. This research highlights findings in assessing the different documen‐
tation styles, including sequential and global documentation styles. Organizing an
observation of 125 intermediate undergraduates participated in cloud hosting compu‐
tation and file content programming exercises, this empirical investigation revealed
that sequential documentation exhibits a positive impact in obtaining programming
knowledge, significantly pertaining faster completion time, higher multiple choice
comprehension, and fewer difficulties. This concludes that sequential documentation
solutions can lead intermediate undergraduates with sequential learning styles to
faster growth in gaining programming knowledge.

Keywords: Knowledge management · e-Learning analytics
Modeling and simulations · Learning style · Documentation

1 Introduction

Programming knowledge is important in Computer Science. Since object-orientation
was introduced, object-oriented programming languages like Python [1, 2] have
emerged as a major way of organizing object-oriented code for reuse. Object-oriented
programming (OOP) comprises of a set of classes that work together to solve problems
in a domain.

Another way of looking at OOP knowledge is to think of them as prefabricated parts.
When one has prefabricated parts, one can put together a new product much faster than
if one had to build every piece from scratch. However, this also means that one must
know how the parts are intended to be used [3, 4]. The crucial problem is that a developer
who is new to a programming language may not be aware of the internal structure of
the design. Due to this, acquiring OOP knowledge from documentation often has a steep
learning curve [2, 4].

© Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. 2018
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2 Motivation of the Study

Literature on pedagogical documentation has progressed rapidly in recent years. Each
philosophy applies different models in mixing examples, texts and diagrams. Applica‐
tions of cloud hosting and file contents alphabetizing are chosen as the basis for our
study using Python [5–8]. Hence, this stage of research work is to find the outcome of
novices in pursuing the beginners’ level stage of programming in the context of the
Python programming language.

Two documentation styles are proposed in this paper, the sequential and global
learning styles [9, 10]. These documentation styles are aimed to provide exemplars in
learning and instruction that guide developers how to build applications using an object-
oriented scripting technology.

The central idea of the first style, the sequential style, is that people learn best when
their own needs and interests direct their learning. The concepts, examples, and test are
arranged immediately and directly one after another (see Fig. 1). For this reason,
sequential documentation presents instructions in small chunks and allows readers to
choose the order in which to read them, based on what seems important to them, although
they also do often have a particular starting point. Each page in sequential documentation
web pages usually links to other pages for related tasks or information that the reader
might need in order to complete the task at hand.

Fig. 1. Python learning structure for sequential documentation style

Sequential documentation generally follows these guidelines [9–12]: Training in
linear steps: motivate with following linear stepwise paths to find solutions. Absorbing
logically and directly connected pieces: testing them immediately after each concept
chunk and example. Reasoning and improvising: instead of the trouble of relating to

2 S.-B. Ho et al.
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numerous different aspects of the same course or to different courses, let people be
challenged with something relevant, so that they may know a lot about specific aspects
of a course. Coordinating related components: instead of presenting ambiguous and
lengthy steps, allow their readers to progress on the task interactively. Supporting error
recognition: do not assume people will follow your instructions flawlessly; expect
mistakes and give resources to overcome them. Exploiting prior knowledge: use anal‐
ogies and avoid jargon. This mirrors the findings of [3] regarding patterns documenta‐
tion, [11] in respect to minimalist documentation, and not to be confused with step-by-
step documentation [4].

The second style, global documentation, originates from the concept of learning in
large leaps, i.e., a holistic thinking process [9]. A whole picture is gained after absorbing
the learning material almost randomly [10]. The rationale is to learn enough material
without jumping into too much detail in a particular aspect of a course. The Global style
guides learners to find connections among different areas, where the whole picture is
presented first, as shown in Fig. 2. We use the situation of giving a big picture to build
the learning materials based on the expectations of the audience.

Fig. 2. Python learning structure for global documentation style

In contrast to the sequential style of Fig. 1, the global style in Fig. 2 presents the
previews of each chapter, i.e. Chapter 2 preview, Chapter 3 preview, and subsequently,
Chapter 4 preview before navigating back to the detailed topics of Chapter 2, i.e. topics
2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and so on. The sequential documentation in Fig. 1, on the other hand,
presents each topic linearly, i.e. in the sequence of topics 2.1 and 2.2, followed by

Sequential and Global Learning Styles as Pathways 3
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chunked pieces of examples and the test. The small tests are conducted immediately
after each aspect is covered. For example, in Fig. 1, there is a small test after topics 2.1
and 2.2, and another small test after topics 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. In contrast, the global style
in Fig. 2 emphasizes a more major test only after all topics of a chapter are covered. For
instance, there is a major test of Chapter 2 only after all topics 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5
are presented in the global style. With this, we observe two main differences between
Figs. 1 and 2. Firstly, the preview order and secondly, the grouping of major tests in the
global style.

3 Experiments

The sample sizes (number of students) in the two groups are different due to the different
class sections arrangement. Furthermore, the exercise-based investigation was
conducted in two different semesters. Only one type of the documentation set is uniquely
presented to the participants. The formulated hypothesis guided us to test out the docu‐
mentation sets first for their readability, soundness, and usability. After that, we rolled
them out to collect the field data. We analyzed the collected data through suitable stat‐
istical analysis techniques.

3.1 Documentation Procedure

The students would use the documentation and write Python source code, which allows
faster application development than programming languages such as C++. The tasks
outcome would have a running cloud hosting and file content alphabetization applica‐
tions.

An idea of the sequential documentation is organized in [13]. The whole procedure
of the exploratory study proceeded with the additional background information section
amended at the beginning of each piece of subtask to formulate the global documentation
[14]. Furthermore, the small chunked examples and tests are integrated into a larger
example and test towards the end of each chapter in the global style.

Table 1 shows the documentation quantitative characteristics, including their relative
length measured in bytes, as supported by Beizer [15]. The documents in the experiment
are quantitatively characterized through this methodology.

Table 1. Quantitative characteristics of the documentation

Relative characterization Sequential Global
1. Total length (kilobytes, KB) 430 KB 436 KB
2. Information that is relatively
available

Chunked pieces of tests after
every topic

Background information in
overview and collated test

3. Total document files 28 files 29 files
4. Number of sections 10 sections 7 sections
5. Number of paragraphs 48 paragraphs 38 paragraphs

4 S.-B. Ho et al.
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3.2 Hypothesis

We use standard significance testing to explicitly determine the impacts of the docu‐
mentation styles. We state the hypothesis as follows.

E1H0 - There is no difference between sequential and global documentation for the
users in performing the given Python exercise. We derive the interpretations through
this hypothesis rejection or non-rejection.

3.3 Experimental Design

The experimental design consists of a factor (independent variable), and seven
dependent variables. The factor is the documentation philosophy. Meanwhile, the
dependent variables refer to the semi completion time, completion time, comprehension
of the exercise, workings, and total difficulties faced.

Factor:

• Documentation style (doctype): Two documentation groups are used, which were
mentioned in Sect. 2, each having a similar aim in completing the designated exercise.

Dependent variables:

• Semi Completion time (semiTime): Duration for the participants to complete their
first cloud hosting programming.

• Completion time (complTime): Duration to complete the entire work task.
• Comprehension: The participants need to determine the coding variables, line of

code, and function, which fulfill the given exercise. Several multiple choices ques‐
tions (comprMcq) and structured questions (comprStruc) are given to evaluate their
code understanding.

• Workings: This variable assesses how well the subjects followed the instructions to
assign default settings for the cloud hosting computation (workingHost), and file
content alphabetizing (workingFile).

• Total difficulties faced (totalDiff): Certain documentation parts let the participants
discover solutions with the documentation. The participants subsequently record the
number of difficulties they encountered.

3.4 Participants

This study involves 125 participants, who have spent between two years to four years
undergraduate at the university. They are computer science university students who
pursue the software evolution course in the university. The average student age is 22
years old. Two different documentation groups are needed to assess our experiment
hypothesis. Since the two different groups are organized according to their laboratory
sessions, the number of students in each group is different.

The lectures provide the students basic principles of software evolution and OOP.
The practical laboratory sessions supplemented the lectures so that the participants have
the chance to practice what they have learnt via the numerous coding tasks through the
on-line documentation. The participants represented intermediate undergraduates as
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they have mostly undergone the previous courses such as Software Engineering Funda‐
mentals (SEf), pre-Python Foundation course (prePython), and Data Structures and
Algorithms (DataStruct). As they are still pursuing the software evolution course, they
are not regarded as advanced users.

3.5 Validity

To understand the two groups further, we collect the participants’ grades in previous
programming courses. We categorized the grade into zero point (‘None’), when the
participant has not attempted the course, one point (‘F’) for fail, two points (‘C’) for
poor, three points (grade ‘B’) for average, and four points (grade ‘A’) for best score.
Furthermore, we also considered the grade intervals, i.e. 2.33 points for ‘C+’, 2.67 points
for ‘B−’, 3.33 points for ‘B+’, and 3.67 points for ‘A−’.

Table 2 depicts the results of Pearson Chi-square performed, where there is no
significant difference in the two documentation groups academically, since all the p-
values > 0.050. As such, the two groups are balanced pertaining the courses that they
had taken in prior semesters, such as SEf, DataStruct, prePython, and Cumulative
Grade Point Average (CGPA).

Table 2. Pearson Chi-square tests results of previous achievement of SEf, DataStruct,
prePython, and CGPA.

Documentation group Sequential Global p-value
N (participants) 83 42 not applicable
SEf: Mean (Std. Dev.) 3.01 (0.721) 2.91 (0.543) 0.161
DataStruct: Mean (Std. Dev.) 2.67 (1.213) 2.00 (1.372) 0.115
prePython: Mean (Std. Dev.) 0.08 (0.489) 0.13 (0.862) 0.173
CGPA: Mean (Std. Dev.) 2.97 (0.498) 2.74 (0.450) 0.414

4 Data Analysis and Results

We conduct statistical analyses via the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) on
the 125 responses gathered. The data is analyzed in determining which group let the
subjects compute cloud hosting (semiTime) and finish the fastest (complTime), as well
as comprehend the most in answering multiple choice questions (comprMcq) and struc‐
tured questions (comprStruc). We accumulate the number of difficulties recorded at
intervals (totalDiff). We also collect test scores in their inner workings knowledge of
the cloud hosting computation (workingHost), and file content alphabetization (work‐
ingFile). We evaluate the dependent variables normality to avoid assuming their distri‐
bution is normal. Table 3 shows the normality test result, where two dependent variables,
namely semiTime and complTime are normally distributed, with p-values > 0.050.
Hence, rather than the means, we use medians as the expected values for the other
dependent variables.
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Table 3. Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test

Category p-value Category p-value
1. semiTime 0.061 5. workingHost 0.000*
2. complTime 0.112 6. workingFile 0.000*
3. comprMcq 0.001* 7. totalDiff 0.000*
4. comprStruc 0.012*

Note: * Statistically significant at 0.050 level (with p < 0.050)

In Table 4, some items of the sequential column are bold-faced to show that this
group has better performance than global style. In order to discuss more detail in the
results of Table 4, for example, in complTime, the sequential group took 21 min 53 s to
complete the exercise. Meanwhile, the global group took a longer time of 38 min 19 s
to complete the similar exercise. On the other hand, in terms of comprMcq, the sequential
group has a better median of 3.00 correct answers (out of 5), compared to the global
group, which has only a median of 2.50 correct answers.

Table 4. The categories descriptive statistics

Dependent variable (Category) Mean Std. Dev.
Seq. Global Seq. Global

1. semiTime (hh:mm:ss) 0:11:30 0:18:52 0:06:00 0:10:21
2. complTime (hh:mm:ss) 0:21:53 0:38:19 0:10:30 0:19:11

Median Std. Dev.
Seq. Global Seq. Global

3. comprMcq (scale: 0-6) 3.00 2.50 1.695 1.656
4. comprStruc (scale: 0-5) 3.00 2.50 1.529 1.630
5. workingHost (scale: 0-8) 8.00 8.00 0.472 0.821
6. workingFile (scale: 0-7) 7.00 7.00 0.469 0.790
7. totalDiff 1.00 2.00 2.950 2.600

Table 5 indicates the separate multivariate tests results. We conducted these F-tests
to see the specific dependent variables that are significant across the categories. We
obtained the p-values through between-subjects effects tests via MANOVA (Multi‐
variate Analysis of Variance) [16]. These results, through Wilks’ Lambda = 0.689,
F(2,122) = 27.472 (p < 0.001), implied highly significant differences in the mean scores.

Table 5. Multivariate effects of the documentation style on dependent variables.

Category F p-value Category F p-value
1. semiTime 25.252 0.000** 2. complTime 53.487 0.000**

Note: ** Statistically significant at 0.050 level with p < 0.050 (2-tailed)

Pertaining semiTime and complTime within Table 4, the sequential participants
complete their entire task faster than the other global group. In Table 5, when we look
for 0.050 standard significance level (95% probability), the sequential group gives the
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evidence of being much faster for semiTime and complTime. Participants using sequen‐
tial are faster more significantly than the global especially on the Python topic in this
exercise, which do not have advanced pointers concept as in C++ programming
language. To generalize the results throughout the whole Python programming content
chapters, a more technical understanding such as arrays can be considered as our future
work.

Since the subsequent five dependent variables are not normally distributed over the
comparison of two groups, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test [17] is used. In
Table 6, with the p-values more than 0.05, comprStruc, workingHost, and workingFile
have no significant differences between the two groups. The participants worked well
in assigning default settings irrespective of which type of documentation was presented
to them.

Table 6. Mann-Whitney (MW) test results on the categories.

Categories Mean rank
Sequential Global MW-U Z Wilcoxon W p-value

1. comprMcq 69.39 50.37 1212.500 −2.817 2115.500 0.005**
2. comprStruc 62.54 63.92 1704.500 −0.205 5190.500 0.838
3. workingHost 64.22 60.60 1642.000 −0.828 2545.000 0.408
4. workingFile 64.23 60.56 1640.500 −1.139 2543.500 0.255
5. totalDiff 55.00 78.81 1079.000 −3.574 4565.000 0.000**

Note: ** Statistically significant at 0.050 level with p < 0.050 (2-tailed)

Regarding comprMcq and totalDiff, the participants in the sequential group indicate
significantly better outcome than the global group at the 5 per cent level. Therefore, this
supports that the E1H0 hypothesis for these variables in Sect. 3 is rejected. This rejection
means that the sequential and global groups are different in promoting learning to the
participants. Most of the undergraduates are often from the sequential learning style, as
found by [18]. As such, the sequential documentation style suits the majority inter‐
mediate undergraduates, who typically have a sequential learning style.

5 Conclusion

In summary, the strong measurements showing the shorter duration of semi completion
time, the faster completion time, with the higher multiple choice questions (MCQ)
comprehension, and fewer total difficulties faced confirm the advantage of the sequential
documentation. Based on our experiment, we discover that Python programming
learners perform better in terms of knowledge acquisition using sequential documenta‐
tion compared to global learners. As majority of the participants exhibit sequential
learning characteristics, we can conclude that students’ learning performance is related
to their learning styles. Most of the undergraduates are often from the sequential learning
style, as found by [18].

Therefore, knowing the learning styles of each student can help identify their learning
preference, which can eventually be utilized in instructional documentation to improve
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students’ learning performance. The aim of suiting documentation according to the
students’ learning style is to harness their learning performance. This will have a positive
impact on the result of less text context preferable with sequential documentation, which
is shown effective at least in the context of basic Python programming tasks.

For future work, we can consider advanced topics of Python as a whole, and use
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) for data analysis. SEM refers to a multivariate
statistical technique, which aims to explain further the relationship of multiple variables.
The main benefit of SEM over other multivariable techniques is its ability to examine a
series of dependence relationships simultaneously [19–21]. With this, SEM allows all
hypothesized relationships to fit together into a single model so that they can be simul‐
taneously evaluated. This can give higher accuracy than individual causal path testing
of the proposed pathways to acquire effective programming knowledge.
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Abstract. Vulnerability scanning is one of the vital process conducted by many
penetration testers and security consultants as to assess the security of an organ‐
izational network. However, when multiple vulnerability scanners are used,
reports of varied sources have to be compiled via manual means. It is an uncom‐
plicated but lengthy process, where vulnerabilities of different reports have to be
examined thoroughly in order to assess them. Thus, this paper describes an
approach of creating a report consolidation tool in order to merge similar vulner‐
abilities and to unify results of differing scanner.

Keywords: Vulnerability management · Vulnerability merging · Scanner

1 Introduction

The ever-increasing popularity of Internet has not only made it a cornerstone for infor‐
mation sharing, but also paves way to numerous new opportunities. It has now become
imperative, especially for organization to secure their network perimeters and any access
points which could turn out to be the root of security breach. However, the amount of
tests required to analyze and identify every misconfigurations and weaknesses in a
system are too much of a work. Coupled with both internal and Internet-facing devices
in the network, the amount increases exponentially. Thus, a software which is known
as vulnerability scanner is used to automate the process of identifying potential security
holes.

Vulnerability scanning is often conducted in a penetration test in order to quickly
identify and quantify the exposure to weaknesses [1]. Thereafter, an exploitation will
be attempted in order to access the risks associated with the vulnerabilities found. This
will also enable the organization to pinpoint the more critical weaknesses and to provide
suitable mitigations for them.

Due to the nature of the vulnerability, each scanner of differing vendor employs a
different set of algorithms and are specialized in different types of use case. Hence, by
using several vulnerability scanners altogether, one scanner could tackle the limitations
of the other scanners. It is especially beneficial to smaller-scale companies, where the
budget of leasing and purchasing a commercial scanner can be cut off greatly by utilizing
a variety of open source and free vulnerability scanners. However, at the cost of using
multiple scanners, a problem arises at the end of the scanning phase. Be it security
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consultants, penetration testers, or a private individual, a report documenting the list of
findings and methods is expected to be delivered. A tedious job would then be required
to manually scrutinize dozens of reports.

Thus, this paper explores the work done on developing the proposed framework with
the objective of parsing and merging vulnerabilities addressed from different network
vulnerability scanners.

An overview and literature review on related topics are featured in Sect. 2.
Section 3 contains the design of the proposed system. Section 4 presents the implemen‐
tation result of the proposed system, followed by the conclusion of this paper in Sect. 5.

2 Background

2.1 Types of Vulnerability Scanner

Vulnerability scanner can be categorized into two groups – network and host based
vulnerability scanner [2].

A host-based scanner is installed and runs from within the target host itself. This
enables the scanner to access to low level data and is able to provide a greater insight
on a vulnerable system. Some common risks and vulnerabilities that can be detected by
host-based scanner include backdoors, non-compliant policies, weak passwords and
inadequate file access permissions.

A network-based scanner scans and examines live systems over the network. Typi‐
cally, an unabridged network vulnerability scanner is able to perform banner grabbing
and scans for related vulnerabilities and misconfigurations. There are some scanners,
however, specialized in handling specific task of a complete network scanning suite,
such as the port scanner and application scanner [3].

The main functionality of a port scanner is to identify open and closed ports on the
target. Some notable features included OS fingerprinting, services and applications
identification, and version scanning. While port scanner is able to gather information of
the target host, it does not detect nor identify any vulnerabilities. On the other hand, an
application scanner is used to assess configurations and security features of specific
application. Database servers and web applications are the more common applications
being assessed.

Network-based scanning can be done easily as compared to a host-based scanning.
A host-based scanning requires the installation of the scanner in every system to be
assessed, while a network scanner can be launched remotely and assess multiple systems
on the network. In certain cases, the merit of using host-based scanner is that, a greater
level of security check can be performed, since a network scanner does not have a direct
access to the file system of the target.

2.2 Architecture of a Vulnerability Scanner

Typically, a vulnerability scanner consists of four main components: user interface, scan
engine, scan database and report module [4].
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• User interface. It allows users to operate and configure the scanner, two main types
of user interface are used by vulnerability scanners – graphical user interface (GUI)
and command-line interface (CLI). Alternately, some scanners allow the use of its
API (Application Programming Interface). By sending specially crafted messages,
user is able to launch an automated scan easily without the need of user interface.

• Scan engine. The core module which, based on plugins installed, carries out specified
scanning tasks. Some scanners identify vulnerabilities by detecting running services
and its version, while others attempt exploitation on the scanned target.

• Scan database. Data stored in the database are used by scanner to aid in scanning and
reporting. While contents of the database varied for each vendor, some of the more
common ones are vulnerability information, configuration data, scanning results and
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures identifier (CVE-ID).

• Report module. Most Scanners now allow users to customize and sort the contents
of scan result. From a high-level summary report to a detailed technical report,
different levels of view and formats can be provided for employees of a different
echelon.

2.3 Vulnerability Source and Database

Vulnerability feed and database plays an important role in unifying vulnerabilities from
various technologies and keeping us informed firsthand of new security flaws. Security
professionals and developers rely on these feeds to keep an organization or software
application secure.

Maintained by MITRE Corporation, the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures or
CVE in short, is a dictionary of publicly known security vulnerabilities. It has become
the de facto standard many organizations have referred to as a source for vulnerability
intelligence [5]. Rather than being a vulnerability database itself, CVE uses a standar‐
dized identifier to facilitate data sharing and association across separate security tools
and databases. As such, it does not include an in-depth technical details and solutions
for each vulnerability [6].

One such vulnerability database which addresses the lack of analysis on the CVE
entries is the NIST National Vulnerability Database (NVD). NVD data is freely avail‐
able, it is built on top of CVE and synchronizes with every new vulnerability added to
the CVE dictionary. Additional capabilities include a fine-grained search engine and
enhanced information [7] for each CVE entry. The additional information include but
are not limited to technical details, vulnerability fixes and CVSS severity.

Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is a prevailing open industry
standard used to calculate and produce a numerical score reflecting the severity of a
vulnerability. The scores can then be used as a guidance for an organization to plan and
prioritize on the vulnerabilities which poses a substantial amount of risk [8]. CVSS is
made up of 3 metric groups [9], with each representing a different area of concern. The
first group is the base metric, it reflects the intrinsic qualities of the vulnerability which
remain unchanged with time and user environments. The temporal metric group other‐
wise, expresses the qualities that change with time such as the availability of exploit
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techniques at present time. The environmental metric group then defines the qualities
of the vulnerability based on the user’s environment.

Recently in April 2016, the popular and comprehensive Open Sourced Vulnerability
Database (OSVDB) announced the shutting down of its services [10]. OSVDB was
around for 14 years, dedicated on cataloguing vulnerabilities of various types for non-
commercial uses. The shutdown has causes some of the vulnerabilities to lose their only
identifier, as well as references used in many of the security products such as Metasploit
to point to a non-existing resource. Although a modest attempt on the replacement of
the identifier has already begun, a coordinated effort would be required in order to build
a complete historical vulnerability database [11].

2.4 Existing Free Vulnerability Management and Reporting Tools

Dradis Community Edition [12] is an open source vulnerability management and
reporting tool. It is one of the more active and frequently updated project. The
Community Edition is maintained by a small dedicated team and is sponsored by
Security Roots. It uses plugin architecture to integrate more scanner tools, output file
formats and customized functionalities. Managing of imported or custom data is also
possible through the web interface of Dradis. Some templates for importing plugins are
bundled with Dradis for easier creation and modification. The commercial version of
Dradis is another alternative for a more consistent support and quality reporting.

Another free vulnerability reporting tool is the MagicTree by Gremwell [13].
Although the last update for the tool is year 2013 and has remained in the same version
ever since. Most of its operations remain intact. MagicTree has main functionalities
similar to that of Dradis’, which includes aggregating vulnerabilities data, querying
imported data, and generating report based on supplied templates. It also supports the
execution of shell commands, and allows XML results to be combined together with the
imported data. For example, Nmap port scanner can be executed and its result obtained
directly from MagicTree. Besides, the notion that imported data are stored and organized
in a tree structure is the reason why it is named MagicTree.

3 Solution Design

3.1 Process Flow

The program accepts vulnerability reports in XML format. Before they are parsed,
plugins and templates which reside in respective repository are scanned and imported
into the main program. Each plugin is created to associate to a specific nature of a report
or a vulnerability scanner. In it contains detection signatures, parsing instructions and
hexadecimal color code.

• Detection signatures comprise of a root tag and a list of XPath expressions. They are
used as a green light to assign a particular plugin in handling specific vulnerability
report.
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• Parsing instructions are a set of Python codes responsible in obtaining relevant data
from the assigned report.

• Hexadecimal color code is used by templates for output styling. Each color serves
as an identity to distinguish which vulnerability scanner the data originated from.

Root tags are obtained from both supplied vulnerability reports and detection signa‐
ture in plugins to perform comparison. If there’s a match, further tests using XPath
queries are executed to verify the report. A report will only be assigned to a plugin once
all conditions are met.

The parsing instructions are then called from associated plugin to perform data
extraction. Each report is parsed block by block in an iterative manner using approach
published by IBM [14]. Subsequently, all previous nodes which are processed will then
be freed. This is to ensure memory consumption is kept low instead of loading the entire
report into memory. A simple pseudocode on parsing Nessus report is shown as below,
which adheres to the structure [15].

Extracted data are stored in a two-dimensional data frame structure with attributes
as shown in Table 1. When all data are extracted from supplied reports, a cleanup process
on the extracted data is initiated. Any redundant data found are removed and an attempt
to merge vulnerabilities of different scanners is made.

Thereafter, user-selected template is executed to build the consolidated report.
Several common templates have been created for this project at the time of writing, such
as complete database dump in CSV format, and sort based on vulnerabilities and scan‐
ners in Microsoft Word Document format.
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Table 1. General attributes for each instance of data.

Attribute Description
Name Vulnerability name
Port Port and protocol used
Reference Reference identifier related to found vulnerability
Reference URL URL for the reference
Severity Severity score
CVSS score CVSS base or temporal score
Risk Risk factor ranging from low to critical
Summary Short summary on the vulnerability
Description Full description of the vulnerability
Solution Provided remedies for the vulnerability
Impact Consequences of the vulnerability on the system
Extra Extra technical information such as footprint and scanner output
PCI PCI audit scan result

3.2 Programming Language and Libraries Used

Since performance is not the main focus in this paper, Python scripting language, or
Python 3 specifically, is used primarily in building the framework. There are two
versions of Python available – Python 2 and Python 3. Python 2 is the legacy version
and will reach the end-of-life support in year 2020, while Python 3 is under active
development and will be “the future of the language” [16].

There are a few advantages of choosing Python as the development language, the
first one being the portability it offers. Since Python is a scripting language, it can be
run on any machine that has a Python interpreter installed. This allows the Python code
to be executed independently on different platforms without the need of modification.
Besides, Python comes with a large number of standard libraries which can be imported
as needed instead of requiring all functionalities directly. When performance is a
concern, modules written in compiled language such as C can also be used to circumvent
the complications of interpreted language. In addition to portability and extensibility,
Python is one of the more popular language, it is favored for its decent development
speed and easily understood high-level language without compromising any efficacies.
Due to its popularity, there are a generous amount of third party modules being actively
developed and are available to be used.

In this project, several third-party libraries are used in order to utilize the wide avail‐
ability of the libraries the community has offered, and also to ease the development of
the project without the need to re-implement the functionalities. Some notable libraries
are listed as below.

• lxml – lxml is a popular library which is used to parse and process vulnerability
reports in XML format. Few other libraries which offer the same functionalities such
as cElementTree and the built-in ElementTree are taken into consideration as well.
However, after running several tests using parsing techniques posted by IBM [14],
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both cElementTree and ElementTree are not chosen due to their inferior performance
as compared to lxml’s.

• pandas – Built on top of NumPy library, pandas offers fast and flexible data structure
which is designed to work with many kinds of data. It is used to access and store the
extracted data easily, as well as a built-in function to enable the exporting of the
stored data into CSV format.

• Python-docx – The library allows a DOCX format report to be built and generated
easily. It is primarily used by template in the final stage of the program.

3.3 Data Processing and Consolidation

Unless otherwise specified, the execution of the program will filter out redundant infor‐
mation generated by some of the vulnerability scanners, namely Nessus and OpenVas.
The excessive information mostly originated from the same vulnerability due to different
ports such as the port 80 and port 443 which are reserved for HTTP and HTTPS respec‐
tively. The process is done by querying duplicate vulnerability name entries stored in
the data frame. If attributes of the duplicate pair have unalike content, both contents will
be obtained and appended to one another in a newly created record.

Next, consolidation of vulnerabilities from different scanners will be executed. Since
scanners of multiple vendors are involved, even though when a system has only one
weakness, several results addressing the same vulnerability might be obtained. More‐
over, they would have a dissimilar name from one another even though their contexts
are similar. The method used for clustering is through linking references associated to
the vulnerability. CVE reference is used in this program as it is publicly available and
amongst the prevailing standard. Besides, it also highlights the specific instance within
a product or a system, thus reducing possibility of incorrectly clustering unrelated
results. While the consolidation approach relying on Common Weakness Enumeration
(CWE) reference might proves useful, the result will not be as precise as compared to
CVE. The reason is that CWE reference highlights the class of a vulnerability instead
of the specific instance a vulnerability in. While CWE can be used, more efforts/tech‐
niques will be required to refine the broad clustering. Thus, CVE method is used as a
proof of concept for this paper.

The program will first create two temporary dictionaries. One contains all unique
CVEs key with their associated vulnerabilities of same host, and the other containing
the contrariwise. Next, each unindexed key in CVE dictionary is then obtained and
processed. Any unprocessed vulnerabilities associated to the CVE are stored and their
unindexed CVEs obtained for further operation. The recursion is stopped when all CVEs
keys are indexed. All vulnerabilities which are returned from the corresponded recursion
will be assigned the same cluster. A sample process is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. An example showing the clustering of three similar vulnerabilities.

4 Implementation Result

A simple command-line interface is created in the implementation phase. Input files and
reporting template are the mandatory parameters required by the program. A sample
demonstration of the command-line usage is shown in Fig. 2 below.

Fig. 2. Demonstration on command-line execution of the program

A database snapshot of the consolidated vulnerabilities is shown in Fig. 3. The
generated result is obtained by consolidating reports of three vulnerability scanners
which are deployed against an Apache server host.
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Fig. 3. Snapshot of CSV data storing results of parsed vulnerabilities reports.

While in Fig. 4, an example on one of the clustered vulnerabilities using CVE refer‐
ence is shown.

Fig. 4. Example of clustered vulnerabilities and their associated references.

5 Conclusion

Research on various topics has been conducted as to discern the components and
methods needed to carry out the project. The overall design and structure are laid out
using Python programming language to aid in the merging of vulnerabilities on differing
scanners. As of writing, plugins for 3 popular network vulnerability scanners are
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developed and they are Nessus, Nexpose and OpenVAS. Future work on consolidating
vulnerabilities which lack specific reference is to be explored. A further study is also
required to integrate the support of scanners targeted at different applications, such as
in the case of web application vulnerability scanner.
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Abstract. Document sentiment analysis is the task of determining whether a
document has a positive, negative or neutral sentiment. It is made up of subtasks
including feature extraction, feature selection and sentiment classification.
Feature selection is the task of selecting relevant features that can aid the classifier
to produce better results. This paper focuses on comparing the classification
performances based on several feature selection methods used to select relevant
features and also to minimize the document-term matrix representation of the
documents. The purpose of applying feature selection besides selecting relevant
features is also to reduce the number of features to preserve the efficiency of the
whole system. In this work, the experiment setup is designed in order to investi‐
gate the effectiveness of several selected feature selection methods in improving
the sentiment analysis results. Based on the findings from the experiment,
although common feature selection methods such as Document Frequency (DF),
Information Gain (IG) and Chi-Squared Statistics (CSS) are found to be able to
produce high sentiment analysis accuracy, the Categorical Probability Propor‐
tional Difference (CPPD) method is found to be more effective as it produces
higher performance accuracy in classifying the documents based on the senti‐
ments. Although, the Categorical Proportional Difference (CPD) method
produces acceptable classification results, it is weak in reducing the number of
features. In short, the CPPD method enables the sentiment analysis task to be
conducted with higher accuracy rate couples with high feature reduction rate too.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis · Feature selection · Feature extraction
Information Gain · Chi-Squared Statistics · Categorical Proportional Difference

1 Introduction

Public opinion contributes a significant impact on the operations of business and product
perception. Sentiment analysis is the task of classifying a document into positive, nega‐
tive or neutral sentiment groups. This task is important in opinion mining. Opinions are
useful resources as highlighted above, and the internet has enabled an enormous amount
of opinion to be circulated. Harvesting and summarizing large amount of data is better
done with technology than manual labor. Sentiment analysis plays an important role in
which it analyses the opinion so that a summary of general opinion polarity can be
produced. Sentiment analysis is normally done by applying a rule based system or a
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machine learning based system. Machine learning based systems are more popular
because they are easier to apply and more versatile. A machine learning algorithm is
trained to recognize the underlying patterns in documents in order to classify documents.
There are three essential steps involved in machine learning based sentiment analysis
and they are feature extraction, feature selection and the machine learning classifier [1].
Features represent a single unit used in the analysis process when classifying documents
into the corresponding polarities. Huge amount of features will burden the overall system
with heavy processing load. Irrelevant features will cause over fitting or under fitting
models of classifiers to be trained and produced. It is ideal for the system if the feature
set is considerably small but informative and accurate. Feature extraction and selection
is responsible for producing the desired feature set. Feature extraction involves
extracting features from the text that can be recognized and analyzed by the classifier.
These features include N-Grams, Part of Speech, Named-Entity Recognition, Senti‐
WordNet [1, 2, 25].

Feature selection performs the tasks of filtering the extracted features for useful
features and removing irrelevant features. Feature selection also helps reduce the feature
set size to preserve the efficiency of the system. Feature Selection brings two benefits
to the system. Firstly, using smaller feature set allows the system to perform efficiently
as it takes less time to finish its run but maintains its accuracy. Complex classifying
algorithms that involve many processes with large amounts of features, will require
feature selection to ensure that the algorithm does not become impractical due to the
large amount of processing load and time required [3]. Secondly, irrelevant features can
negatively impact the performance of the system as they affect the quality of model
produced during the modelling process [4]. This paper focuses on comparing the clas‐
sification performances based on several feature selection methods used to select rele‐
vant features and also to minimize the document-term matrix representation of the
documents. These feature selection methods include some of the common methods used
such as Document Frequency (DF), Information Gain (IG) and Chi-Squared Statistics
(CSS), and also less common methods such as Total Term-Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF), Categorical Proportional Difference (CPD), Probability Propor‐
tional Difference (PPD) and Categorical Probability Proportional Difference (CPPD).
There are minimal to none performance comparison performed on the less common
methods as they are relatively new, and TF-IDF is normally used for feature weighting,
however we chose to test the total TF-IDF as a feature selection method instead.

This paper contains several parts. Section 2 discusses previous work in feature
selection for sentiment analysis. Section 3 explains the experimental setup and Sect. 4
provides the results obtained and discusses the findings based on the experimental
results. Section 5 concludes this paper by discussing future works to be explored which
can bring improvement the process of sentiment analysis.

2 Related Works

There are several feature selection methods that can be used to perform the feature
scoring [5]. These feature selection methods are described next.
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Document Frequency (DF) is a simple method that is scalable to the size of the
dataset. This method selects based on the counts of documents in a training set where
the feature term occurs. It removes feature terms with document frequencies which are
under or over given thresholds. The assumption applied here considers feature terms
that are too rare and too common occurring in training documents to be less helpful in
improving accuracy of classification in sentiment analysis [6].

Information Gain (IG) is a method that values the usefulness of a term for classifi‐
cation based on the information it can provide to help the classifier discern between
classes. It measures the amount of information a term carries by comparing the entropy
of the term absence and term presence in a document [5]. The formula is shown below,
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(1)

where P(ci) is the probability of the class occurring, P(f) is the probability of the feature
term presence and P(f’) is the probability of the feature term being absent [7].

Mutual Information (MI) is differs from IG as it does not consider the absence of
term [8]. MI measures the dependencies between two variables. When the MI score is
higher, it means that the variables are more dependent on each other as shown below,
where P(f,c) is the probability of the feature term and class occurring together, P(f) is
the probability of feature term occurrence, P(c) is the probability of class occurrence.

MI(f , c) = log
P(f , c)

P(f ) × P(c)
(2)

The drawback of MI is that rare terms with equal conditional probabilities will have
higher scores than those of common terms. Considering the drawback, MI scores of
features that have great difference in frequencies cannot be compared [7].

Chi-Squared Statistics (CSS) can measure the association strength between a feature
term and a class by calculating how dependent the term and class is on each other. If a
term and class is dependent on each other, then the term is useful in identifying the class
it belongs to. The formula and explanation [1] is as below,

𝜒
2(f , c) =

N × (AD − CB)
2

(A + C) × (B + D) × (A + B) × (C + D)
(3)

where A is the frequency that f and c occurs together, B is the frequency that f occurs
without c, C is the frequency that c occurs without f, D is the frequency where neither
c nor f occurs and lastly N is the total number of documents.

Simeon and Hilderman proposed the Categorical Proportional Differences
(CPD) method to measure the usefulness of a term to differentiate between different
categories [9]. The measurement is based on the ratio of the frequencies of a word
occurring across different categories of documents. The calculation is as shown,
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CPD(f , c) =
A − B

A + B
(4)

where A is the frequency of the word and category appearing together and B is the
frequency of the word occuring without the category. When CPD score approaches
maximum score of 1, this shows that the feature occurs more frequently in documents
of a particular category only and is helpful to distinguish between categories. CPD is
quite a recent method and has been used in a few experiments only [9, 10]. The benefit
of CPD is that it can eliminate common terms with high document frequency but are
not important such as stop-words, based on their equal occurrence in all classes of
documents [11]. On the other hand, the weakness of CPD is that it might retain irrelevant
rare terms due to their low document frequencies.

A variation of the CPD method that combines CPD and another method called the
Probability Proportional Difference (PPD) method has also been proposed, in which the
authors proposed as a measure of the feature terms’ relation with a particular category
[11]. A high PPD value shows that the term belongs to a certain class, whereas, a low
PPD value shows that it appears in multiple classes and is not very helpful for classifi‐
cation. The PPD calculation for sentiment analysis is computed as follows,

PPD(f ) =
nPos(f )

sPos + S
−

nNeg(f )

sNeg + S
(5)

where nPos(f) represents the number of positive documents where the feature is present,
nNeg(f) represents the number of negative documents where the feature is present, sPos
represents the number of features in the positive class, sNeg represents the number of
features in the negative class and S represents the total number of features. The combined
method proposed is the Categorical Probability Proportional Difference (CPPD) method
which selects feature terms that achieves both thresholds set for CPD and PPD. The
advantage of this method is that CPD and PPD compensate for the weaknesses of each
other. When CPD selects irrelevant terms with low frequency, PPD will eliminate the
term, whereas when PPD selects irrelevant terms with high frequency, CPD will elim‐
inate the term.

Table 1 summarizes several works performed which focus on performing a compar‐
ison of the performance of various feature selection methods. The popular methods that
have always been used are DF, IG and CSS, these methods are methods that are matured
and frequently used by researchers for text classification related works.

DF method is the simplest method of selection but it is weaker in terms of perform‐
ance. IG and CSS are more commonly used among classification tasks because they
have better performances. Three of the mentioned methods measure the usefulness of a
feature through consideration of the presence and absence of the feature among docu‐
ments in a feature set. The IG and CSS methods are also aggressive selectors adding to
their favor, the two of them are commonly applied in works of text classification [12–16].
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Table 1. Previous works that performed comparison on feature selection methods

Authors Feature selection
methods

Classifiers Dataset Best
performing
method

Yang and Pedersen [7] DF, IG, MI, CSS,
Term Strength

k-Nearest Neighbor(k-NN),
Linear Least Squares Fit

Reuters-22173
collection,
OHSUMED
collection of
medical journals

IG, CSS

Tan and Zhang [17] DF, MI, CSS, IG Centroid classifier, k-NN,
Naïve-Bayes, Winnow
classifier, Support-Vector-
Machine(SVM)

ChnSentiCorp-
Chinese sentiment
documents

IG

Sharma and Dey [6] DF, IG, Gain Ratio,
CSS, Relief-F
algorithm

Naïve Bayes, Max Entropy,
SVM, Decision Tree, k-NN,
Winnow classifier, AdaBoost
classifier

Cornell Movie
Review Dataset

Gain Ratio

O’Keefe and Koprinska 10] CPD, SentiWordNet
Subjectivity Scores,
SentiWordNet
Proportional
Difference

Naïve Bayes,
SVM

Cornell Movie
Review Dataset

CPD

Sarkar and Goswami [8] IG, MI, CSS,
Symmetrical
Uncertainty

Naïve Bayes,
SVM,Decision Tree, k-NN

CNAE-9, SMS
Spam Collection,
Preview of hotel
data

IG

Zhao et al. [18] DF,IG,
CSS, MI

Naïve Bayes, Max Entropy,
SVM, Winnow classifier, C4.5
Decision Tree Classifier

Chinese news
comments

CSS

3 Experimental Setup

In this paper, the experimental setup is designed to investigate the effectiveness of feature
selection methods in influencing the classification accuracy of the sentiment analysis
and also the ability to reduce the feature count. Based on the best performing methods
listed in Table 1, seven feature selection methods are implemented and evaluated in this
work, and these methods include the DF, IG, CSS, Total TF-IDF, CPD and its variation,
PPD and CPPD.

The dataset used here is obtained from the Multi-Domain Sentiment Dataset [19].
The dataset consist of English language product reviews from different domains. The
reviews chosen in this work are obtained from the domains of Books, DVD and Elec‐
tronics. For each domain, 1000 reviews are obtained and the reviews are preprocessed
and represented as features consisting of a combination of unigrams and bigrams.

In this work, the TF-IDF method is used as a feature weight in the term document
matrix for classification and the Total TF-IDF value for a feature in all reviews is used
as a feature selection metric. TF-IDF value rare terms higher based on the observation
that rare terms can be more selective. The TF-IDF is defined as follows,

TFIDF = TF × IDF = (1 + log2 tf ) × (log2
N

ni

) (6)
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where, tf is term frequency in a document, N is the total number of documents in the
dataset and ni is the number of documents where the term occurs.

Naïve Bayes classifier is used in this experiment because its application is simple
and fast and its performance in text classification is quite highly regarded by many
researchers [6, 20–23]. Naïve Bayes classifiers assume that variables have conditional
independence and calculate the probability of a document or feature being assigned to
a particular class (positive or negative). This classifier is built based on the Bayes
theorem [1]. In this experiment, all classification tasks will be conducted by using the
classifiers obtained from the WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis)
system developed by the University of Waikato. Weka is a data mining tool that contains
a group of machine learners and other processing applications. The features can be run
in WEKA after converting the file format to ARFF format. The training and testing of
classifiers based on cross fold validation is carried out within WEKA [24] (Fig . 1).

Fig. 1. The experimental setup designed to investigate the effectiveness of feature selection
methods on the classification accuracy of sentiment analysis

The feature selection methods outlined previously assigns each feature a value that
reflects their usefulness for classification. Prior to classification, only features with
values that exceed certain thresholds are chosen and used. In the experiments conducted,
10 threshold values are generated for each feature selection method in each dataset
experiment where the values are in increasing order. The 10 thresholds are generated
by arranging all unique values calculated by a feature selection method in increasing
order, and selecting the threshold value found within 10 equal intervals in position.
Results for the threshold that has the best sentiment analysis accuracy of each method
will be selected and shown as the results in Sect. 4 in order to compare the performances
of the feature selection methods.
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4 Results and Discussion

Table 2 outlines the results obtained from running sentiment analysis on three different
dataset domains with different feature selection methods. The best threshold is obtained
by taking the threshold scores of the feature selection methods that produce the best
classification accuracy. The feature count represents the number of features selected
after applying the threshold and the reduction rate provides the percentage of features
reduced by the threshold and finally the accuracy rate presents the classification accuracy
of sentiment analysis performed with the features selected.

Table 2. A performance comparison of feature selection methods results on document sentiment
analysis for three topics: Book, DVD and Electronic reviews datasets

Feature selection method Best threshold Feature count Reduction rate (%) Accuracy rate (%)
Book
No feature selection – 113273 0.0 62.1
Document frequency 35 1308 98.8 63.1
Information gain 0.00331 1116 99.0 76.2
Chi-Square 7.23037 199 99.8 75.7
Total TFIDF 186.12464 570 99.5 63.4
CPD 1.0 98262 13.3 98.6
PPD 0.00021 27 99.9 70.7
CPPD 0.00002 2002 98.2 97
DVD
No feature selection – 110715 0.0 72.7
Document frequency 18 1313 98.8 72.6
Information gain 0.00331 1150 99.0 84.9
Chi-Square 4.96159 620 99.4 84.5
Total TFIDF 167.88627 678 99.4 72.9
CPD 1.0 96042 13.3 99.1
PPD 0.00006 477 99.6 79.9
CPPD 0.00002 2032 98.2 96.3
Electronics
No feature selection – 66524 0.0 74.1
Document frequency 15 1247 98.1 75
Information gain 0.00293 1929 97.1 82.6
Chi-Square 6.49176 300 99.5 82.5
Total TFIDF 119.00907 950 98.6 74.7
CPD 1.0 56816 14.6 90.8
PPD 0.00012 285 99.6 81.8
CPPD 0.00002 5237 92.1 90.8

Based on the comparison results shown in Table 2 above, it can be concluded for
this experiment that CPD is the best feature selection method out of the others since it
produces the highest accuracy for the sentiment analysis classification results. However
CPD’s reduction rate is the lowest of all. While others achieve reduction rate of 90%
and above, CPD is the only one that achieved reduction rate of less than 20%. The PPD
managed to reduce the most number of features from 100% to only less than 1% of the
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features compared to the other methods. The weaker methods that produced lower accu‐
racies are DF and Total TF-IDF. Based on the observations of the results, it can be
summarized that the pair of methods (DF and Total TF-IDF), (IG and CSS) and (CPD
and CPPD) methods produce similar results to each other. This observation means that
these pairs of methods have similar behaviors as shown in their formulas.

The DF and total TF-IDF methods rely on the presence of features as the basis to
their measurement and their results are lower compared to the others. DF counts how
many document does the feature appear in, but it does not discern whether the appearance
of the feature is equally distributed among documents of different classes or more
skewed towards document of a certain class. As a result, it cannot find features that are
discriminative. Since the TF-IDF method weights features more by their value in a
document, the poor result obtained suggests that the importance of a feature in a single
document does not emulate the importance of the feature in the whole dataset. The two
methods can be used as good selectors if the focus of the task is on the reduction of
features. This is because they are quite aggressive in feature reduction, in which more
than 90% of the features in datasets are reduced and the classification accuracies are
acceptable although they are weaker when compared to the other feature selection
methods.

The IG and CSS methods also produce similar results and calculation parameters.
In order to compute the score of feature by using the IG and CSS methods, the frequency
of feature appearance and absence in a certain class need to be taken into consideration.
In other words, when measuring the importance of a feature in the dataset, the two
methods compare whether the feature is dispersed equally among classes or not. This is
probably why they performed better than the two previous methods (e.g., DF and TF-
IDF). IG and CSS methods are considered as very good feature selection techniques
because they are aggressive in feature reduction and at the same time with the reduced
features they can produce acceptable classification accuracy that are quite high. For these
reasons they are very popular methods used in classification tasks.

The CPD and CPPD methods yield the best results in the experiments. CPPD is
basically a method that is designed based on two previously defined methods, CPD and
PPD. Both of these methods compare the presence and absence of particular features.
However, the CPD method tends to eliminate common terms, whereas PPD method
tends to remove rare terms. Based on the results obtained, it is found that keeping rare
terms yield better classification accuracies compared to keeping common terms as the
CPD method outperforms the PPD method. The CPD method is able to produce high
accuracies because it can select terms that are more exclusive to a certain class only,
however the downfall of it is that it is very poor in feature reduction since its reduction
rate is less than 20% in all the three datasets. This is probably due to fact that CPD retains
the extremely rare features that appear in only one document out of the whole datasets.
These features are either extremely informative or useless. The PPD method on the other
hand, produces lower accuracies compared to the CPD method but it is very aggressive
in feature reduction. The PPD method was created to behave the opposite of CPD as it
eliminates those rare features that occur in only one document. Thus, the CPPD method,
which is the result of combining both the CPD and PPD methods, enjoys the best of both
worlds as it manages to reduce the features by more than 90%, and at the same time
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retains quite high performance too. So, when considering the traits of a good feature
selector which is increased performance and high feature reduction, the CPPD method
is considered to be a better feature selection method for classifying document into classes
of sentiment polarities.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents an assessment of several feature selection methods that can be
applied to select relevant features for the purpose of classifying documents based on
sentiment analysis. An experiment has been conducted to compare seven feature selec‐
tion methods that include DF, IG, CSS, Total TF-IDF, CPD and its variation, PPD and
CPPD. Three datasets have been used to perform the assessment which are the reviews
taken from three main topics (e.g., Book, DVD and Electronics). The reviews are repre‐
sented as combinations of unigram and bigram and a Naïve Bayes classifier is used to
perform the sentiment classification. Based on the results obtained, the best sentiment
analysis result can be obtained when the CPD method is applied to reduce the number
of features presented to the Naïve Bayes classifier in classifying documents based on
the sentiment polarities (e.g., positive, negative and neutral polarities). However, the
number of features reduced is minimal and the large set of features selected is not
efficient to be used in the classification task. On the other hand, the PPD method yields
lower classification accuracies with higher percentage of features reduced. The CPDD
method is found to be very effective in balancing the classification accuracy and the
percentage of features reduced. CPPD combines CPD and PPD elements and this method
is able to create a balanced performance between CPD and PPD methods since it can
achieve high sentiment classification accuracy and also high percentage of feature
reduction rate in achieving that accuracy. Since, feature extraction process may also
influence the classification accuracy of classifying document into sentiment polarities,
future works may include the task of classifying documents into positive, negative and
neutral sentiments based on types of methods used for feature extraction. These feature
extraction methods include N-gram, stemmed, Part of Speech, and Named-Entity
Recognition based methods.
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Abstract. For no less than two decades, the development of autonomous systems
has led to the development of embedded applications permitting to enhance the
driving comfort and limit the hazard level of dangerous zones. One of the first
embedded system is a lane detection system, which was implemented using road
marking detection algorithms with the aim to produce a system that is able to
detect various shapes of road markings on the images that are captured under
various imaging conditions. Generally, the road images were captured using a
camera, which has been placed inside a vehicle at a fixed position. In this paper,
a road markings detection system that tackles the problems of detecting road
markings on the images captured under various weather and illumination condi‐
tions is proposed. The proposed system consists of inverse perspective transform
method, which is used to convert an image into a bird’s-eye view image, an image
normalization method, namely CLAHE that tackle various illumination condi‐
tions and Sobel edge detection method for identifying the road marker. We
demonstrate the usefulness of the constructed algorithm by performing experi‐
ments on our Large Variability Road Images database (LVRI) that consists of
22,500 road images with the accuracy of 96.53%.

Keywords: Road marks detection · Bird’s eye view image · CLAHE ·
Sobel edge detection · LVRI database

1 Introduction

Road markings are defined as the lane borders markings and painted arrows on the road
surface. In the area of autonomous vehicles and driver support technologies, a large
number technique has been introduced to detect road markings in order to improve
driving safety and reduce car accidents. Till now a large number of road marking detec‐
tion systems have been developed using various types of sensors, such as radar and
infrared sensors, inductive loop, and microwave detectors. However, the main issues
with these sensors are high installation and maintenance expense. The problems are
tackled by introducing, video sensors which are inexpensive and as well as slight traffic
disruption. Hence, due to the advantages, the proposed algorithm is developed via video
camera sensors as in [1–3]. In recent years, the study as detecting road marking has
received great attention from the scholars. In [4–8] scholars had applied threshold
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segmentation method for road marking detection. Usually a successful road marking
segmentation is highly dependent on the choice of thresholds. It can be expected to be
successful in high contrast environments. Its advantages are simple and the applicability
is strong. However, under uneven illumination conditions, threshold selection would be
a major challenge. Its disadvantages are low capacity of resistance, noise and less sensi‐
tive to the intensity variation of the gray image. In [9], the authors developed ROI (region
of interest) based lane detection method where, the lanes were detected using the Canny
edge detector. However, the Canny edge detector raises the noise on the road screen
when shadow is present. Furthermore, a robust noise reduction algorithm is required to
deal with those problems or farther detection algorithm required. Lane-marking detec‐
tion based on HSI color is presented in [10]. However, the HSI model works well in
simple free roads with clear images, but under the complex road image with heavy traffic
scenario conditions such kind of systems might get an inconsistent detection result. In
[11], a real-time road marker detection by utilizing improved Hough transform and
RANSAC line fitting is developed. However, under complex conditions, such as heavy
traffic scenario or poor weather condition produced inconsistent detection result and the
method only able to detect lanes and not arrow. In [12–15], the authors detected straight
lanes using Hough transform and admitted had difficulty to detect continuous (non-
straight) curves and claimed that Hough space alone is not efficient enough to detect
arrow. In [16–18] the authors developed a robust algorithm to work with extreme shadow
conditions based on an illumination invariant combination with a region growing algo‐
rithm for road segmentation. For road markings detection purpose, the method is not
explicit, it takes a devious way to acquire road markings by seeking road region first
and extra computation time would be required.

2 Methodology

The system consists of several stages, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed method

The first step in our approach is to convert RGB images into grayscale images in
order to reduce processing time. Then, the grayscale images are transformed into the
bird’s-eye view images using an Inverse Perspective Transform method in order to
reduce distortion caused by Perspective Transform while capturing images and then
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normalize the images to tackle various illumination. The last stage is to detect the road
marking utilizing Edge detection method which is robust in occlusions.

2.1 Inverse Perspective Transform

Inverse perspective transformation (IPT) is a geometrical transformation technique
that projects a 3-dimensional object from a 2-dimensional perspective view and
constructs a new image on an inverse 2-dimensional planar by re-maps each pixel to
a new position. This will result in the bird’s eye view of the image and thus, removes
the perspective effect [19–21]. To proceed with inverse perspective transformation,
RGB images converted to grayscale images. Basically, the method is divided into
three stages [22]. The first stage is to represent the image in a shifted coordinate
system in 2-dimensional plane where the x and y coordinates of an image are shifted
using Eqs. (1) and (2).

X = x − (image size∕2) (1)

Y = y − (image size∕2) (2)

where (x, y) represent the coordinates of the segmented image. Then, the image is
rotated using a simple matrix multiplication operation, as shown in Eq. (3). The
location of the rotated image is represented as (p, q, r), which is the positional coor‐
dinates in a three-dimensional plane, and they are calculated from X, Y  and Z values
which are the positional coordinates of two-dimensional planes. However, the initial
value for Z is declared as zero due to conversion from two-dimensional plane to
three-dimensional plane [22, 23].

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

p

q

r

1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
= R

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

X

Y

Z

1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3)

where R is the rotation matrix in a three-dimensional plane, as given by Eq. (4). The
rotation can be performed around X, Y  and Z axis by using the different rotation
matrix as given by (4)–(6). 𝜔, 𝜑, and 𝜅 represent the rotation angle in degree of X-
axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, respectively. The rotation matrices, for X-axis, Y-axis and Z-
axis can be represented as Rx, Ry, and Rz, respectively. The rotated angle can be found
by knowing the angle at which camera is mounted. In our work, the top view images
were produced by mounting the camera at the angle of 35° from the road and the
images can be rotated only in Z-axis, at 𝜑 = 35°.

Rx =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

cos(𝜅) sin(𝜅) 0 0
−sin(𝜅) cos(𝜅) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4)
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Ry =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0
0 cos(𝜔) sin(𝜔) 0
0 −sin(𝜔) cos(𝜔) 0
0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5)

Rz =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

cos(𝜑) 0 −sin(𝜑) 0
0 1 0 0

sin(𝜑) 0 cos(𝜑) 0
0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
(6)

Equations (7) and (8) were used to project the image on a two-dimensional plane.

u =
f ∗ p

f − r
+ (image size∕2) (7)

v =
f * q

f − r
+ (image size∕2) (8)

where (u, v) is the projected coordinate and f  represents the focal length [22]. The
example of transformed image produced by the inverse perspective transform method
is shown in Figs. 3(b), 4(b), and 5(b).

2.2 Image Normalization

Under different illumination conditions, the problem of detecting the road images is
tackled by normalizing the road using Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equaliza‐
tion (CLAHE). First, the method computes several histograms, each relating to a partic‐
ular section of the image and uses them to redistribute the lightness values of the image.
It is subsequently reasonable for enhancing the local contrast and improving the defi‐
nitions of edges in every area of an image. An improved algorithm of Adaptive Histo‐
gram Equalization (AHE) is known as CLAHE [24]. CLAHE is developed to prevent
over amplification of noise raised by AHE. In this method, an image is divided into
several small regions called tiles. The division of the tiles is based on the user-defined
tile size. In our work, the number of tiles are 8 rows × 8 columns, total is equal to 64.
In each contextual, the numbers of pixels are equally divided at each gray level and
contrast limiting is applied to the histogram. The histogram bin is clipped at the prede‐
fined value known as clip limit and in this work (Clip Limit) value of 0.01 is used. In
the event that any histogram bin is above the clip limit, those pixels are clipped and
distributed equally among other histogram bins and number of histogram bin value is
256 used in this work. Figures 3(c), 4(c) and 5(c) shows examples of a road image that
has been normalized using CLAHE.
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2.3 Edge Detection

An image gradient is referred as a directional change in the color or intensity in an image
[25]. An edge in an image appear when the gradient is most prominent and the Sobel
operator makes utilization of this fact to discover the edges in an image. Sobel operator
discover the approximate image gradient of each pixel by convolving the image with a
pair of 3 × 3 kernels [25]. The kernels as shown in the Eq. (9) estimate the gradients in
the horizontal (Gx) and (10) vertical (Gy) directions and the magnitude of the gradient is
simply the sum of the two gradients, as shown in Eqs. (11) and (12).

Gx =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−1 0 +1
−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (9)

Gy =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
+1 +2 +1

0 0 0
−1 −2 −1

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (10)

Magnitude |G| = √
G2

x
+ G2

y (11)

Direction = atan(y∕x) (12)

The Sobel operator has a bigger convolution mask that smoothers the input image
to a more prominent degree and makes the operator less sensitive to noise. The operator
predominantly delivers extensively higher output values for comparative edges with the
Roberts Cross [26]. Figures 3(d), 4(d) and 5(d) shows examples of a road image edge
detection using Sobel edge detection.

2.4 Data Acquisition Method

The road images were captured using a single camera sensor as in [2, 3] and objective
is to detect road and road marking that are situated in front side of the vehicle. Therefore,
the installation of a smartphone camera was on the front windshield of the experimental
vehicle as shown Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Camera setup position

The images used in the experiment were extracted from videos, which’s were
recorded using Samsung Galaxy Alpha (SM-G850F). The recorded video is a full HD
Video with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 (.mp4) and was captured at 30 fps in auto video
capture mode without video stabilization. The total number of videos used in the experi‐
ment is 15 and the total number of images extracted from the videos is 22,500. The
images are under various imaging conditions such as variation in illuminations, traffic
and weather conditions. During the data collections, the host car was driven by following
the two second safety rule. Safe following distance is very important while driving a
vehicle and safe following distance also required to be established for autonomous
driving. The safe and correct following distances are hard to establish for car [27].
Consequently, the two second safety standard is used to gain a safe following distance
at any speed [28, 29]. The standard is that a driver should remain no less than two seconds
behind any vehicle that is straightforwardly in front of the driver’s vehicle.

2.5 Results and Discussions

The algorithm was tested on our LVRI datasets that consists of 22500 road images that
consist of captured images in day and night with different illumination and occlusions
such as shadow, complex background, traffic, slight rain, rains and snow. Images with
the after-rain effect are also collected. The total number of images for each situation is
shown in Table 3. The images that were captured at day and night by a camera, which
was mounted on the dashboard, the location for the data collection is around Selangor
and Kuala Lumpur. The rest of the images (Slight rain, Rain, After rain, Snow) in the
dataset were downloaded from the internet and the images consist of reflection effect,
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complex background and were captured during the day and night under various illumi‐
nations condition and occlusions. In order to detect road marking, input RGB images
converted to grayscale images which were transform in to bird’s eye view using inverse
perspective transform and normalized using CLAHE and then road markings detected
using Sobel edge detection. The results of detected road markings in percentages are
shown in Table 1, where road marking detection result of daylight with various illumi‐
nation condition contains shadow and complex background is 97% and for night images
is 94%. The images during the day and night with occlusions such as slight rain, rain,
after rain and snow, detection result is respectively 99%, 91.7%, 99% and 98.5%. In the
datasets, comparatively higher rate of shadow presence in ‘Day’ images rather than
‘Slight rain’ and ‘After rain’ images, that is why ‘Slight rain’ and ‘After rain’ have higher
detection than ‘Day’. Overall road marking detection result is 96.53%. However, the
proposed algorithm has difficulty in detecting lane markings painted in soft yellow color,
hence road markings detection rate reduced to 96.53%. Figures 3, 4 and 5 shows some
of the examples of the detected road markings during the day and night with different
illumination and occlusions. It is shown that for the images in the LVRI datasets, the
results are promising. Computation time is also calculated for read input images from
datasets, RGB to gray scale conversion, applying inverse perspective transform (IPT),
normalization using CLAHE, Sobel edge detection and then detected result for single
image in milliseconds (ms), which is generated by MATLAB code profiler. Self-time
is the total time spent in a function, not including any spent time in any child functions
called and total time is the total time spent on a function includes the timing in all of the
child functions called are shown in Table 2. Intel core i5 4th (2013) generation processor
was used to compute the result. The proposed algorithm also had applied in several video
files in with low 640 × 480 resolution and its work fine in real-time simulation.

Table 1. The detection of road marking in the LVRI datasets

Set No of image Detection Percentage
Day 1500 1467 97%
Night 12000 11803 94%
Slight rain 1500 1495 99%
Rain 4500 4127 91.7%
After rain 1500 1490 99%
Snow 1500 1477 98.5%
Total 22500 21859 96.53%
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(a) (b)                 (c) (d)                   (e)

Fig. 3. Road images in daylight with different illumination contain shadow, where (a) Input
images, (b) Inverse prospective transform images in gray scale, (c) CLAHE normalization, (d)
Sobel edge detection and (e) Output images.

(b)              (a)              (c)               (d)                    (e)

Fig. 4. Road images during night with different illumination contain very low light images, where
(a) Input images, (b) Inverse prospective transform images in gray scale, (c) CLAHE
normalization, (d) Sobel edge detection and (e) Output images
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(b)           (a)           (c)          (d)                  (e)

Fig. 5. Road images in day and night with occultations contain slight rain, rainy, after rain, and
snow falling images, where (a) Input images, (b) Inverse prospective transform images in gray
scale, (c) CLAHE normalization, (d) Sobel edge detection and (e) Output images

Table 2. Computation time per image (MATLAB)

Computation Total time in ms Self-time in ms
Read image 87 ms 11 ms
Gray scale conversion 54 ms 7 ms
IPT 680 ms 10 ms
Applying CLAHE 58 ms 2 ms
Edge detection 11 ms 2 ms
Others 290 ms 131 ms
Detected result 15 ms 12 ms
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2.6 Conclusion

The proposed framework of a road marking detection approach for autonomous vehicle
application, which consists of inverse perspective transform method, image normaliza‐
tion and edge detection method. In the inverse perspective transform method, the two-
dimensional plane images transformed into three-dimensional plane images and using
the rotation matrix, images were rotated 35° and then images were projected into two-
dimensional plane, which was an image with a top view of road images. Various illu‐
mination conditions were tackled by normalizing the road images using CLAHE. The
last stage in the algorithm is the edge detection method, which was used to detect road
marking, such as forward arrow left-side arrow, right-side arrow, lanes and signs printed
on road. It is shown that the techniques proposed in this paper are promising as the
percentage of the true detection for the road images that are captured under various
imaging conditions and with a complex background is 95.5%, and the percentage of the
true detection for the images without the complex background is up to 99%. The limi‐
tation of the method is to detect lane mark with having soft yellow color. The proposed
areas for future improvement are incorporate with HSI color analysis into the algorithm,
in order to tackle the problem of detecting lane mark in soft yellow color and imple‐
mentation of fuzzy logic algorithm to recognize road mark, road boundary and front
vehicles.
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Abstract. The design of the control system is a crucial point for improv-
ing the thermal comfort level in the smart home environment. Compared
to the conventional temperature control system, a thermal comfort con-
trol (TCC) system can provide a better human comfort. Due to system
complexity, the TCC system is usually designed as a hybrid system. To
ensure the design of a highly energy efficient thermal comfort control
(EETCC) system, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) can offer numerous
opportunities. This paper addresses the time delay modeling issues of the
EETCC system. Following the execution model of the programming tem-
porally integrated distributed embedded systems (PTIDES), the real-
time requirements of execution tasks can be guaranteed. In addition, as
the task dependency relations widely exist in the practical applications,
by using a directed acyclic graph and the proposed schemes, these task
dependency relations can also be dealt properly.

Keywords: Smart homes · Cyber-Physical Systems
Thermal comfort control · Time delay model
Task dependency relation

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the advanced sense-control-actuate technologies allow us to live more
comfortable, cost-effective, more convenient, more secure and safe, and more
assisted caring and watching in the smart home environment. In the meantime,
the demands such as control loads, anticipating home appliance and equipment
failures, efficient energy consumption, and so on increase dramatically. In partic-
ular, to control the home thermal comfort at the desired level while optimizing
the energy consumption at the same time is a challenging issue. This is because
(i) the dynamic change of outside environment that can be used as one of the
thermal resources for controlling the home thermal comfort level; and (ii) the
preference of thermal comfort level for each occupant is different.
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Some related works of thermal comfort control system in smart home envi-
ronment can be found in [1–3]. Oliveria et al. [1] present a load management
mechanism that allows inhabitants to adjust power consumption according to
expected comfort and energy price variations. Molina et al. [2] introduce an
optimization and control algorithm for residential temperature regulation. Con-
cepts from system identification, model predictive control (MPC) and genetic
algorithms are incorporated with to compromise between comfort and cost in
the presence of time-varying electricity prices. Vazquez and Kastner [3] propose
a smart home application based on habit profiles for the thermal comfort sup-
port. It pursues to keep the environment as close as possible to the desired air
quality and thermal comfort conditions by means of low energy cost strategies
taking into account the management of shading devices, automated windows
and dampers.

Unlike these works, to develop the practical application for thermal comfort
control system in smart home environment, in our previous work [4], based on
the concept of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), an energy efficient thermal com-
fort control (EETCC) system was proposed. The EETCC system is defined as a
hybrid system, which combines a supervisory controller and proportional-integral
(PI) controllers. Predictive Mean Vote (PMV) index is adopted to evaluate home
thermal comfort level. We correlate the room thermal environment with multi-
ple actuators (objects), which can potentially change the home thermal envi-
ronment. Our proposed EETCC system enables to monitor and maintain the
desired PMV value dynamically with three actuators: air-conditioner, window
and curtain. In this paper, the objective is to address the time delay modeling
problem of the EETCC system using the programming temporally integrated
distributed embedded systems (PTIDES) model. The real-time requirement of
tasks can be guaranteed by using a directed acyclic graph and the proposed
schemes to determine the holding time for the right order task must be executed
first.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Smart homes, thermal com-
fort, and CPS are briefly described in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the EETCC system is
explained. Section 4 describes how to use the PTIDES model for the EETCC sys-
tem. Section 5 explains the simulation setup, result and discussion. Concluding
remarks are given in Sect. 6.

2 Research Background

2.1 Smart Homes

In the past decades, the smart home concept evolved rapidly with the Inter-
net growth in which the idea of a house is full of interconnected devices. The
term of smart homes was first officially used by the American Association of
House Builders in 1984 with the aim of pushing forward the inclusion of the
necessary technologies into the design of new homes by a special interest group
called Smart House [5]. Smart house is instrumented with various sensors and
networking infrastructure and the major problem in this area is the integration
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and interaction among heterogeneous applications provided from different ven-
dors. Smart homes is a home-like environment that possesses ambient intelligence
and automatic control, which allow it to respond to the behavior of residents
and provide them with various facilities [6]. The major targets of smart homes
are improving thermal comfort, dealing with medical rehabilitation, monitor-
ing mobility and physiological parameters, and delivering therapy. Thus, smart
homes require a strong integration of technology and services through home
networking for a better quality of living (QoL).

The current implementation of smart home environment, i.e., iHouse, which
is shown in Fig. 1. iHouse that stands for Ishikawa, internetted, inspiring, and
intelligent House is an advanced experimental environment for future smart
homes in Japan and it has been implemented according to Standard House
Design by Architectural Institute of Japan. The location of iHouse is built at
Nomi city, Ishikawa prefecture. iHouse consists of sensors, electronic devices and
home appliances that are connecting to each others by utilizing ECHONET Lite
version 1.1 and ECHONET version 3.6. This configuration network emanates
more than 300 sensors and actuators.

Fig. 1. Experimental smart home environment – iHouse
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Fig. 2. Concept model of CPS

2.2 Thermal Comfort

Thermal comfort is a condition of mind that expresses satisfaction with the ther-
mal environment [7]. A thermally comfortable home environment makes for occu-
pant health and comfort. A control system that is based on the thermal comfort
can much significantly improve building energy efficiency than ones maintaining
one or more of thermal factors like air temperature, humidity, and air velocity
at the desired level. Thus, improving thermal comfort and designing its control
system have becoming an important concern.

2.3 Cyber-Physical Systems

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) in [8,9] is defined as a tight integration of compu-
tation, communication, and control for active interaction between physical and
cyber elements in which embedded devices, such as sensors and actuators, are
wireless or wired networked to sense, monitor and control the physical world.
With CPS becoming more popular, many researches have devoted to their devel-
opment. Researches in [10,11] have contributed to the modeling of CPS. By refer-
ring to [10], a concept model of CPS is depicted in Fig. 2. CPS consists of two
worlds: cyber world and physical world. Elements in cyber world are properties
of computing units which are embedded in the system. Such elements include
computation resource, duty cycle of a sensor, control algorithm, etc. Elements
in physical world are physical properties, such as temperature, road condition,
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and intensity of sunlight. The two worlds are connected through interaction
parameters that are associated with both the computing and physical proper-
ties. Examples of interaction parameters include task parallelism, operation of
actuators, and available power energy for computing units.

Fig. 3. Architecture of EETCC system

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic control diagram of EETCC system and (b) Task dependency
graph
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3 Energy Efficient Thermal Comfort Control System

A basic architecture of the energy efficient thermal comfort control (EETCC)
system is shown in Fig. 3. In this architecture, both cyber world and physical
world are defined. To connect these two worlds, a communication network of
wireless sensor and actuator network (WSAN) is used. In particular, the WSAN
comprises two components: sensors and actuators. The sensors in the physical
side send the environment factor (temperature, air speed, etc.) both for room
and outside periodically to a supervisory controller, which is using EETCC algo-
rithm and a proportional-integral (PI) controller on the cyber side. Subsequently,
the supervisory controller computes an error PMV value, which is a difference
value between the current PMV value and the desired PMV value. Based on the
error PMV value and outside environment factors, the supervisory controller
computes a control signal to activate the appropriate states of those actuators
(i.e., air-conditioner, window and curtain) in order to influence the level of ther-
mal comfort. The operations of window and curtain are open or closed when
air-conditioner is triggered. Two steps are needed for the cascade PI controller
to decide a control input. First, the supervisory controller computes the error
PMV, which is fed to the primary PI controller. Then, the primary PI controller
calculates the error temperature, which is used as the desired temperature value
of the secondary PI controller. Subsequently, based on this value, the secondary
PI controller generates an air-conditioner setting temperature as a control input
to operate air-conditioner.

3.1 State Description

The EETCC system is organized in a set of six states, which are represented as
numerical number 0–5, respectively, as shown in Table 1. Considering the energy
efficiency as a first priority, turning on the air-conditioner while opening the
window at the same time is not allowed in the EETCC system.

4 PTIDES Model for EETCC System

A programming temporally integrated distributed embedded systems (PTIDES)
[12,13] is a model for a deterministic modeling paradigm suitable for CPS appli-
cations at any scale. It follows discrete-event (DE) semantics. For a PTIDES
model, the physical realization must satisfy the following assumptions: (i) Clocks
are synchronized with a known bound on the synchronization error; (ii) Every
communication channel has a known bound on its latency; and (iii) The time
taken by any computation that may affect the physical world has a known bound.
More details can be referred to [12,13].

The PTIDES model can be used to address the time delay modeling problem
of EETCC system. Without loss of generality, Fig. 4(a) that illustrates a general
control schematic diagram of EETCC system consists of sensors, actuators, sub
controllers, and a main controller are connected through network channels (wired
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Table 1. State of EETCC system

Status Air-conditioner Window Curtain

State 0 × × ×
State 1 × × ©
State 2 × © ×
State 3 × © ©
State 4 © × ×
State 5 © × ©

× means OFF/closed; © means ON/open

or wireless). The state of EETCC system is controlled by the main controller
(a.k.a. supervisory controller), as MC. The main controller decides the state of
EETCC system, which is based on the physical environment. Actuators (e.g.,
air-conditioner, window and curtain) are controlled by two sub controllers, rep-
resented by a primary sub controller, as SC1 and a secondary sub controller, as
SC2, respectively. Following some control algorithms (e.g., PI controller), both
sub controllers can properly operate the actuators. For example, turning on or
off the air-conditioner. When a signal or a data frame transfers from one ele-
ment to another element (e.g., from a sub-controller to the main controller),
there exists a data transfer delay. The symbols δ1 and δ2 are used to represent
the data transfer delay from SC1 to MC and from SC2 to MC, respectively.
This data frame triggers a task that needs to be processed at the receiving side.
As a result, a task dependency relation widely exists in practical applications. A
task dependency graph is used to illustrate the relationship of the task depen-
dency. Figure 4(b) shows a task dependency graph with six tasks and six direct
dependency relations.

4.1 Task Dependency

Definition (task dependency graph). A task dependency graph is a directed
acyclic graph. G = (V,E, vs, ve), where V is a task (node) set, E ⊆ V × V is
a dependency relation (edge) set, with (vi, vj) ∈ E, vi �= vj , where vi, vj ∈ V .
vs ∈ V is the start task, and ve ∈ V is the end task.

An edge (vi, vj) in the task dependency graph means task vj can start to
execute only after task vi has been completed. vi ≺ vj is used to illustrate this
dependency relation. The dependency relation is transitive. That is, vi ≺ vj , vj ≺
vk =⇒ vi ≺ vk.

4.2 Time Label Assignment

In the PTIDES model, task execution order follows the time label assignment to
tasks. Task τi will be executed before the execution of task τj when the time label
assignment to task τi, represented by Γi, is less than the time label assignment
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to task τj , represented by Γj . In this paper, only one processor is considered in
the EETCC system, in which it can be used by both sub controllers to execute
their tasks. Since the tasks may have dependency relations with each other, if
τi ≺ τj , it should be guaranteed that task τj can start to be executed only after
task τi has been completed. Note that, as elements in the system are connected
through network channels, the data transfer delay should be considered.

Considering a scenario that the current state of EETCC system is at the State
2. Now, the main controller MC decides that the EETCC system should change
to State 4. This means that the secondary sub controller SC2 should turn on the
air-conditioner, and the primary sub controller SC1 should close the window. In
the status of the air-conditioner is turned on, opening window is not allowed.
Thus, the EETCC system needs to ensure that only after the task (represented
by τ1) closing the window has been completed, the task turning on the air-
conditioner (represented by τ2) can start, that is τ1 ≺ τ2. Assuming the data
transfer delays from MC to SC1 and to SC2 are δ1 and δ2, respectively, while
the data transfer delays from SC1 to window and from SC2 to air-conditioner
are δ′

1 and δ′
2, respectively. The time label assignment to task τ1, represented by

Γ1, and the time label assignment to task τ2, represented by Γ2, should satisfy:

Γ1 < Γ2 (1)

This equation makes sure that when both tasks τ1 and τ2 are arriving in the
main controller, task τ1 will be executed first.

To illustrate the time label assignment to tasks, τ1 and τ2 that are issued
by the main controller at system time t0 are assumed. Then, the time instant
of task τ1 arriving at the primary sub controller SC1 is t0 + δ1. Let use symbol
s1 and s2 represent the start execution time of task τ1 and τ2, respectively. The
EETCC system should satisfy s1 < s2, which results

t0 + δ1 < s2 (2)

This equation guarantees that when task τ2 starts to be executed, the task τ1
has arrived in the primary sub controller SC1.

4.3 Safe-to-Process Analysis

The environment sensors keep on sensing physical environmental factors. A task
may be triggered by the sensing operation. As different sensors are connected
with different sub controllers, when the sensed data are transferred to the main
controller, the transfer delay can be different as well. For example, when a sensor
is connected with a sub controller SCi, the sensing data at system time tsi, the
time instant when the data is transferred to the main controller, represented by
ti, equals to tsi + δi + δ′

i, where δi represents the transfer delay when the data
frame is transferred from the sub controller to the main controller SCi and δ′

i

represents the transfer delay when the sensed data is transferred from the sensor
to the sub controller SCi.
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When two data frames are transferred to the main controller MC from two
sub controllers, SC1 and SC2, the EETCC system needs to guarantee the execu-
tion of the tasks triggered by the sensed data, represented by τ1 and τ2, respec-
tively, can be performed following the sensed time instant. This is called safe-
to-process analysis [13]. According to this time requirement, if task τ1 executes
before task τ2, it means the sensed time instant ts1 with respect to τ1 is earlier
than the sensed time instant ts2 with respect to task τ2. Based on the analysis
above, when task τ1 executes before task τ2, the following equality is as below:

ts1 < ts2 + δ2 + δ′
2 − δ1 − δ′

1 (3)

Now considering the case of t2 < t1 when two tasks τ1 and τ2 are arriving at
the main controller. This means that task τ2 will be executed before task τ1. As
a result, it is not safe to process the task of the smallest timestamp because of
the problem of task dependency. Therefore, a scheduler of the main controller
should wait for a specific time upon the arrival of task τ1, so that task τ1 must
be executed first. The specific time o is defined as an offset time for first arrival
task to be waited after the second arrival task has been received. The scheduler
can use two different schemes to determine the length of the specific time. First
scheme is based on the root mean square (RMS) of a set of n time different values
{x1, x2, . . . , xn} of both task arrivals when the case of t2 < t1. The first scheme
is called as a RMS-based scheme. The specific time length of the RMS-based
scheme is given by

orms = t2 +

√
x2
1 + x2

2 + · · · + x2
n

n
(4)

Meanwhile, second scheme is based on double average (DA) of a set of n
inter-arrival time values {i1, i2, . . . , in} of task that must be completed first.
The second scheme is named as a DA-based scheme. The specific time length of
the DA-based scheme is given by

Fig. 5. Safe-to-process performances of RMS-based and DA-based schemes
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oda = t2 +
2(i1 + i2 + · · · + in)

n
(5)

5 Numerical Evaluation

This section examines how RMS-based and DA-based schemes are implemented
for comparison of safe-to-process performances under random arrival processes
of average inter-arrival time of two tasks. The simulation scenario is based on
Fig. 4(a), in which two sub controllers are assumed to send their data frames as
tasks, respectively to the main controller. A data frame that has a fixed length
will be received by the main controller according to a memoryless Poisson process
with an average inter-arrival time of Δt ms per frame. In our simulation, the
average inter-arrival time of task τ1 is fixed at 100 ms per frame, whereas the
average inter-arrival time of task τ2 varies from 10 to 1000 ms per frame. Each
sub controller sends one million data frames and the percentage of safe-to-process
is computed. All the simulation results is collected using a 64bit Intel Core i7-
5600U vPro CPU 2.60 GHz with 16 GB of memory.

In Fig. 5, the percentage of safe-to-process is very low when the average inter-
arrival time of task τ2 is at 10 ms per frame with no scheme. When the RMS-
based scheme is applied, the percentage is increased to 60.43%. On the other
hand, the DA-based scheme can guarantee 100% of safe-to-process regardless
of any average inter-arrival time of task τ2. The disadvantage of the DA-based
scheme is that it requires more time to ensure the tasks to be completed.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have addressed the time delay modeling issues of the EETCC
system by using the time label assignment of the PTIDES model. Following the
task execution of the PTIDES model, the real-time requirements of tasks can be
guaranteed. This is because the task dependency relations can be dealt by using
the directed acyclic graph and the DA-based scheme. An important future work
is to evaluate the PTIDES model in our experimental smart home environment,
i.e., iHouse to further investigate the actual factors that can cause the issues of
the time delay in the EETCC system.
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Abstract. The vision of ubiquitous computing is based on the fact that future
computers will merge up with the surrounding environment in IoT domain. Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are two
important cornerstones for pervasive computing as they combine the physical and
virtual world, thereby bridging the gap between cyber space and physical world
of real things. RFID enables the identification and detection of entities while WSN
are used to sense the condition of the environment or object. The integration of
RFID and WSN have paved way for the existence of RSN (RFID Sensor
Networks), thereby providing extended capabilities, scalability, portability, lower
cost and novel perspective towards a broad range of applications. This paper
presents a brief introduction about the evolution of RSN, major issues in RSN
and energy management with regards to Energy Harvesting (EH), energy request
and transfer. It also investigates into the problems encountered for efficient energy
transmission. Differently from the classic schemes in the literature that deals with
scalability, security and communication protocol aspects, the proposed method‐
ology focuses on energy management issue which is of utmost importance for
wide area RSN. Furthermore, the paper provides insights into the preliminary
experimental evaluation and its comparative analysis with existing schemes
pertaining to performance metrics.

Keywords: IoT · RFID · WSN · Energy management · Energy harvesting
Energy transfer

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) can be defined as a paradigm where every day physical objects
are connected through internet. The successful evolution of IoT vision, has paved way
for computing portables and smart-phones as an extension of past traditional scenarios.
The evidences of such evolution can be witnessed in the growing presence of 4G-LTE
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(4th Generation Long Term Evolution) and Wi-Fi. Such a seamless integration of phys‐
ical objects into information network provides intelligent and ubiquitous services
providing a promising future in fields of surveillance, health care, security, transport,
food safety, object monitoring and control. In IoT environment, the connected web is a
highly distributed network consisting of dynamic services, information providers and
data consumers who share the information. Compared to the traditional desktop realm,
IoT based services system faces major risks of handling the dynamic services and heter‐
ogeneity of devices. To meet this challenge, it is envisioned that sensor networks and
RFID technology will become increasingly integral to the human environment, where
communication and information systems will be invisibly integrated. This need makes
WSN and RFID as two major aspects of IoT.

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
represent two most prominent technologies that have a wide range of applications. These
two ubiquitous computing based technologies have gained considerable attention in
potential research and development fields. RFID applications include supply chain
management, manufacturing, search and rescue and on the other hand, WSN technology
is used for sensor mote deployment to monitor air pollution and for battlefield surveil‐
lance. The integration of RFID and WSNs has paved way for the evolution of RFID
sensors Networks (RSNs). RFID is used to track or to locate an object identity without
providing any traces about the physical environment of the object. WSNs on the other
hand are networks of small interconnected devices that are incorporated to collect infor‐
mation by sensing the environmental conditions of the surroundings like temperature,
light, humidity, pressure, vibration and sound. These two technologies provide extended
capabilities, enhanced efficiency, cost effectiveness and eventually bridge the gap
between real and virtual world, on an integrated perspective. The requirements for the
development of RSN include accurate communication, reliability, energy efficiency,
network maintenance survivability, tolerable latency and criticality of the application.
Energy efficiency is one of the most attention seeking limitations because both sensor
nodes and RFID tags comprises of scarce resources. The practical issue lies in the fact
of periodical recharging of these nodes, which puts forth the challenge of effective
deployment of large scale RSNs. An auxiliary solution for efficient integrated system is
energy harvesting and recharging. Different sources of energy exist in different forms
(e.g. light, vibration, air, and electromagnetic waves) [2] as shown in Fig. 1. These
sources can be harvested and used either to extend battery life of a sensor node or power
a sensor node directly without any storing techniques. Reducing or eliminating the
problem of limited lifetime will enable node designers to enhance the functionality of a
node by adding extra features and components. A sensor node comprises of four basic
components with additional units being added depending on application requirements
[1]. The basic components of sensor node consist of a sensing unit used for acquiring
data from the environment and converting it to digital data, a processing unit for
processing raw data to store the results, and a transceiver unit for sharing data with other
nodes or the end-user, a power unit that consists of an energy sink (battery, capacitor or
both) and power management that monitors and routes power to the entire node. The
lifetime of a sensor node depends on the capacity of the power resources it is equipped
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with. One way of prolonging lifetime of sensor network would be to periodically replace
the batteries of all or some of the deployed sensor nodes.

Fig. 1. Components of energy harvesting for sensor node

2 Background Study

2.1 RFID Sensor Networks

The integration of two most prominent wireless technologies RFID and WSN will
enhance their effectiveness and bridge the gap between real and augmented world. This
eventually results in an integrated technology with lower cost, portability, extended
capabilities and scalability [7]. The specific requirements that are to be met to achieve
an effective integrated RSN are accurate and reliable communication, energy efficiency,
network maintenance survivability and cost considerations. The reliability of RSN is
dependent upon the criticality of a specific application. Furthermore, the adoption of
intrusion tolerant mechanisms will enable the integrated network to recover from Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks. Several research contributions have been reported in the liter‐
ature for the different types of WSN-RFID integration architectures [7, 9].

2.2 Applications and Challenges of RFID Sensor Networks

RFID and WSN have been used in many applications separately ranging from moni‐
toring, health care to disaster management. The potential of these two promising tech‐
nologies increases to greater heights when integrated and operated on a shared platform.
The possible applications of RSN in healthcare can be body temperature sensing, meas‐
uring blood pressure, heart rate, pH values or any other medical ailments. The location
of the patient can be traced with the help of RFID and the condition can be monitored
by sensors. In the field of supply chain management, RSN have been used extensively
for product tracking, asset monitoring and inventory control. These integrated networks
are also employed in the field of fire detection, monitoring shipping containers,
managing cattle and checking the condition of weapons in battlefield without personal
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intervention. They are also used to sense the vibration levels of large cooling fans used
in oil-refining processes [5].

2.3 Energy Management in RFID Sensor Networks

The emergence of wireless charging techniques provides a more flexible and promising
way to solve the energy constrain problem in Wireless Rechargeable Sensor Networks
(WRSNs) [3, 4]. Although many researches have been conducted on wireless charging
algorithms, most of them only focus on passively replenishing energy for nodes with
insufficient energy [6]. When the energy of a sensor node is depleted, it will no longer
fulfil its role in the network unless either the source of energy is replaced or some
harvesting mechanism is induced to bridge the energy gap. The existing solutions utilize
energy source powered by batteries in sensor nodes of RSN’s, but are associated with
many drawbacks, like chemical leakages, extreme weather conditions and limited
energy density [6]. The problem of finite node lifetime is addressed using energy
harvesting [11]. The improvement of energy efficiency of discrete-manufacturing facili‐
ties through state of art, and internet of things solution has been addressed by Shrouf
and Miragliotta [10]. This enables a high level of awareness, large data collection and
flexible installation of energy-related data in real time. In presence of energy harvesting,
the preamble length or wait duration can be increased or decreased based on the effective
energy at a node, to allow energy-scare nodes to sleep for longer durations. The draw‐
backs of relating expected energy levels of all nodes in a network, their routing paths
and traffic pattern, with duty-cycle and MAC parameters is of potential interest for
research direction [11]. The problem of energy sharing in sensors networks has been
studied [8] where the authors have proposed a new technique to manage energy available
through harvesting, but still needs improvisations by tuning the partition thresholds for
clustering the state space.

3 Proposed System Model

The proposed system model comprises of randomly distributed static RSN nodes (W1
to W9) and mobile readers (R1, R2 and R3) grouped together in clusters (cluster 1, 2
and 3) and a master reader M along with sink as depicted in Fig. 2. The RSN nodes
perform the sensing task and communicate it to the mobile reader. The reader that is
mobile in nature collects the sensed data from these nodes and recharges it through the
concept of ambient RF energy backscattering. The RF energy that is harvested every
time when the reader comes into the proximity range of the nodes is stored in the
capacitor.
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Fig. 2. Sample scenario of the proposed solution

The data collected from each cluster is delivered to the sink through the master reader
(M). The sink can be considered as a RFID tag, equipped with larger memory space. As
mentioned earlier, the total time required by R, to read sensed data from W is directly
proportional to the memory size of W. Hence, the size being in ‘B’ bits, the time required
to recharge the sensor node is also comparatively smaller. Therefore, for larger complex
operations in wide area RSN, the nodes would need more energy requiring the mobile
readers to make frequent tours for recharging cycles. This can consume more energy
and can also cause node failures or packet loss in the network, if the mobile reader does
not reach the recharging distance (Rd) from the energy depleted RSN node. To overcome
this kind of energy constraint, multiple mobile readers can be deployed in large and wide
area RSNs, so that all the ‘W’ nodes are visited and recharged without time delays. In
such a scenario, the multiple mobile readers, will move along the unique tour, but with
different timings. Hence, the proposed methodology is designed for the proper time
synchronisation of RSN nodes during each path movement and recharging cycles of
energy harvesting.

The main novelty of this research is the integration of RFID and WSN using network
simulations for harvesting the energy of sensor nodes using RF energy. The proposed
algorithm focuses on managing the energy levels of the nodes in RSN. The existing
solutions of EH networks do not integrate RFID technology along with sensing capa‐
bilities. This research focuses on integrating both identification and sensing technologies
at the data link layer. The network density of proposed algorithm is tested by increasing
the number of readers and sensor tag nodes. The complexity lies in the fact of preventing
node failure and avoiding inadequate distribution of harvested energy because RFID
used high frequency whereas radio model of other networks like Adhoc On-Demand
Distance Vector (AODV) routing use medium frequency for communication. The
proposed scenario is generated and experimented for different network traffic (Poisson
and FTP). The further work focuses on energy transfer through Wi-Fi Backscattering.
Therefore, this research contributes towards maximum energy optimization by
preventing energy losses, node failure and packet loss thereby improving the network
lifetime and performance.
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The residual energy (RE) in RSN node is computed as,

RE = 1∕2 C
(
V2

x − V2
d

)
= PxTx (1)

where ‘C’ is the capacitance of the RSN capacitor, Vx is the maximum voltage of the
embedded capacitor, Vd is the minimum operational voltage of RSN node, Tx is the time
for completion of fully charged capacitor, Px is the received power of RF signal from
reader. The value of Px is calculated from Friis equation as,

Px = PTGTGRλ
2∕(4πd)2 L (2)

where, d is the distance between the transmitting antenna and receiving antenna, Px is
the power received, PT is the power that is transmitted, λ is the wavelength of the RF
signal, L is the path loss factor, GT is the antenna gain of the transmitter and GR is the
antenna gain of the receiver. The mobile reader should ensure the continuous operation
of the RSN node and provide guarantee about the fact that the energy stored in the
capacitor does not run out. The amount of time spent by the mobile reader between two
consecutive tours to recharge the RSN is referred to as period of visit (TPV). This is
computed by summing up the total recharging time (Tx) and lifetime of RSN (TL). Tx
can be calculated using Eq. (1), whereas TL is dependent upon the operational cycles
(D) of the RSN node. These operational cycles can be calculated as,

D = AT∕(AT + ST) (3)

where AT is active mode time interval and ST is sleep mode time. The total lifetime (TL)
of RSN can be calculated as,

TL = RE∕AP(D) + SP(1 − D) (4)

where AP & Sp are power consumed by RSN node in active and sleep modes respectively.
According to EPC C1G2 standardisation, the total time spent for read/write operations
of RSN node is directly proportional to the memory size of the RSN node (B bits). The
authors in this paper aim to provide an event triggered scheduling mechanism to prevent
node failure and packet loss in wide area RSNs. In this way, the proposed solution is
compared with existing mechanisms such as non-cooperative solution and co-operative
tag-based solutions.
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Differently from the existing solutions, the proposed mechanism focuses on energy
harvesting aspect based upon Wi-Fi backscattering when the reader is away from the
energy depleted RSN node. This ensures that the information is not lost and hence the
RSN node remains active during the operational cycle, with minimal power consump‐
tion. The algorithm is applied for all the nodes. The node with highest energy and mobile
in nature is considered as the cluster mobile reader. The other nodes are tag nodes with
energy level more than threshold value. The master reader is the RFID reader which is
an agent with functions and variables (data members and member functions). All the
three RSN nodes, both cluster and master readers belong to a single network and are
synchronized based on time intervals and occurrence of events. Step 1 to 6 and 11 is
performed by mobile cluster reader and steps 7 to 10 are carried out by the master reader.
The energy harvesting task is done by the RSN nodes. The depiction in Fig. 3 shows the
proposed network model. The aspects such as network clustering, tour definition cum
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path movement of mobile readers and communication between mobile readers define
the recharging and data collection process between RSN nodes and readers. The
proposed event-triggered scheduling algorithm focuses on scheduling the movement of
mobile readers and the dynamic demand for recharging by the active nodes. This
synchronisation is designed in such a manner that there is no energy overflows or node
failure in the network.

Fig. 3. The proposed network model

4 Performance Evaluation

A simulative analysis has been experimented by using simulation code developed in NS-2,
to test the performance of the proposed solutions in wide RSNs as depicted in Fig. 4. The
parameters of the network simulation have been tabulated in Table 1. The mechanisms are
designed and proposed with the aim that all RSN nodes stay in operational state and are
recharged before they fall out below their minimum threshold levels to ensure that no
sensed information is lost. Thus, the evaluation of the proposed solution is done in terms
of data delivery rate to the sink, the number of required mobile readers, average throughput
and energy harvesting rate. It is clear from the plotted graphs as shown in Fig. 5 that the
proposed mechanism outperforms the existing solutions in terms of average data delivery
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delay and number of readers required for efficient data transmission to the sink. We can
observe that the proposed solution guarantees lowest average data delivery delay and
requires fewer readers when compared to existing techniques till date for RSNs.

Fig. 4. Screenshot of NS-2 simulation for the proposed scenario

Table 1. Network parameters and values of simulation

Parameter Value
Networks used WPAN and RFID (RSN)
Topology used Random and cluster
Number of nodes 10, 25 and 50
Traffic Poisson/FTP
Energy level 0.5 for Transmission, 0.3 W for receiving
Harvesting energy 0.05 W to 0.3 W
Radio propagation model Two-ray ground
Channel type and antenna model Wireless/Omni antenna
Routing protocol AODV and Dump agent
Period of simulation 50 s

(a)                                                 (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Performance comparison of proposed solution with existing techniques in terms of
data delivery delay. (b) Performance comparison of proposed solution with existing techniques
in terms of number of readers required
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper had provided insights and discussions about the evolution of RSN, its relative
applications and challenges followed by energy management techniques in wide area
RSNs. The existing solutions such as tag based relay scheme and tag based data channel
scheme suffer the drawback of no communication between the RSN nodes, whereas the
proposed solution on the contrary utilizes the concept of Wi-Fi backscattering for condi‐
tional beaconing by the RSN node and hence ensures nil data loss with minimal energy
consumption. The first algorithm of the proposed methodology has been tested through
extensive simulation platform and compared with existing techniques, to ensure
improved performance and throughput of the network.

The authors are currently working on the energy transfer mechanism based on
proposed enhanced Wi-Fi backscattering technique, to prevent data packet loss caused
by interferences from multiple devices which emit RF signals. This request/response
method ensures minimum energy consumption during waiting delay of recharging
cycles by RSN nodes. Further work will evaluate and test scenarios with heterogeneous
capabilities of sensing and data transmission with multiple readers and designing of
individual path movement of the master bus reader towards the sink based upon aspects
such as tightest time constraint and residual energy levels for real time applications in
internet of things scenario.
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Abstract. The last decade, numerous researches are still working on developing
a robust and faster keypoints image descriptors algorithm. In this paper, we will
review a few complex keypoint descriptor approaches that are well-known and
commonly used in vision applications, and they are Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) and Speed-up Robust Features (SURF). These methods aim to
make the descriptors faster to compute and robust to scale, rotation and noise. We
will the results of the experiments on face image data. The extracted keypoints
and the regions of interest are analysed and compared against the corresponding
facial features. The results have shown SIFT outperformed SURF in terms of
speed while the extracted keypoints using SURF descriptors are mainly located
on the corners and distinct facial features.

Keywords: Keypoint descriptors · SIFT · SURF · Feature extraction

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, applications in computer vision have dramatically increased and
feature extraction is still at the base of many of these applications’ problem. Earlier
works of research have been focusing on extracting keypoint descriptors for better
accuracy and improved speed.

Detecting facial features is a vital step in face recognition for image registration
purposes. The accuracy of the feature extraction process is often influenced by face
variants due to the changes in orientation, head poses, illumination, facial expressions,
occlusion, cluttered background and so on. A number of methods have been studied and
improved feature extraction. The commonly used feature extraction approaches are the
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [1] and the Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) [2]. These are known to be the most promising feature extraction methods for
its high performance in various applications. Therefore, we will discuss further on the
performance of these methods on face feature extraction purposes.

We have conducted a number of experiments on the existing 2D face images. The
keypoint descriptors and the computational speed of both methods are compared.
Follows on is the analysis of the results based on the region of interests and the extracted
keypoint descriptors.
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The outline of this paper is as follows: In Sect. 2, we present the technicalities of the
SIFT and SURF methods. Then, it is followed by a discussion of the conducted experi‐
ments and the results of the extracted keypoint descriptors. Finally, the paper concludes
with the analysis and future directions of the work.

2 SIFT for Face Feature Points Extraction

SIFT stands for Scale Invariant Feature Transform, which was introduced by David
Lowe in 1999 [1]. This approach is aimed to transform image data into scale-invariant
coordinates relative to local features. It solved the problems of image rotation, scaling,
viewpoint change and affine deformation, change in 3D viewpoint and addition of noise.
The distinctiveness of individual features can be matched to a large database of objects.
Many features can be generated for even small objects as it can generate a large number
of features. And it is close to real time performance efficiency. It was left unchallenged
for almost a decade and widely used in panorama stitching, object detection, tracking
and so on.

The four major stages of computation in SIFT are scale space extrema detection,
keypoint localisation, orientation assignment and keypoint descriptor.

The first stage of SIFT approach is to identify the candidate keypoints. Scale space
extrema detection will search the entire scale and image location. The cascade filtering
approach is used to identify candidate locations that are then examined in further details.
In order to detect the locations that are invariant to scale changes of an image, a contin‐
uous function of scale known as scale space, is applied. The Difference of Gaussian
(DoG) functions is proposed and used to improve the computational speed. Given the
scale-space of an image is defined as a function, L(x, y, σ) that is produced from the
convolution of Gaussian kernel, G(x, y, σ), with an input image, I (x, y):

L(x, y, 𝜎) = G(x, y, 𝜎) ∗ I(x, y) (1)

where * is the convolution operation in x and y; σ is defined as the width of the Gaussian
filter. This process down-sampled the Gaussian image by a factor of 2 in each octave,
and the process is repeated. The DoG images are generated from two nearby scales
separated by a constant multiplicative factor k:

D(x, y, 𝜎) = (G(x, y, k𝜎) − G(x, y, 𝜎)) ∗ I(x, y)

= L(x, y, k𝜎) − L(x, y, 𝜎) (2)

Each of the pixels in the DoG images is compared to its 26 neighbors 3 × 3 regions in
the scale above and below (see Fig. 1). The keypoints with low contrast, are removed and
responses along edges are eliminated. A candidate keypoint (marked as ‘X’ in Fig. 1) is
selected if the pixel is a local maximum or local minimum. The properties of the keypoint
are measured to the keypoint orientation, which provides rotation invariance.
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Fig. 1. Keypoint detection in scale-space (image taken from [1])

In the previous stage, a candidate keypoint has been found by comparing a pixel with
its neighbors. In keypoint localisation process, the keypoints are refined and localised by
rejecting those with low contrast or unused data which fall along edges. The purpose is to
search for location, scale and ration of principal curvatures. Brown and Lowe [9]
approached a 3D quadratic function to the local sample points. It is to determine the inter‐
polated location of the maximum. As suggested by the author, Taylor expansion is used
to accurately locate for the location of x, y and σ of the keypoint. Hessian matrix [9] is to
compute the principal curvatures with a ratio of threshold at the location and scale of the
keypoints. The quadratic coefficients are computed by approximating the derivatives by
using differences of neighboring sample points. The candidate keypoints are chosen from
the location of the extremum by rejecting unstable extrema with low contrast.

Following, the orientation assignment stage, the orientation of the keypoint is
obtained based on local image gradient. An orientation histogram is formed with 36 bins
to cover a 360° range of orientations. Each sample is weighted by gradient magnitude
and Gaussian weighted circular window with a σ = 1.5 times of the scales of keypoint.
The peaks in the orientation histogram determine the direction of local gradients. And
any peaks within 80% of the highest peak are also used to create a keypoint with that
orientation. Thus, there are multiple peaks created at the same location and scale, but in
a different direction. This increases the stability during the matching of the keypoint
descriptors. As a result, the gradients of each pixel needed to be computed and these
computations are time consuming.

Once the orientation is assigned, the feature descriptor is computed as a set of orien‐
tation histograms in the pixel neighborhood. In the paper, the best results were achieved
by computing the 4 × 4 array of histograms with 8 orientation bins in each. The descrip‐
tors of SIFT that was used is 4 × 4 × 8 = 128 element feature vector. Each of the
descriptors is computed by a 16 × 16 neighborhoods with 16 sub-blocks. The 128
dimensions form the feature vector and the keypoint which is uniquely identified by this
feature vector. Then, the feature vector is normalized so that the gradient magnitude
changes have no effects on illumination change. Therefore, the keypoint descriptor is
invariant to affine changes in illumination.
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3 SURF

Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) is designed by Bay et al. [2] in 2008 based on the
ideas of SIFT, but it is employed slightly in a different way in detecting features. It is a
fast and robust algorithm for the local similarity invariant representation and feature
extraction. This algorithm is invariant to a scale and in-plane rotation features. It is found
to be faster and with a lesser computational speed as compared with SIFT without
sacrificing the performance. The SURF algorithm consists of two consecutive stages,
which are keypoint detection and keypoint description.

The originality of SURF algorithm is to achieve fast and robust descriptors. On
keypoint detection stage, it is to locate the keypoint in the image. The Bay et al. [2]
detected the keypoints using Hessian matrix approximation instead of DoG as in SIFT.
Hessian matrix approximation based detectors are more stable and repeatable [3, 4]. It
allows a fast computation of box type convolution filters. For an image I, given a point
of P = (x, y), the Hessian matrix H (P, σ) in P at scale σ is defined as follows:

H(P, 𝜎) =

[
Lxx(P, 𝜎)Lxy(P, 𝜎)
Lxy(P, 𝜎)Lyy(P, 𝜎)

]
(3)

where Lxx(P, 𝜎) in the equation is the convolution of the image with the second order
derivative of the Gaussian. The location, where the Hessian determinant is the maxima
form the keypoint. The approximate second order Gaussian derivatives can be evaluated
by the integral images at a low computational cost (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Gaussian second order derivatives in y and xy directions (image taken from [2])

With the use of box filters and integral images, the same filter from the output of a
previously filtered layer can be applied to the original image at any size with the same
speed directly. Therefore, the scale-space is analysed by up-sampling the filter size rather
than reducing the image size. In the paper [2], the authors computed 3 octaves with 3
levels. In the first octave, the construction of the box filter starts at 9 × 9. To change the
filter size between two successive scales, an increase of 2 pixels is necessary, which
yields an increased filter size by 6 pixels. In the consequent octaves, the filters with size
15 × 15, 21 × 21 and 27 × 27 are applied. For each new octave, the filter size is doubled
for the sampling without image pyramiding. This reduces the computation time to
compare to the image sub-sampling of the traditional approaches [10].

Once the keypoint localisation is completed, the keypoint descriptors must be
uniquely described by a descriptor such that the correspondences between two images
can be evaluated. A descriptor can be generated based on the area surrounding a
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keypoint. The SURF descriptor is based on Haar wavelet responses and can be calculated
efficiently with integral images with 64 dimensions. It consists of constructing a square
region centred around the keypoint. The square region is divided into equally with 4 × 4
sub-regions. As a first step, it finds the orientation using circular window around the
keypoint. For such, Haar wavelet responses are calculated in x and y direction in a
circular neighborhood with radius 6 s, with s the scale at which the interest point was
detected. After finding out the orientation of all keypoints, a square window is aligned
to the selected orientation and extracts the descriptor from it. The descriptor vector is
normalized to achieve invariance to contrast. All descriptors are then used in local feature
matching. In keypoint matching step, the nearest neighbor is defined as the keypoint
with a calculation with minimum Euclidean distance for the invariant descriptor vector.

4 Experiments and Results

In the experiments, we examined SIFT and SURF methods on the 2D FERET (color)
face dataset [5, 6]. FERET (color) face database consists of 1199 subjects with a total
of 14126 images in different appearance through time, different in lightings, clothes and
hair, controlled pose variation and facial expression. We randomly selected a set of 200
images consisting of a pair of frontal-views (100 images in FA and 100 images in FB).
The results are compared based on the number of extracted keypoints and total compu‐
tational time. The methods are programmed in C++ on OpenCV.

4.1 Evaluating the Parameters of SIFT

The parameters of SIFT were evaluated based on those used by Lowe [1]. First, a series
of Gaussian blurred images from the first image using σ, kσ, k2σ… kn+1σ (as in Eq. 2)
are generated. A DoG image is obtained from the difference of neighboring blurred
images at scales knσ and kn+1σ. In order to test the DoG image scales in a pyramid level,
we set k = √2. As for sigma, σ, we performed different values by selecting from the
range of 1.0 to 2.0, respectively. The number of octave layers was set to 3, which is
suggested by Lowe [1], and computed automatically from the image resolution. On
average, these results confirm that the σ values with 1.6 could correctly locate keypoints
on distinct face regions. The higher value of σ is blurring the image more and more
information will be eliminated. Note that if the images are captured with low resolution
(weak camera) with soft lenses, we need to reduce the value of σ.

In order to filter out the edge-like features from the face images, we proceed as
follows. We conducted an edge threshold tests with the given edge threshold values, T,
such as T1, T2 … Tn (a range from 5, 10, 15 … 50) repeatedly. The keypoints that have
a ratio between the principal curvatures greater than the value used are eliminated. The
results showed that stable and accurate features are obtained at, T = 10. We noticed
given the T beyond 10 retained the similar keypoints, which also increased the compu‐
tational time (as seen in Fig. 3). Therefore, we can determine that T equal or less than
10 provide more reliable edge elimination on images.
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Fig. 3. A range of edge threshold values are tested corresponding with computational time on
the extracted keypoints

As a result, the experiments in SIFT obtained a range of 200 to 2278 candidate
keypoints from the given parameters. A total of 124 out of 200 images detected keypoints
on the distinct face regions. We observed that the number of extracted keypoints within
the range of 200 to 600 keypoints is located on eyes, nose and mouth (as seen in Fig. 4a).
In addition, the number of keypoints, which is more than 600 keypoints displayed an
over-extracted feature, where mostly hair and shirt are marked as keypoints (as seen in
Fig. 4b).

4.2 Evaluating the Parameters of SURF

In SURF, we tested on a range of minimum Hessian (minHessian) values until the
acceptance level of keypoints. The threshold determines how large the output of the
Hessian filters to be in order for a point chosen as a keypoint. In practice, the higher the
minHessian value will return a fewer keypoints, but with a more repetitive and infor‐
mative keypoints on distinctive face regions. In contrast, the lower the minHessian value
will return more keypoints but they may contain less information (such as the detection
on cheeks, chin, hair and so on). Therefore, we have to determine minHessian to sort
the resulting keypoints by its Hessian value then remove the least persistent ones.
Generally, a value of minHessian between 400 and 800 works well. In this work, we
extended the minHessian parameter to 1000 in order to choose the best candidate feature
locations. As a result, it is found that the total extracted keypoints which is lower than
500 are mainly located on eyes, nose tip, nostril and mouth, otherwise, it is considered
as excessive extraction of keypoints.
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Fig. 4. The extracted keypoints by applying SIFT. 4(a). The candidate keypoints are located
mostly on the distinct face features; 4(b). The ‘over-extracted’ features are located on shirt and hair.

4.3 Comparison the Results of SIFT and SURF

In addition, we compared the experimental results of both SIFT and SURF algorithm
on the average number of extracted keypoints and the average computational speed in
millisecond (ms) (as seen in Table 1). We averaged all the obtained keypoints within
200 images. We found that 655.82 and 229.65 keypoints are the average number of
descriptors extracted by SIFT and SURF respectively. Both extracted descriptors are
located in similar regions (as seen in Fig. 5). The number of the extracted keypoints in
SIFT of each image is more than SURF. However, SIFT located numerous unwanted
keypoints on the hair and shirt, whereby the keypoint descriptors from SURF are located
mainly on the distinct anatomical features such as eyes, nose tip, nostrils and corners of
the mouth (as seen in Fig. 6). The detection on eyes, nose and mouth are clustered as
the potential landmark points about face features landmark candidate.

In previous studies [7, 8], the computation time in SURF outperforms SIFT.
However, in our experiment, SIFT shows lesser computational time is used. This is
because we applied a higher threshold value in Hessian detector in SURF to extract more
salient keypoints using the selected data.
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Table 1. Average numbers of extracted keypoints and average of computational speed

SIFT SURF
Avg. no. of extracted keypoints 655.82 229.65
Avg. computational time (ms) 0.856005 0.989419

Once the keypoints are extracted, we manually landmark the eye regions. Each of
the distance in between both of the eyes is calculated. We compared the distance of each
image on the same dataset. The results have shown that once the eyes are located reliably,
it provides the constraints on the location of the nose where face images are frontal and
semi-profile. Therefore, a template of face extraction of distinct face regions could be
generated.

Moreover, we also observed that the edge of the foreground and the background of
the image are extracted. In such, we are able to segment the area of the face and the
background. This is a potential region that we are able to display as a useful region.

Fig. 5. The extracted keypoint descriptors from SIFT (row a) and SURF (row b) (‘X’ are labelled
on the selected interest points such as eyes, nose tip, nostrils and mouth)
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Fig. 6. The comparison of extracted keypoints on non-face regions by SIFT (row a) and SURF
(row b)

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper has presented a work on SIFT and SURF algorithm on 2D face feature
extraction. Based on the experimental results, we note that SIFT performed with a faster
computational speed based on our experiments. Additionally, SIFT has detected more
number of keypoints compared to SURF. However, those candidate keypoints extracted
by SURF located mainly at the distinct facial features. This work is to provide a good
start for our further work in face landmarking process. Further studies will include the
detection and location of facial features by using a geometric model of face or triangular
features only on the face region automatically. We will also conduct experiments on
automatic 3D feature extractions.
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Abstract. VANETs are the next uprising technology in automotive industry to
promote safety and valuable information to make a better driving experience. This
technology allows vehicle to communicate directly to the next vehicle and
exchange data. The main purpose of VANETs is to improve traffic safety and to
provide efficient traffic management on road via safety and non-safety message.
Safety and non-safety messages are disseminated instantly among the vehicles
through broadcasting protocol. By broadcasting, message can be delivered to
multiple vehicles at the same time within vicinity. When too many vehicles
broadcasting in dense traffic, VANETs suffer network congestion due to excessive
amount of broadcast messages consume the bandwidth of communication
channel. When broadcast storm occurs, message could not be delivered properly
due to packet loss in the transmission. To address this issue, congestion control
mechanism was proposed to alleviate the congestion in the communication
channel during broadcast storm. In this research, the congestion control is applied
to Service Channel communication (SCH) for non-safety message. The proposed
congestion control was also tested using Taguchi method to optimize packet loss
reduction in the network. The experiment was conducted with and without
Taguchi method in urban area. The obtained results from the experiment show
packet loss was greatly reduced when applying congestion control with Taguchi
method. The results have proven that integrating Taguchi method in congestion
control mechanism could improve packet loss reduction when broadcast storm
take place in high-density traffic.

Keywords: VANETs · Broadcast storm · Taguchi method · Non-safety messages
Congestion control

1 Introduction

Vehicle Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) has become an important research area to
improve traffic awareness by using wireless connection. VANETs communicate wire‐
lessly via embedded On Board Unit (OBUs) wireless device. The OBUs act as an inter‐
face which allows vehicle to form a short range of wireless ad-hoc networks with the
capability of broadcasting data and application to vehicular networks or transportation
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authorities. The OBUs possess indefinite power transmission due to onboard power
supply which makes it different from any other form of ad hoc network like MANET.
When vehicular network is formed between nodes equipped with OBU, it is called
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, whereas when nodes communicates with the
road-side-unit (RSU) and form the network, it is known as vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) communication.

In 1999, The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz in
the 5.9 GHz band for Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) as a standard for
VANETs wireless band to communicate among the vehicles. In VANETs, there are two
types of messages transmitted by DSRC, namely safety message and non-safety
message. DSRC provides one Control Channel (CCH) for safety messages and six
Service Channels (SCHs) for non-safety messages with 5 MHz of guard band respec‐
tively. Safety message in VANETs is critical information generated by safety application
to predict and to prevent accident on road. Examples of safety applications are cooper‐
ative collision avoidance and emergency brake detection. Non-safety message on the
other hand is a non-critical information message generated by non-safety application to
comfort driver and passengers in the vehicle.

In VANETs, broadcast routing disseminates the safety and non-safety messages.
Among all routing protocol, broadcast based routing is mostly used to disseminate data
due to fast propagation towards all vehicles in vicinity without constructing dedicated
path to reach the next vehicle [1]. Broadcast routing allows safety and non-safety to be
disseminated to the vehicle beyond the transmissions range. Every vehicle received the
message will re-broadcast the message to the next hop. This flooding technique allows
message to be transmitted to the furthest vehicle in the area until all vehicles received
the same information. Even though flooding is the simplest technique to be used and
works fine in spare network but in a dense network, it produces collision, contention
and redundant information [2]. Frequent contention and an excessive numbers of broad‐
casted packets will lead to collision, thus causing broadcast storm [3]. This significantly
contributes to packet loss in the network [4].

Network congestion and packet loss will severely impact the performance of service
applications in VANETs [5]. If the service application is related to safety message such
as collision detection, the warning message sent by the source node may not successfully
delivered to the neighboring nodes due to packet loss and it might increase the risk of
accident. For non-safety message like routing discovery or traffic forecast, packet loss
may reduce the accuracy of the information and user might be provided with false infor‐
mation too. Congestion problem can be alleviated with congestion control mechanism.
Appropriate congestion control mechanism is essential to ensure an efficient operation
of a network. Though a lot of research has been done on congestion control mechanism
yet its focus was mostly on safety-messages. There is ample scope to deal with conges‐
tion control mechanism for non-safety messages since various reactions from drivers
will generate multiple non-safety messages on mobile network environments. Two
categories of congestion control mechanism are recognized [6], which include reactive
and proactive congestion control.

In this research, three congestion control approaches were compared to be adopted in
SCH for non-safety message. Although mostly congestion control are applied to CCH, it
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also applicable to control congestion in SCH too. These three congestion control mecha‐
nisms are Cooperative scheme for service channel reservation (CRaSCH) [6], and Vehic‐
ular enhanced Multi-Channel MAC (VEMMAC) [7]. The following Tables 1 and 2
summarize the capabilities of the above-mentioned congestion control approaches with
their schemes.

Table 1. Summary of VANETs congestion control

Approach Packet
rate

Utility
function

Access
priority

Carrier
sense

Smart
broadcast

CrasSCH NO YES NO YES NO
MBDS YES YES NO YES YES
VEMMAC YES YES NO NO YES

Table 2. Summary of congestion control scheme solution area

Approach Throughput Delay Packet loss
CrasSCH YES NO NO
MBDS YES YES NO
VEMMAC YES YES NO

The summary clearly indicates that MBSD has more advantages for congestion
control compared over VEMMAC and CRaSCH. The scheme will be adopted to control
congestion in SCH especially in high density traffic.

2 Optimization

Any existing systems, programming, algorithm to solve or to serves specific function
can be optimized to obtain the best output by modifying the constraint into the given
process. A routing can be optimized by identifying the fastest route to reach destination.
Network optimization is one way to maintain the existing protocols, mechanism or other
network parameter rather than costly efforts to design and implementing new improved
mechanism. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) and Taguchi Method are two most
known system optimizations in manufacturing and engineering field. Both methodolo‐
gies aim to achieve the best output and improve the manufacturing and engineering
productivity. Taguchi provides very precise optimization but to follow the process is
difficult as it requires great deal of accuracy in manufacturing. RSM on the other hand
is easy to apply but the method is outdated and the results are not excellent in terms of
quality. The design of the mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) with the implementation
of Taguchi parameter design has been discussed [8]. The Taguchi method was chosen
due to its ability to determine and choose the optimal combination of parameters. In
addition, by using the loss function, the variance of the intended output can be reduced.
This in turn reduced the loss and attenuation, and improved the connectivity, routing
capability and bandwidth utilization.
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3 Experiment Phase

3.1 Urban Map Set-up

The map in Fig. 1 was designed in a square shape with nine co-ordinate point for vehicles
to move from starting point until the end of the map. Using a simple square map could
simulate an urban scenario where roads are divided into few sections with multiple
junction, thus could help to simulate broadcast storm when vehicle traffic is high. The
RSUs also have been placed in the map at four areas. Vehicles also will exchanges
broadcast message with the RSU as it moves along the road. The designed map was
based on the parameter in Table 3.

Fig. 1. Simple map of urban scenario

Table 3. Map parameters

Parameter Value
Simulation area 1000 m × 1000 m/

2000 m × 80 m
Number of vehicles 10–60
Number of RSU 4
Packet type UDP
Network interface IEEE 802.11
Vehicle speed 40–50 kph
Transmission range 250 m intervals
Simulation time 250 s
Data packet size 512–1024
CBR rate 0.5–5 packet per second
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11p
Vehicle distance 4 m–5 m
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Based on the parameters above, vehicles movement will be set based on assigned
coordinate. There are four routes established in this experiment to simulate the vehicle
movement in urban scenario which are:

Route 1: Co-ordinate (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2), (1, 2), (2, 2)
Route 2: Co-ordinate (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1), (2, 1), (2, 2)
Route 3: Co-ordinate (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (2, 1), (2, 2)
Route 4: Co-ordinate (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2)

3.2 Taguchi Method

Technically, Taguchi method consists of three phases, Planning Phase, Experiment
Phase and Analysis Phase.

3.2.1 Planning Phase
Control and noise factors were to be selected in order to optimize congestion control for
non-safety message in dense network to achieve packet loss reduction. Control factors
are controllable parameters in designing a congestion control while the noise factors are
factors that may influence the selected quality characteristic and cannot be adjusted in
the design as shown in Fig. 2.

M Signal factors: non-safety data packet
X Noise factors: send interval, packet size, simulation time, bit rate, number of vehicle
Z Control factors: wifiPreambleMode, slotTime, rtsThresholdBytes, minSuccess‐
Threshold, successCoef
Y Response/Output: Packet received

X Noise Factors

Congestion Control

Control Factors Z

Response
Y

Signal Factors
M

Fig. 2. Parameter diagram by Taguchi

Basically, in congestion control mechanism the dissemination packet to neighboring
nodes is important especially during high traffic. When network becomes congested, the
service application is not reliable anymore when the data failed to reach the destination
due to packet loss. Therefore, for optimal performance, the smaller-the-better perform‐
ance metric for packet loss reduction must be applied in non-safety message.

3.2.2 Experiment Phase
The experiments were conducted based on combination of control factors and noise
factors. All protocols such routing and congestion control were based on INETMANET
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modules implantation. The experiment was conducted based on L8 Taguchi orthogonal
array design as shown in Table 4. Figure 3 shows a movement of vehicles during experi‐
ment using OMNET++ simulator.

Table 4. Orthogonal array L8 control parameter

Experiment wifiPreambleMode slotTime rtsThresBytes minSuccessThres SuccessCoef
E1 L L L L L
E2 L L L H H
E3 L H H L L
E4 L H H H H
E5 H L H L H
E6 H L H H L
E7 H H L L H
E8 H H L H L

Fig. 3. Snapshot of vehicles movement during the experiment

3.2.3 Experiment Phase
The aim of this research is to optimize congestion control for non-safety message by
using Taguchi method. The experiment conducted to improve packet delivery by mini‐
mizing packet loss during data exchange in high density traffic. After the experiments
have been carried out, and results are obtained to experiment design, the loss function
for each target will be calculated. The loss function to be used for this experiment will
be the smaller-the-better. The performance metrics to measure the output from the
experiment would be as follow:

Packet loss = Packet sent − Packet received

Each parameters experiment results will evaluate how many packet loss reductions
for each variable. The output then will be recorded and will be analyzed.
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4 Experimental Analysis

The proposed congestion control mechanism was tested with and without Taguchi
parameter. The simulation was done to prove if Taguchi method could optimize the
congestion control by minimizing packet loss during the transmission.

In Taguchi method, if one of the SCH communication channels is congested, it will
launch the optimized congestion control algorithm immediately. During the simulation,
the noise parameters were changed accordingly.

When simulation started, congestion control will start to monitor SCH channel.
Vehicles move based on co-ordinate assigned and started to broadcast non-safety
message to the RSUs which have been assigned in four places in the simulation map.
Then the flow proceeds to control parameter assignment. When congestion occurs in
SCH, congestion control is applied with all the parameters assigned. The output broad‐
cast packet received by RSU will be measured.

5 Result and Findings

The following section summarizes the results for noise parameters that have been
conducted.

5.1 Bit Rate Parameter

Result of packet loss reduction based on bit rate parameter is tabulated in Table 5.

Table 5. Packet loss reduction based on bit rate

Bit rate 3 6 9 12
Original 94335 90909 99814 109452
Optimized 91384 85888 94591 106810
Different 2951 5021 5223 2641

Figure 4 shows that the optimized technique parameter value is lower than the orig‐
inal technique parameter value as per Taguchi method for packet loss (the lower the
better). The red line in the graph represents the performance of the optimized congestion
control for non-safety packet while the dotted blue-line represent the original technique
parameter.
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Fig. 4. Packet loss in bit rate parameter

5.2 Number of Vehicles Parameter

Result of packet loss reduction based on number of vehicle is tabulated in Table 6:

Table 6. Packet loss reduction based on number of vehicle

Num. of vehicle 10 20 30 40 50
Original 3611 6295 14333 23508 36883
Optimized 4541 5153 10125 19288 35526
Different –930 1142 4208 4220 1357

Figure 5 shows the differences between the proposed optimized techniques with the
original congestion control based on number of packet value 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50.
Figure 5 shows that the optimized technique parameter value is lower than the original
technique parameter value as per Taguchi method for packet loss (the lower the better).
The packet loss reduction was optimum when vehicles at 40 and could be the ideal
number of vehicle to implement Taguchi method in congestion control when broadcast
storm occurs.
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Fig. 5. Packet loss in number of vehicles

5.3 Packet Size Parameter

Result of packet loss reduction based on packet size is tabulated in Table 7:

Table 7. Packet loss reduction based on packet size

Packet size 512 640 768 896 1024
Original 92471 99234 104102 106935 110372
Optimized 92369 99056 103061 106104 109102
Different 102 178 1041 831 1270

Fig. 6. Packet loss in packet size parameter

From the results tabulated in Table 7 and Fig. 6 shows that the highest packet loss
reduction was captured when parameter 1024 bytes of packet size was assigned into
transmission protocol. The lowest reduction was captured when 512 bytes packet size
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was assigned. The result has proven when larger packet size was assigned, lesser time
taken to complete the packet transmission and thus decrease the chance of the packet
loss. While with smaller packet size, the time taken to complete the round trip message
was longer and increases the chance of losing the packet during transmission.

5.4 Send Interval Parameter

Result of packet loss reduction based on send interval is tabulated in Table 8. Figure 7
shows the differences between the proposed optimized techniques with the original
congestion control based on send interval value 0.5, 0.02, 0.01, 0.007 and 0.005. The
purpose of this experiment is to determine the impacts of the optimized technique in
different send interval time. The red line in the graph represents the performance of the
optimize congestion control for non-safety packet while the dotted blue-line represent
the original technique parameter. Figure 7 shows that the optimize technique parameter
value is slightly lower than the original technique parameter value as per Taguchi method
for packet loss (the lower the better).

Table 8. Packet loss reduction based on send interval (ms)

Send interval 0.5 0.02 0.01 0.007 0.005
Original 19551 618296 1239933 1775772 2492140
Optimized 15452 607743 1232502 1768069 2484240
Different 4099 10552 7430 7703 7900

Fig. 7. Packet loss with send interval parameter

5.5 Simulation Time Parameter

Result of packet loss reduction based on simulation time is tabulated in Table 9. In this
experiment, each vehicle started to leave the starting point with the given simulation
time after the first vehicle which were 50 s, 100 s, 150 s, 200 s and 250 s. This will create
a gap between two vehicles when approaching RSU. The results tabulated in Table 8
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shows as simulation time getting wider, the number of packet loss significantly
decreased. When the gap was close as 50 s gap, total number of packet received by RSU
was high and when the gap was wider as 250 s, total number of packet received by RSU
was low. The simulation time applied gave time to SCH channel slot in RSU to be
released and received incoming broadcast message from the next vehicle. The highest
packet loss reduction was captured when simulation time assigned was 100 s and the
lowest packet loss reduction was at 50 s. However in broadcast storm vehicles are
moving closer and the gap between vehicles might be less than one seconds.

Table 9. Packet loss reduction based on simulation time

Simulation time (sec) 50 100 150 200 250
Original 95495 47261 30798 23314 19438
Optimized 93343 37174 24751 18866 15670
Different 2151 10087 6047 4448 3767

Fig. 8. Packet loss with simulation time parameter

Figure 8 shows the differences between the proposed optimized techniques with the
original congestion control executed on different simulation time on value 50 s, 100 s,
150 s, 200 s and 250 s. The results tabulated in Table 9 shows as simulation time getting
wider, the number of packet loss significantly decreased. When the gap was close as
50 s gap, total number of packet received by RSU was high and when the gap was wider
as 250 s, total number of packet received by RSU was low. The simulation time applied
gave time to SCH channel slot in RSU to be released and received incoming broadcast
message from the next vehicle. The highest packet loss reduction was captured when
simulation time assigned was 100 s and the lowest packet loss reduction was at 50 s.
However, in broadcast storm vehicles are moving closer and the gap between vehicles
might be less than one seconds.
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6 Performance Comparison of All Tested Parameters

There are five parameters tested in each experiment to optimize the congestion control
mechanism. From the results tabulated in Fig. 9 and Table 10, the output of packet loss
reduction was categorized into two categories (a) the highest packet loss reduction and
(b) the lowest packet reduction.

Fig. 9. Highest and lowest packet loss reduction

Table 10. Highest and lowest packet loss reduction

Parameters Highest
reduction

Lowest
reduction

Different (%)

Bit rate 5223 2641 97
Num. of vehicle 4220 929 354
Packet size 1269 101 1156
Send interval 10552 4099 157
Simulation time 10087 2151 368

The highest reduction of packet loss was obtained by selecting the highest packet
loss output among the parameter attributes. The lowest packet loss reduction on the other
hand was obtained by selecting the lowest packet loss output among the parameter
attributes. The highest and lowest results were compared to find the difference and the
results were shown in the Table 11. There were huge gap between highest and lowest
packet loss reduction in send interval and in simulation time.

The experiment results shows that after Taguchi parameters applied to the congestion
control, the number of packet loss has decrease significantly. All noise parameter applied
shown an improvement in reducing the packet loss when congestion control is triggered
in broadcast storm. From the experiment, number of vehicle parameter has the highest
percentage of improvement in reducing packet loss with the congestion control
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compared to other tested factors while packet size variable has the lowest percentage of
packet loss reduction.

Table 11. Average percentage of packet loss reduction

Parameters 1 2 3 4 5 Average (%)
Bit rate 3.13 5.52 5.23 2.41 0 4.07
Num. of vehicle 25.74 18.13 29.36 17.95 3.68 18.97
Packet size 0.32 0.18 0.73 0.50 0.30 0.41
Send interval 20.97 1.71 0.60 0.43 0.32 4.80
Simulation time 2.25 21.54 19.63 19.08 19.38 16.34

7 Conclusion

In a dense network especially in urban area, the numbers of vehicles are higher than
usual. When there are too many vehicles in a certain area, the performance of services
and application in VANETs are significantly degraded due too many data collision and
congestion which also known as broadcast storm. The experiment is conducted to find
out if Taguchi method could improve the congestion control by reducing packet loss in
broadcasting non-safety message in dense network. With Taguchi method implemented
during congestion control, number of packet loss has been greatly reduced. The experi‐
ment shows when the adopted congestion control runs with number of vehicle parameter
it has the most packet loss reduced among the other variables. As the number of vehicle
increase from 50 to 250 vehicles, the optimize congestion control has reduced more of
packet loss. This result is significantly prove that when broadcast storm occurs when
vehicles in traffic are increasing, Taguchi methods managed to optimize the congestion
control and reduce the packet loss.
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Abstract. Mobile devices have become an indispensable component in modern
society. Many of these devices rely on personal identification numbers (PIN) as
a form of user authentication. One of the main concerns in the use of mobile
devices is the possibility of a breach in security and privacy if the device is seized
by an outside party. Threats can possibly come from friends as well as strangers.
Smart devices can be easily lost due to their small size, thereby exposing details
of users’ private lives. User behavior authentication is designed to overcome this
problem by utilizing user behavioral techniques to continuously assess user iden‐
tity. This study proposed a behavioral data profiling technique that utilizes data
collected from the user behavior application to verify the identity of the user in a
continuous manner. By utilizing a combination of analytical hierarchy process
and correlation coefficient method, the best experimental results were obtained
by verifying the identity of six types of user behaviors to determine the different
behaviors. Based on the results, this study proposes a new authentication tech‐
nique that enables verification of a user’s identity through their application usage
in a transparent manner. Behavioral data profiling is designed in a modular
manner that will not reject user access based on a single application activity but
on several consecutive abnormal application usages to balance the trade-off
between security and usability. The proposed framework is evaluated using a PIN-
based technique and achieved an overall 95% confidence level. Behavioral data
profiling provides a significant improvement in the security afforded to the device
and user convenience.

Keywords: Security of smartphone · User behavior · Decision-making
Correlation coefficient

1 Introduction

The rise in the usage of smartphones over the past few years has been a story of tech‐
nological triumph. The latest expansion in mobile technologies has produced a new kind
of device, a programmable mobile phone known as the smartphone. Generally, smart‐
phone users can program any application tailored for their needs. Furthermore, smart‐
phone users can share these applications in the online market. Therefore, smartphone
and its applications are currently the most prevalent key-words in mobile technology [1].
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However, a smartphone needs confidential information to provide these customized
services, thus causing security weaknesses. All smartphones are preferred targets of
attacks. Authentication, which can only be maintained by proper identification of the
end users, is the primary step to safeguard the integrity and confidentiality of an infra‐
structure. Authentication and authorization controls help protect unapproved access to
mobile devices and their stored data. Smartphone security [2] authentication is vital for
our assets, which include individual data, corporate intellectual property, classified
information, financial assets, device and service availability and functionality, and
personal and political reputation. Moreover, authentication helps prevent data loss in
the case of mobile device theft or damage. Numerous authentication techniques through
which we can enhance security to prevent intruder breach have been proposed.

A smartphone is a vital source of information. However, the availability of this
information has initiated a growth in cyberattacks. The cybersecurity risks to unauthor‐
ized data access is principally the same for smartphones [3] as well as tablets, laptops,
or any other mobile device operating outside of an organization’s physical office. Owing
to an increasing number of people who use their smartphones to run their entire lives,
hackers and other intruders will center their efforts on obtaining the information they
want from these devices. Regrettably, such intention poses considerable challenges in
terms of security for organizations with employees who use such devices in their daily
work. Data security is the main concern not only for enterprises and small business [4]
but also for everyday users. Extensive data breaches reveal everything, from customer
login credentials to credit card information and personal health records. Smartphones
store information on your calls, your location, what you have search on the Internet, and
passwords to social networks. Thus, grave consequences are expected if your phone
ends up in the wrong hands [5].

In this paper, we introduce a new concept to secure the mobile device based on the
user’s behavior and models. It utilizes a user’s behavior pattern to improve existing
services and use the models to detect significant variations in the user’s behavior and
anomaly detection. This is important as a mobile device (smartphone) is a near depiction
of the users’ themselves. As mobile device gets a very personalize in the further, the
mobile device is actually a personal representation extension and embodiment of the
user’s behavior in the connected world. The user and the mobile device can be said to
have a symbiotic relationship. This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 Authenti‐
cation Techniques. Then, a novel framework is described for user behavior on mobile
devices in Sect. 2. Section 3 outlines the evaluation and finally, Sect. 4 concludes this
paper with some recommendation of future works.

2 A New Behavioral Data Profiling Framework Based on the User
Behavior

Authentication is the process used to validate the true user of a system. In the context
of security, authentication considers three primary implementation strategies. In this
study, we propose the fourth strategy regarding authentication, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Authentication strategies for interaction between users and smart devices

Authentication can be active or passive. Active authentication requires dealing with
a device and inputting one or more pieces of valid information or answers to questions.
If required by individual applications, then this kind of authentication can become
tedious and frustrating because most individuals use many applications or services.
Consequently, many individuals prefer to use their applications with few security
impediments each time they decide to access their devices [6]. Current smartphones are
based on entry-point authentication, which can be either a personal identification number
(PIN) or a secret pattern. A user is usually required to pick four digits for validation to
use the PIN. The user must correctly input this code; otherwise, he/she cannot pass the
entry point to his/her device. Another current authentication method is the use of a secret
gesture. A secret gesture is defined by moving a finger over the screen to create a certain
pattern. This pattern can be used as an authentication to grant the user entry into the
device.

The user behavior framework provides an enhanced security to provide adequate
protection for the mobile device. The user behavior framework operates in numerous
process engines, and a security manager is devised to achieve these objectives (as illus‐
trated in Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. A novel user behavior framework

As previously mentioned, the user behavior framework verifies the identity of a user
based on their application activities. The entire verification procedure is implemented
through the cooperation of the process engines and the security manager. First, the data
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collection engine gathers and transforms the application behavior of a user. For example,
transforming the utilized storage on a smartphone into various behaviors input samples.
Then, the user behavior engine performs the verification process by comparing the input
sample(s) with the suitable behaviors, which are generated by the analyzed data collec‐
tion engine. Once the verification process is completed, the verification results will be
appropriately processed by the security manager according to the mode in which the
framework operates. The security manager handles the verification results by itself and
carries out any necessary corresponding responses, such as associating appropriate
labels for the verified input data (whether legitimate or illegitimate) and updating the
SS level. The security manager simply makes any final decisions accordingly. A detailed
description of this process is thoroughly explained throughout the subsequent sections.

2.1 Data Collection Engine

The main function of the data collection engine is to capture the behavior of the user
based on application usage, utilized network, and storage on a smartphone. When an
application is utilized by a user, the data collection engine (as illustrated in Fig. 3) auto‐
matically gathers the information associated with that application in the background of
a mobile device OS.

Fig. 3. Data collection engine

Once all the necessary applications, networks, and memory features are extracted,
the data collection engine then proceeds to the subsequent phase, which is, preprocessing
these applications, networks, and memory into behavior samples. The data collection
engine sends the behavior samples to the temporary storage for further processing. The
actual size of the temporary storage varies depending on the way the analyze data
collection engine performs the verification process (as discussed in Sect. 2.2). Once the
verification process is performed, the data are sent to the user behavior engine, and the
data stored in the temporary storage will be removed accordingly. Nonetheless, the
temporary storage should have the same structure for each mobile device regardless of
hardware configurations. The temporary storage table contains several data fields, such
as date, time, and name of the applications, networks, and memory. When verification
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is required, the temporary storage forwards all input data to the security manager. In this
way, a significant amount of data can be stored/saved. Moreover, the process speed will
be improved when the data are required by any subsequent usages.

2.2 Analyze Data Collection

The primary function of the analyze data collection engine is to generate various user
behavior templates, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This function is achieved by utilizing analyt‐
ical hierarchy processes (AHPs) for the data entered from the data collection engine.
The hierarchy is important because it attempts to realistically represent user behavior
by providing the most used apps, networks, and storage on their smartphone and their
relationships [7]. A hierarchy is an abstraction from the inputs to analyze the user
behavior as well as the characteristics and patterns of the total system [8]. These hier‐
archies represent the basic human way of behaving in terms of separating reality into
sets and subsets. Moreover, once the hierarchy has been established, the behavior
weights of each usage on the phone can be determined to rate the decision-making
alternatives based on user characteristic. Meanwhile, the analyses of the hierarchy are
based on three categories, namely application, network, and memory. The details of
application usage include SMS, apps, calling, and ringing. All criteria and alternatives
in the first category are illustrated in Fig. 5. The networks utilized by a user involve
roaming, location, Wi-Fi, and mobile data, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the storage
space in the mobile device is based on image, video, market, and music, as clearly
depicted in Fig. 7.

Fig. 4. Analyze data collection

Fig. 5. Analyze data collection for application
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Fig. 6. Analyze data collection for network

Fig. 7. Analyze data collection for memory

2.3 Use Behavior Engine

The User Behavior Engine provides the main functionality for the verification process.
Figure 8 shows that when a verification requirement is met, the user behavior engine
calculates the ordering value for all application activity input (obtained from the User
Behavioral Analyze Data Collection) by utilizing their behavior. The value of the
ordering for all categories will be compared with the predefined average usage for each
category: within the average usage, the activity will be assumed as legitimate; if
exceeding the average usage, the activity will be classified as illegitimate. Then, the
User Behavior Engine checks the correlation and sends the verification result to the
Security Manager which will make a response based upon the operation modes of the
framework.

Fig. 8. User behavior engine
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2.4 Security Manager

The security manager is the brain of the framework because it controls all other elements.
The security manager has a variety of roles based on the working role of the framework.
These roles are fully discussed in the following section. The key task of the security
manager is to monitor the current SS level and make subsequent decisions according to
the user behavior. The process algorithm is the core security component of the proposed
framework. This algorithm contains three main verification stages, which require the
correlation between user behavior and provider to enable further use of the device before
it is locked down. These verification stages were selected to provide an elevated level
of user convenience and improved security. The process algorithm also employs the
AHP method to verify the identity of a user. Most legitimate users will experience
transparent phases. Meanwhile, the order verification challenges of user behavior are
utilized to ensure the legitimacy of a user in the event of access requirement to the mobile
device. However, the SS level is below the set security requirements.

3 Evaluation

Two aspects of the framework, namely the influence on the processing power and the
effective authentication of the user, should be examined to understand the effect of the
framework on the overall performance. Regarding consumption of the processing
power, previous research showed that a complicated multimodal biometric authentica‐
tion system (i.e., TAS) was prototyped within the mobile environment, and users were
satisfied with the performance [9]. The framework for the authentication performance
was evaluated within the JavaScript environment and the process algorithm was
employed. The behaviors of each user were divided into three scenarios containing the
application usage, network, and memory space storage.

As discussed previously, the performance of the framework can be influenced by the
following three key parameters: verification of user behavior, correlation among user
behaviors, and SS level. Therefore, the evaluation sought to analyze the effect of these
parameters on the performance. As such, three scenarios were set up to verify the user
behavior, as illustrated in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

Table 1. Verify user behavior the most usage for the first category

Category 1 User1 User2 User3 User4 User5 User6
SMS 0.089 0.147 0.085 0.088 0.236 0.088
App 0.471 0.421 0.469 0.534 0.458 0.231
Calling 0.184 0.213 0.163 0.083 0.0181 0.186
Ringing 0.256 0.219 0.283 0.295 0.125 0.0494
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Table 2. Verify user behavior the most usage for the second category

Category 2 User1 User2 User3 User4 User5 User6
Roaming 0.446 0.249 0.159 0.299 0.457 0.273
Location 0.055 0.08 0.126 0.282 0.199 0.428
Wi-Fi 0.395 0.587 0.524 0.097 0.119 0.104
Mobile data 0.091 0.083 0.19 0.321 0.224 0.194

Table 3. Verify user behavior the most usage for the third category

Category 3 User1 User2 User3 User4 User5 User6
Image 0.214 0.471 0.246 0.152 0.175 0.294
Video 0.183 0.179 0.259 0.089 0.291 0.464
Market 0.173 0.277 0.285 0.325 0.094 0.127
Music 0.429 0.073 0.211 0.435 0.411 0.115

3.1 Experiment Results

The verification requirement of the user behavior will be verified as soon as one appli‐
cation is utilized. Therefore, the results used to verify the behaviors of users based on
the AHP for the three categories are presented. The most usage for the first, second, and
third category is presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Compared with the AHP results of category 1, usage behaviors of users are slightly
similar among all the users, as illustrated in Table 1. Thus, if the framework operates
depending only on the first category, then such framework will not be sufficiently accu‐
rate to detect the behavioral change of users. Therefore, usage of the user behavior
application, network, and memory should be secure; more categories provide more
security to the mobile device. Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that the user behavior is totally
different.

The second step is to check the relationship among the behavior of users. The security
level of the correlation among the behaviors of users should be less than 0.06 to permit
automatic access to legitimate users. Otherwise, the framework will verify the behavior
of users based on the SS level. Based on the verification setup of the correlation among
behaviors of users, the method of Pearson is utilized to determine the relationship among
six users for all categories. Meanwhile, the results for each category show r, the corre‐
lation between the users and the security level. If the relationship between users
increased, then the security level decreased. The second step employed the method of
Pearson to detect the relationship among six users. This step allows the framework to
detect similar behaviors for the most usage application. Accordingly, the application of
this method is investigated. Figure 9 shows the correlation among the behaviors of users
for the first category.
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Fig. 9. The relationship between users in the first category

The correlation of behavior among users is a number between −1 and 1, which
determines whether the users have a similar behavior. A number close to 1 indicates a
positive linear correlation while a number close to −1 indicates a negative linear corre‐
lation. When the correlation between users is close to zero, no evidence of any rela‐
tionship is observed between them.

Figure 9 shows a zero relationship between User1 and User6 in terms of their behav‐
iors. The behaviors between User2 and User6, User3 and User5, and User5 and User6
are clearly different. Therefore, we can conclude that user identity varies from one user
to another based on the data collected from their mobile devices. What can be confidently
claimed is that the mobile data collected from the users do exhibit varying user behaviors.

Figure 10 illustrates that the performance of user behavior is totally different from
one user to another. As clearly shown in Fig. 10, although the relationship between User2
and User6 is slightly similar, no relationship exists among all users. By contrast,
Fig. 11 shows a totally different behavior. Thus, the main idea of using data profiling is

Fig. 10. The relationship between users in the second category
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that failure in one category still provides the user with two other categories to authen‐
ticate the true user. Behavioral data profiling is sensitive to the tests and strongly detects
the correlation among user behaviors.

Fig. 11. The relationship between users in the third category

4 Conclusion

Behavioral data profiling authentication is specific of the data itself. Meanwhile,
biometric authentication identifies the user based on the shape or behavior of the human
body, where it is directly related to the device, such as face recognition, fingerprint, and
gait. Therefore, our proposed technique is indirect, that is, the data do not directly come
from the device but from different user behaviors. The experimental results show that
the user behaves differently based on the data collected. Moreover, some data are useful
while some are not. Using behavioral data to design an authentication model, which is
advanced, continuous, and secure, is reasonable. Behavior is unique from one user to
another in terms of using mobile devices. Previous authentication approaches, where
the PIN login can be copied, are not sufficiently secure; thus, a secure mechanism is
necessary. Behavioral data profiling has multiple data sources that check user identity
from various sources based on the user behavior provides the system with accurate data,
thereby ensuring the security of the mobile device. The main idea of using data profiling
is that failing in one source/category can still afford the user with other sources/catego‐
ries to authenticate the true user.
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Abstract. The ElGamal cryptosystem was originally proposed by Taher
ElGamal in 1985, in which its security level is based on the Discrete Logarithm
Problem (DLP). ElGamal cryptosystem is relatively an expensive algorithm. For
security guarantees, ElGamal cryptosystem requires modulo operation of large
prime integer whose size range approximately from 1,024 to 4,096 bits. As a
consequence of such requirement, the application of ElGamal cryptosystem is
limited for securing only small messages such as secret keys. This paper aims to
propose an efficient variant of ElGamal cryptosystem. The proposed scheme is
designed based on quotient ring of polynomial, Z2[x]∕<f (x)>, where f (x) is an
irreducible polynomial. The decryption algorithm was further optimized with the
use of the multiplicative inverse of the generator g(x), which only generated once
during the key generation algorithm, thus leading to a simpler and faster decryp‐
tion process. The proposed scheme is as secure as the original ElGamal scheme,
since both schemes are based on the DLP. The preliminary result shows that the
proposed scheme minimizes complex arithmetic operations and achieves very
practical performance compared to the classic ElGamal algorithm and its variants.
The proposed Fn

2 based ElGamal scheme outperforms the Fp based scheme by
significantly reducing 69.74% of the numbers of required logic gates in the case
study of VLSI implementation.

Keywords: ElGamal · Polynomial modular arithmetic · Binary fields

1 Introduction

In 1985, Taher ElGamal presented a new probabilistic public key cryptosystem [1] based
on the concept of Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange. Currently, ElGamal public key scheme
is being widely used in commercial open source applications such as Pretty Good
Privacy (PGP) encryption (recent version PGP 3), free GNU Privacy Guard software,
etc. [2]. However, one of the significant performance bottleneck of ElGamal crypto‐
system is its expensive exponential calculation on big integers. Security of the ElGamal
algorithm depends on the (presumed) difficulty of computing discrete logarithm in a
large prime modulus, or so called as the Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP). The DLP
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requires modulus operation of large prime in the range of 1,024 bits to 4,096 bits in order
to achieve sophisticated level of security protection. Therefore, the applicability of the
ElGamal cryptosystem is limited to only securing small messages such as secret keys.

Recently, there are several variants of ElGamal cryptosystem [3–6, 18, 19] that had
been proposed in order to enhance the performance of the ElGamal scheme. The finite
fields of these variants can be classified into two categories: Prime Fields 

(
Fp

)
 and Binary

Fields 
(
Fn

2

)
, which are further defined in the following:

Definition 1 (Prime Fields). A field with finitely many prime elements is called a Prime
Fields. We denote a prime field with p elements by Fp, where the p is a prime number.

Definition 2 (Binary Fields). A field of characteristic two Fn
2 or GF(2n) where n is an

integer number greater than 0. In standard basis, an element of Fn
2 can be represented

as polynomial: a(x) = an−1xn−1 + an−2xn−2 +…+ a1x1 + a0 of degree n − 1 with coeffi‐
cients in F2.

The original ElGamal scheme was designed based on Fp, where p is usually large
enough to promise adequate security of the scheme against the possible cryptanalysis
attacks such as chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) and non-adaptive chosen-ciphertext
attacks (CCA1). Thus, leading to an expensive computation in finding a large prime p.
To solve this problem, several variants of ElGamal scheme [3–6] has been proposed.
On 2001, El-Kassar et al. [3] modified the ElGamal scheme into the domain of Gaussian
integers and further extended it in the multiplicative group of Zp[x]∕<x2

>. Their main
contribution is that no additional efforts are required for finding the prime p since the
cyclic group used in their proposed scheme has an order larger than the square as in the
original ElGamal scheme [1]. On 2002, Hwang and Chang [4] proposed another variant
of ElGamal scheme by breaking a plaintext M into t pieces of M1, M2,…Mt, where each
piece is a 512 bits block. As compared to the original ElGamal scheme that requires a
computation of 2t times exponential operations and t times multiplication operations
during the encryption and decryption process, Hwang and Chang [4] have reduced the
computational complexity which requires four times exponentiation operations, t times
exclusive-OR (XOR) operations, t times multiplication operations and t times square
operations. After about a decade, Hu et al. [5, 6] further modified ElGamal scheme by
placing the plaintext in the exponent by using the method as pointed out by [7] and the
decryption process is enhanced by the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT). Unfortu‐
nately, the primitive design of these schemes [3–6] are based on Fp, therefore, the scheme
seemed to pose rather inherent efficiency bottlenecks due to computational burden asso‐
ciated with the large prime p in Fp.

In general, there are two main advantages of Fn
2 over Fp. Firstly, Fn

2 in hardware
implementation provides a resistance to tampering attacks as compared to Fp in software
implementation [9, 10, 13, 14]. Secondly, the computation operation i.e. addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division in Fn

2 are more efficient than in Fp [8–12]. The bit
addition and subtraction in Fn

2 are executed over modulus 2. Thus, leading a fast XOR
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gates in hardware implementation. On the other hand, both addition and subtraction
operations in Fp, in contrast, needs up to three times more operations: the actual addition,
a comparison of the result with the prime p, and a modular reduction afterwards. Mean‐
while, the bit multiplication over Fn

2 is more efficient than Fp, which requires a combi‐
national of bit-shift and XOR gates in hardware implementation. Satoh and Takano [15]
shows that the Fn

2 operations can be performed approximately six times faster than Fp.
Wenger and Hutter [16] further investigated and compared both Fn

2 and Fp in terms of
their speed, power and energy. Their experiment result further proven the Fn

2 based
processor is 3.3 times faster, 20% smaller, uses 16% less power, and needs 3.9 times less
energy compared to the Fp based processor.

In this paper, we proposed a new variant of ElGamal scheme by exploiting the
efficient computation of Fn

2 in order to cope with the inherent performance bottleneck
of ElGamal. Besides that, the proposed new optimization of ElGamal algorithm is less
complex compared to existing variants of ElGamal. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: In the next section, the original ElGamal cryptosystem and related ElGamal
variants in Fn

2 are visited. Section 3 introduces the proposed variant of ElGamal scheme
based on Fn

2. Section 4 compares the proposed work with classic ElGamal and existing
variants of ElGamal. Lastly, Sect. 5 concludes.

2 ElGamal Public Key Encryption Scheme and Related Works

Public key cryptosystem was first proposed by Diffie and Hellman [17] in 1976, in order
to solve the key management problem. In public key cryptosystem, each party obtains
a pair of keys, called the public key and the secret (private) key. The public key is
published and widely distributed, while the secret key is never revealed. This paper
denotes the definition of Public Key Encryption (PKE scheme) as following:

Definition 3 (Public Key Encryption (PKE) Scheme): A Public Key Encryption
(PKE) scheme is a triplet of polynomial-time algorithms (KeyGen, En, Dec), where:

KeyGen: Key Generation Algorithm which take a security parameter, 1λ and returns a public
key pair (sk, pk)

Enc: Encryption Algorithm which take a public key (pk) and a plaintext message M and
return a ciphertext C

Dec: Decryption Algorithm which take a secret key (sk) and a ciphertext C and returns
either a plaintext message M or a symbol ⊥ that indicates invalid ciphertext C

In this section, we recall the original ElGamal scheme and several existing variants
of ElGamal scheme that are based on Fn

2. The ElGamal cryptosystem is a well-known
public key cryptosystem that extends the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange concept into
Public Key Encryption (PKE) scheme algorithm. The ElGamal PKE encryption scheme
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is formally defined as a triple (KeyGen, Enc, Dec) of probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithms defined as follows:

Definition 4 (ElGamal Public Key Encryption (PKE) Scheme): The ElGamal public
key encryption scheme is defined as following:

KeyGen: Take a security parameter 1λ and outputs the system parameters (p, q, g), where the
(p, q, g) is an instance of Discrete Logarithm Problem collections. p is a uniformly
chosen prime of length |p| = n + 𝛼, for a specified constant α; g is a uniformly chosen
generator of the sub-group Gq of the prime order of q of Zp

*, where q = (p − 1)∕𝛽,
where β is a specified relatively small integer. Then, a public key is a quadruple of
(p, q, g, k) and a private key consists of a quadruple of (p, q, g, x), where x is a
uniformly chosen element of Zq and k ≡ gxmod p

Enc: With the input (p, q, g, k), for a message m ∈ Gq, an element r is uniformly chosen of
Zq and outputs Enc

[
(p, q, g, k), m

]
=
[
grmod p, m × krmod p

]
 as a tuple of 

(
C1, C2

)

Dec: With the input (p, q, g, x) for a ciphertext 
(
C1, C2

)
, outputs

Dec
[
(p, q, g, x), (C1, C2)

]
= C−x

1 × C2

As noted here, the primitive design of ElGamal PKE scheme is heavily relies on
modular exponentiation operation. In general, the modular exponentiation operation is
a classical operation for scrambling data and it is widely used in several cryptosystems
such as RSA, Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange scheme, etc. Although in ElGamal PKE
scheme, the base generator g and the modulus prime p are known in advance, some pre-
computation works (i.e. g powers of g can be further precomputed and saved) are allowed
to confront performance issues; however, ElGamal PKE scheme still consumes compu‐
tation resources as it requires four times modular exponentiation operation
(
gx, gr, kr, Cx

1

)
. Besides that, the security of ElGamal PKE scheme is established based

on the difficulty (assumed) of computing the Discrete Logarithm in finite fields, Fp. To
achieve a reasonable security level, ElGamal PKE scheme requires the extension of
degree n to about 1000 bits. This big integer calculation requirement further leads to
relatively low performance on the ElGamal PKE and it is widely recognized as a major
shortcoming in practical applications. For instance, for encrypting a plaintext with
message size 256 bits, the size overhead of ElGamal PKE scheme is approximately ten
times as the plaintext size [18]. Therefore, current applications of ElGamal PKE is
limited to hybrid cryptosystem such as PGP, where the corresponding message is
encrypted with lightweight symmetric key and ElGamal PKE scheme is used to encrypt
that particular symmetric key.

In the past few years, several variants of ElGamal PKE schemes were proposed in
order to solve the performance bottleneck problem by exploiting the efficient compu‐
tation of finite fields, Fn

2. In 2005, Kassar and Haraty [19] had extended the ElGamal
PKE scheme to the setting of quotient ring of polynomials over a finite field
Zp[x]∕<f (x)> where f (x) is not necessarily irreducible. In their first attempt, they have
set the f (x) as reducible polynomial. In order for the group of units U(of Z2[x]∕<f (x)>
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to be a cyclic group, where p is an odd prime, f (x) must be a square power of only one
linear irreducible polynomial. Thus, they proposed a variant of ElGamal PKE scheme
over Z2[x]∕<x2

>. However, one of the significant drawback of this scheme is subjected
to critical security flaws. The ElGamal PKE scheme over Z2[x]∕<x2

> confines the range
of private elements x and random number r can be chosen. Both x and r can be chosen
only from the range of 2 to 𝜙

(
x2
)
− 1, where 𝜙

(
x2
)
− 1 is equal to five. Therefore, an

adversary can simply conduct brute force attack on this scheme with only five attempts.
On the same year, Kassar and Haraty [19] proposed another extension of the ElGamal

public key cryptosystem by employing the group of units of Z2[x]∕<f (x)>, where
f (x) = f1(x) × f2(x)… ft(x) is a product of irreducible polynomials whose degrees are
pairwise relatively prime. Inherently, this setting extends the security assumption of
ElGamal PKE scheme to both Modulus Factorization Problem (MFP) and Discrete
Logarithm Problem (DLP). However, the payoff cost is a much heavier computation as
compared to the original ElGamal PKE scheme. For finding f (x), the scheme consumes
t times multiplication operation of irreducible polynomials. Finding 𝜙(f (x)) involves t
times modular exponential operation, where 𝜙(f (x)) is computed as
𝜙(f (x)) =

(
2d1 − 1

)(
2d2 − 1

)
… .

(
2dt − 1

)
. Furthermore, this scheme is still a scheme

over prime fields Fp, which extra resources have to be allocated for finding pairwise
relatively prime integers d1, d2,… , dt. Therefore, this scheme does not fully exploits the
efficient computation over binary fields Fn

2.
In 2012, Haraty et al. [20] presented another extension of the ElGamal public key

cryptosystem. In order to apply the ElGamal PKE scheme in the second group of units
of Z2[x]∕<f (x)>, where f (x) is an irreducible polynomial, they have combined both
characterization of the prime fields Fp and the binary fields Fn

2. However, this combina‐
tion does sacrifice the scheme performance as compared to their proposal on 2005 [19].
Firstly, the implication of prime fields Fp to generate a pair of public key and private
key has burdening the computation. Secondly, the complexity of the key generation
algorithm as compared to the original ElGamal PKE scheme does not lessening the
performance bottleneck of ElGamal PKE scheme. Furthermore, their security level is
considered weaker than the original ElGamal PKE scheme, since the encryption of
message m is now solely depend on random integer r and without using the generated
public key.

3 Proposed Scheme

In this section, a new scheme is proposed to overcome the performance bottleneck of
ElGamal PKE. We proposed a new variant of ElGamal PKE scheme by fully exploiting
the efficient computation over Fn

2. The proposed scheme is based on quotient ring of
polynomial, Z2[x]∕<f (x)> where f (x) is an irreducible polynomial. To recover message
m correctly, the scheme uses multiplicative inverse of generator g(x), which only gener‐
ated one time during the keyGen algorithm, instead of generated 𝜙(f (x)) twice during
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the KeyGen and Dec algorithm as found in [18, 19]. Thus, the proposed scheme has a
simple decryption process as compared to [1, 3–6, 18, 19]. We now present, in generic
form, our proposed extension of ElGamal PKE scheme, with security parameter, λ is
specified as follows.

KeyGen: Take a security parameter, 1λ and outputs the system parameters[
f (x), g(x), g−1(x)

]
, where f (x) is a uniformly chosen irreducible prime polynomial

with a degree n and g(x) is a uniformly chosen generator of primitive root of f (x)

and g−1(x) is an multiplicative inversion of a element g(x) such that
g(x) × g−1(x) ≡ 1 mod f (x). Then, a public key is a tuple of 

[
f (x), g(x), k(x)

]
, and private

key is a tuple of 
[
f (x), g(x), x

]
, where x is a uniformly chosen element of 2n−1, and

k(x) ≡ g−1(x)x
mod f (x)

Enc: With the input 
[
f (x), g(x), k(x)

]
, for a message m(x) ∈ Z2[x]∕<f (x)>, an element r is

uniformly chosen of element of 2n−1 and outputs
Enc

[
(f (x), g(x), k(x)), m(x)

]
=
[
g(x)r

mod f (x), m(x) × k(x)r
mod f (x)

]
 as a tuple of

[
C1(x), C2(x)

]

Dec: With the input 
[
(f (x), g(x), x)

]
, for a ciphertext 

[
C1(x), C2(x)

]
, outputs

Dec
[
(f (x), g(x), x),

(
C1(x), C2(x)

)]
= C1(x)

x × C2(x)

Numerical Example:

KeyGen: For key generation, f (x) = x5 + x + 1 is a uniformly chosen irreducible prime
polynomial with a degree n = 5 and g(x) = x3 + x + 1 is a uniformly chosen generator
of primitive root of f (x) and g−1(x) = x4 + x3 is a multiplicative inversion of an
element g(x) such that g(x) × g−1(x) ≡ 1 mod f(x). Then, a public key is a tuple of[
(x5 + x + 1), (x3 + x + 1), (x3 + x)

]
, and private key is a tuple of

[
(x5 + x + 1), (x3 + x + 1), 25

]
, where x = 25 is a uniformly chosen element of 25−1,

and k(x) ≡ (x4 + x3)25 mod x5 + x + 1 ≡ x3 + x

Enc: With the input 
[
(x5 + x + 1), (x3 + x + 1), (x3 + x)

]
, for a message

m(x) = x4 + x2 + x ∈ Z2[x]∕<f (x)>, an element r = 19 is uniformly chosen of element
of 25−1 and outputs Enc

[
(f (x), g(x), k(x)), m(x)

]
= [(x3 + x + 1)19

modx5 + x + 1, (x4 + x2 + x) ×
(
x3 + x

)19
mod f (x)] as a tuple of

[(
x4 + x3 + x2 + x

)
,
(
x3 + x + 1

)]

Dec: With the input (x5 + x + 1), (x3 + x + 1), 25, for a ciphertext[(
x4 + x3 + x2 + x

)
,
(
x3 + x + 1

)]
 outputs

Dec
[
(
(
x4 + x3 + x2 + x

)
,
(
x3 + x + 1

)
, 25)), (

(
x4 + x3 + x2 + x

)
, (x3 + x + 1)

]
=

(
x4 + x3 + x2 + x

)25.
(

x3 + x + 1
)
= x4 + x2 + x

The correctness of the proposed scheme follows immediately from the correctness
of the original ElGamal PKE scheme and the correctness of Euclid’s Algorithm in
finding multiplicative inverse of g(x).
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4 Preliminary Result

In this section, the proposed scheme is compared with other two variants of ElGamal
PKE Scheme [19, 20] that are based on Fn

2. The schemes’ performance are measured in
terms of the number of operations for each algorithm in PKE scheme and the result is
further summarized in Table 1 as follows.

Table 1. Computational performance of ElGamal variants over Fn

2

Computation operations Kassar and
Haraty [19]

Haraty et al.
[20]

Proposed
scheme

Key-Gen Modular addition/subtraction 1 + t 1 1
Modular multiplication/division 2t 2t –
Modular exponentiation 1 + t 2t + 1 2
Modular inversion – – 1

Enc Modular addition/subtraction – – 1
Modular multiplication/division 1 1 t
Modular exponentiation 2 4 2 + t
Modular inversion

Dec Modular addition/subtraction 1 + t 1 + t –
Modular multiplication/division 1 + t t 1
Modular exponentiation 1 + t 2 + t 1
Modular inversion – – –

(t denotes a t times modular operations, e.g.: f (x) = f1(x) × f2(x)… ft(x) involves t times modular multiplication)

The result of the comparison on computation operations revealed that the proposed
scheme has a minimal computation operations compared to [19, 20]. In the key gener‐
ation algorithm, the proposed scheme has less operations as compared to [18, 19], which
suffers from finding pairwise relatively prime integers and the totient for the polynomial
f (x). To decrypt message m correctly, the proposed scheme applies the multiplicative
inverse of generator g(x) instead of using 𝜙(f (x)). Therefore, there is an extra work to
compute the multiplicative inverse of generator g(x) in the proposed scheme. However,
this modular inversion only computed once during the KeyGen algorithm, instead of
computing 𝜙(f (x)) twice during the KeyGen and Dec algorithm as [19, 20]. Since finding
𝜙(f (x)), where 𝜙(f (x)) =

(
2d1 − 1

)(
2d2 − 1

)
… .

(
2dt − 1

)
, involves t times of multipli‐

cations, t times exponentiation, and t times subtractions, thus leading to heavier compu‐
tations in KeyGen and Dec algorithms for both schemes [19, 20]. In the nutshell, the
proposed scheme has theoretically lessening the performance bottleneck of ElGamal
PKE scheme by fully exploiting the efficient binary fields.
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5 Conclusion

We have proposed an efficient new variant of ElGamal cryptosystem, fid for real-world
applications. By taking the advantages of fast, efficient and better security of the binary
fields, Fn

2, the proposed scheme is designed based on quotient ring of polynomial,
Z2[x]∕<f (x)> where f (x) is an irreducible polynomial. We have also shown that with
the new optimization algorithm, the proposed scheme is computationally less complex
and enjoys a simple decryption process than the other variants of ElGamal. The proposed
scheme was proven secure as the original ElGamal scheme as it is based on the DLP.
In future work, we will conduct experiment testing and evaluation of our scheme in real-
world applications.
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Abstract. Duplicate address detection (DAD) is an essential procedure of
neighbor discovery protocol (NDP). Further, DAD process decides in case an IP
address is in conflict with other nodes. In usual DAD process, the target address
to be identified is multicast via the network, which provides an ability for mali‐
cious nodes to attack. A malicious node can send a spoofing reply to prevent the
address configuration of a normal node, and thus, a denial of service (DoS) attack
is launched. This study proposes a new mechanism to hide the target address in
DAD, which prevents an attack node from reaching target node. If the address of
a normal node is identical to the detection address, then its IP address should be
able to decrypt the random word and compare the decryption with decryption in
“DADmatch” tag. Consequently, DAD can be successfully completed. This
process is called DAD-match. We expect DAD-match will provide a lightweight
security resolution and less complexity as well as fully prevent of DoS attacks
during DAD process in IPv6 link-local network.

Keywords: Duplicate address detection · DoS attack · IPv6 security

1 Introduction

Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) [1] has been enhanced to overcome the shortfalls of
IPv4 address space exhaustion limitation. Furthermore, IPv6 intentionally made to
substitute IPv4 which still hold the massive majority of web traffic in 2017. In April
2017, the proportion of clients reached Google services over IPv6 exceeded16% [2].
IPv6 was engineered and designed to make the network more proficient, quicker and
furthermore to extend its reach to a bigger area by using a simpler and less complex
header format and by producing new mechanisms i.e. address auto-configuration and
neighbor discovery (NDP) concept which is a new protocol implemented in IPv6 and
provide several of tasks.
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The IPv6 execution is yet standing up to challenges especially on its security archi‐
tecture. Notwithstanding the convention was planned and refined with compulsory IP
Security (IPSec) [3]. Nevertheless, IPv6 still has some susceptibilities that can be utilized
by malicious nodes to expose the other nodes as well as the network. Besides, numbers
of susceptibilities and attacks in IPv6 [4] revealed that the security objective, reliability
services, and availability have not been reached and that the general risk situation is
getting worse. Thus, the most major challenge to the Internet today is to develop and
improve the security level of the network [5]. Researcher in [6] has presented their
studies on the vulnerability of NDP. An attacker can abuse vulnerabilities in ND to
launch a DoS attack, hijack traffic or decrease network performance.

The paper proposes a security mechanism based on an encryption algorithm to
protect DAD procedure which is one of NDP tasks in IPv6 link-local network, this
security mechanism called DAD-match. The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 provides a background of NDP, SLACC and DAD with its security issues.
Related works on securing DAD as explained in Sect. 3. Section 4 shows an overview
of the DAD-match proposal, followed by Sect. 5 which is a conclusion.

2 Background

NDP is a number of messages and procedures which control the connections between
neighbors i.e. routers and hosts in the same link-local network [7]. In addition, NDP
offers new functionalities that are utilized for generating an IP addresses through using
Stateless Address Auto-configuration (SLAAC) [8], confirming the uniqueness of the
produced IP address using DAD, resolving IP addresses to their link-layer addresses,
keeping reachability track with neighbors around using Neighbor Unreachability Detec‐
tion (NUD) and utilizing Redirect Message (RM) for advertising a superior next-hop [9].
NDP employ five ICMPv6 messages [10], they are; Router Solicitation (RS), Router
Advertisement (RA), Neighbor Solicitation (NS), Neighbor Advertisement (NA) and
Redirect Message (RM) messages, where each message used for a particular purpose.

Furthermore, NDP plays such an important protocol in IPv6 and facing many attacks.
Most common NDP attacks are; Router Advertisement Spoofing Attack, NS and NA
spoofing, Malicious Last-Hop Router Attack, Spoofed Redirect Message Attack, Replay
Attacks, ND Flooding DoS Attack and lastly DoS on Duplicate Address Detection which
is the target of this paper.

2.1 Stateless Address Auto-Configuration (SLAAC)

SLAAC is a new feature of IPv6 use for generating an IP address automatically for the
host [11]. Once the node joins a network, it configures its IP address without need any
human intervention. SLAAC works in a “Plug and Play” fashion. Furthermore, there
are different ways to generate IP addresses such as; EUI-64 method offered by IEEE
(Internet Engineering Task Force) [11]. EUI-64 is an address format, which is done by
reformatting the Ethernet Interface “unique 48-bit MAC” address to match the EUI-64
specification. However, since this method generates same IID whenever a node joins a
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network, so it makes intruders easy to track the node. In addition, Privacy extension
method is an another method to generate an IP address randomly [8]. By using this
method, the address will keep change over time, thus it makes difficult intruders to
identify the target host address [12]. For the newly proposed mechanism which is called
DAD-match, it is going to use privacy extension method for generating an IP address
throughout DAD procedure in IPv6 link-local network as long as this method provide
more security compared with the EUI-64 method.

2.2 Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) with Its Security Issues

DAD is a new process in IPv6 network, which make sure that all nodes able to configure
their interface identifier (IID) “IP Address” are unique in the same link, every host
located on the same link must execute DAD procedure before configuring its IP address
as aforesaid in [13]. Where there is a new node joins IPv6 link-local or perhaps an
existing node placed on the same link planned to generate a new IP address. Moreover,
the uniqueness of the tentative IPv6 address at this point is still questionable, the target
node should make sure there is no node on the same link has the same IP address, this
is executed through multicasting (NS) messages which are carrying the tentative IP
address to all neighboring nodes located on the same link. In case of the tentative address
is has been already assigned by another neighboring host, that specific neighboring node
should send a (NA) message as a response to NS message [14]. While, if the new node
has not received any response NA message from the neighboring nodes, it means the
newly generated address is unique and there is no any other neighboring node used it.
Therefore, a node now is able to use it and communicate with other neighboring nodes.

Since NDP messages are insecure by design [15]. Thus, any potential encroaching
host can exploit this phenomenon and can abuse the DAD procedure by controlling NS
and NA messages. Therefore, when another host performs DAD procedure an assailant
can interrupt the verification process by transmitting fake messages in response.
Researches [16] have demonstrated that DAD procedure is uncovered to Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks. DoS attack on DAD procedure, an attacker deliberate to make
the target host is unable to obtain an IP address by claiming the existence of tentative

Fig. 1. DoS attack on DAD process
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IP address by sending a fake NA messages in reply to its NS messages. Therefore, victim
host will be unable to verify the uniqueness of tentative IP address. Thus, the IPv6 host
cannot obtain an IP address due to DAD procedure failure [18] (Fig. 1).

3 Related Work

Many researchers proposed different mechanisms to secure DAD procedure in IPv6 link-
local network. This section highlights the most common related works with their limi‐
tations.

Secure Neighbor Discovery (SeND) [19] introduce a new options add to NDP to
secure the IPv6 network, namely; Cryptographically Generated Address (CGA) option
to verify CGA senders. SEND uses CGAs to ensure the ownership of the claimed IPv6
address as defined in RFC 3972 [21], Rivest-Shamir-Adleman cryptosystem (RSA)
signature option to attach a public key-based signature and Times stamp [20] and in
order to avoid replay attacks Nonce option was used. SeND also come out with two new
ICMPv6 messages types like Certificate Path Advertisement (CPA) and Certificate Path
Solicitation (CPS) [19]. SeND tried to prevent a number of IPv6 attacks such as NS and
NA spoofing attacks, DoS-on-DAD attacks, NUD failure attacks, RS and RA attacks
and NDP DoS attacks [15].

However, many studies [17, 22] have indicated that SeND mechanism is not recom‐
mended to implement as an NDP extension in IPv6 link-local network because of its
security options like RSA options CGA option. In addition, CGA failed to differentiate
between legitimate and illegitimate node. Therefore, a malicious node able to capture
the NDP messages i.e. NS and NA messages and manipulate the CGA parameter, as the
result the attacker will exploit the target node during NDP processes. Furthermore, other
drawback of SeND implementations with RSA signature is that it required a significant
amount of process due to its designed technique [23]. Therefore, due to those drawbacks
attacker can abuse SeND mechanism by engaging IPv6 hosts in neighbor discovery
messages verification process which can prompt DoS attack on the particular host within
DAD procedure in IPv6 link-local network.

In the other hand, Praptodiyono [24] proposed a new mechanism called Trust-ND.
According to this research, the proposed mechanism is viewed as lightweight because
of its design. Trust-ND utilizes SHA-1 hash function to fulfill the security necessities
[26]. Trust-ND mechanism presents another security choice option known as Trust-
Option. Based on study [24] shows the Trust-Option is attached to every ND message
to guarantee the protected correspondence between nodes within DAD procedure in
IPv6 link-local network. Since, the Trust-ND mechanism depends on SHA-1 hash func‐
tion [27], it performs address verification speedier contrasted with the SeND mechanism
as cited in [15]. Researchers have demonstrated that Trust-ND is a lightweight mecha‐
nism for IPv6 DAD procedure. However, research [28] has indicated that SHA-1 hash
functions are vulnerable to hash collision attacks. Based on these studies, any malicious
host can create hash collision attacks against SHA-1. Since the Trust-ND mechanism
depends upon SHA-1 cryptographic hash function to fulfil its security necessities. This
makes it susceptible to collision attacks that can cause DoS attacks on DAD procedure
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in IPv6 link-local communication. Therefore, because of its architecture Trust-ND
mechanism cannot be an appropriate security system for DAD procedure in IPv6
network [29].

Recent research on 2016 aims to secure IPv6 DAD procedure in link-local network
by extended the ND header called Secure-DAD [29]. Secure-DAD mechanism propose
a new notion called Secure-tag option which append to NS and NA messages exchange
among the hosts within DAD procedures in IPv6 the link-local network. This Secure-
tag contains “message authentication code” (MAC) to identify the legitimate from the
illegitimate messages. Secure-DAD mechanism redesigned the NS and NA message via
add the Secure-tag option to become Secured NS and Secured NA messages respec‐
tively. The study in [29] considers a comparison between Secure-DAD and Trust-ND,
the result show that the Secure-DAD can protect DAD procedure in IPv6 link-local
network better than Trust-ND in terms of processing time. However, sending the NS
message to all-nodes on the same network will cause network overhead. In addition,
Secure-DAD consumes high computational cost and adds more processing overhead in
verification process due to its design. According to [30] Secure-DAD mechanism not
easy to deploy.

To conclude, the most related works were suffering from the complexity due to their
designs. Besides, added more processing for the verification process, as well as increase
the network overhead bandwidth utilization. With these limitations, this study attempts
to propose a new mechanism can provide a better security for DAD procedure in IPv6
link-local network as explained in the next section.

4 Proposed DAD-match Mechanism

This section shows the main goals of DAD-match mechanism and the NS/NA message
format that are going to use throughout DAD procedure in IPv6 link-local network.
Furthermore, the main stages, as well as the workflow of the DAD-match mechanism
are presented and supported with an extensive example.

4.1 Design Goal of DAD-match Mechanism

Considering the weaknesses of the current proposed mechanisms to secure DAD proce‐
dure in IPv6 communication, this paper aims to propose a new mechanism by rede‐
signing the DAD procedure to overcome the existing mechanisms limitations that are
highlighted in the previous section and get a sufficient secure for DAD procedure in
IPv6 link-local network.

The absence of integrity authentication is the main issue of the current DAD mech‐
anism. Due the receiver has no way to identify between a fake and the legitimate
message. Additional limitation of the related proposed works is the intricacy of the
message creation, message authentication as well as the necessary resources to proce‐
dure the message. Further, reveal the tentative IP address throughout DAD procedure
in IPv6 network leads to the inherent vulnerability of DAD like allow the malicious
nodes of launch targeted attacks. As a result, if the goal address detection can be secured,
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then DoS attacks can be efficiently prevented. To accomplish the main function of DAD,
the plan goals of DAD-match are the following:

• It does not reveal the tentative IP address within DAD procedure.
• It should avert DoS attack on DAD.

DAD-match proposed relies on encryption “Symmetric Algorithms” also called
“Secret-Key” or “Private-Kay” to secure DAD procedure in IPv6 link-local. The
following subsections explain how DAD-match work.

4.2 Message Format of DAD-match

The traditional NDP message is composed of three parts, namely, Ethernet Header, IPv6
Header and ICMPv6 part. The values of the “Type” field for NS and NA are 135 and
136, respectively. The “Option” field has different functions based on the types of the
ICMPv6 messages. Which usually keep the MAC address of the host in NDP. DAD-
match mechanism propose a new message format through redesign the NS and NA
messages to become NS-match and NA-match, and its type field values are 200 and 201
respectively since DAD-match under experimentation [31]. Compared with NDP
message, DAD-match adds a new field called “DADmatch” tag which stores the random
word (w) and the word encryption 

(
E

w

)
 through using the first 40 bit of host portion as

a secret key.

4.3 The Stages of DAD-match Mechanism

DAD-match mechanism proposal based on five main stages to secure DAD procedure
in IPv6 link-local network as illustrated below:

• Generation Stage (Stage One): In the first stage, the target host will generate an IP
address as a tentative IP through using a privacy extension method, as mentioned
above privacy extension method can generate a random IP address and that will make
it harder for the attacker to guess the IP address. In addition, pick the first 40 bit of
target host IP portion to use for encryption and decryption processes.

• Encryption Stage (Stage Two): Herein, at the both sides sender NS and the receiver
NA will use this stage, which is generating a random word (w) and the first 40 bit of
target IP portion will use as a secret key for encryption E(w) and decryption D(w)
during verification process. Then, insert the random word (w) and the random word
encryption E(w) in DADmatch tag.

• Craft Stage (Stage Three): Subsequently, NS-match/NA-match should create in
this stage and append the DADmatch tag to NS-match/NA-match messages with an
unspecified source address (::) and Solicited Multicast address (SNMA) will be the
destination address.

• Sending Stage (Stage Four): NS-match/NA-match packet messages will send to
(SNMA) FF02::1:FFSS:SSSS/104, where S represents the last 24-bit of target IP
address, as a result, only the existing hosts on the same link which has the same
SNMA address will receive the message, this stage called Sending Stage.
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• Messages Authentication Stage (Stage Five): Message filtering stage will verify
the NS-match and NA-match messages to detect whether it comes from a fake or
legitimate host.
– For NS-match verification, the existing host who will receive the NS-match

message, firstly must check the existing of DADmatch tag, if it does not exist,
NS-match message should discard. Otherwise, the process will proceed.

– For NA-match message verification, at the first, each NA-match message without
DADmatch tag will discard, moreover, the target host decryption must match the
random word in the DADmatch tag.

Furthermore, if the target host did not receive any NA-match message as a response
to NS-match message or 3 s left and no response from the other existing hosts, the
tentative IP will consider as a unique IP and the target host will configure its IP. Message
filtering stage consider as a core stage for DAD-match mechanism.

4.4 Workflow of DAD-match Mechanism

When there is a host recently joined the IPv6 link-local network or an existing host
placed on the same link intents to generate a new IP address for its own purpose. First
of all, it must make sure that no other node on the same link uses that address already.
This is executed by performing DAD process through multicast a number of Neighbor
Solicitation (NS) messages on the link. Before sending any NS message, target host will
generate an IP address as a tentative IP through using privacy extension method. Then,
generate a random word (w)

S
 and encrypt this random word E(w)

S
 via using the first 40

bit of tentative IP portion as a secret key for encryption and decryption later during the
verification process.

Subsequently, the random word (w)
S
 and the encryption word E(w)

S
 will insert into

DADmatch tag, then, DADmatch must append to NS-match message. The target host
should send the NS-match message to Solicited -node multicast group (SNMA)
FF02::1:FFSS:SSSS based on the last 24 bit of the tentative IP address, Fig. 2 shows
NS-match/NA-match message format.

Part Description Value

Ethernet 
Header

Dest MAC 33:33:FF:SS:SS:SS
Scr MAC Sender/Receiver MAC
Type 0x0806

IPv6 
Header

Scr IP :: (unspecified address)
Dest IP FF02:1:FFSS:SSSS
Next header 0x3a

ICMPv6 Type 200 for NS-match
201 for NA-match

DAD-match E(w) |     (w)

Fig. 2. NS-match/NA-match message format
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All the existing hosts on the same link that joined the same address of (SNMA) will
receive the NS-match message. Firstly, receiving hosts will use the first 40 bits of its IP
portion attempting to decrypt the encryption word, then compare the decryption word

D
(
E(w)

S

)
R
 with the random word (w)

S
:

D
(
E(w)

S
, IP

R

)
R
= (w)

S (1)

If the result matched then duplicate IP address occurred and the receiving host must
send NA-match message to inform the target host about the duplication IP. Before
sending the NA-match message, should generate a random word (w)

R
 and encrypt this

word through the first 40 bits of its IP portion E(w)
R
 and insert them to DADmatch tag.

Thereafter, append the tag to NA-match message and send it to SNMA address and the
source address will place empty. Hiding the IP during the whole DAD process in NS
and NA will completely prevent any attacker to catch the IP and perform any kind of
attacks i.e. DoS or Man-in-the-Middle.

Recent hosts that join the SNMA address are going to receive the NA-match
message, as the result, the target host will verify the NA-match message while the other
hosts should discard it. For NA-match message verification, first step must contain the
DADmatch tag otherwise the target host will discard it and consider the message came
from illegitimate host. In case DADmatch exist, the verification process will proceed

through decrypt the encryption word, then compare the decryption word D
(
E(w)

R

)
S
 with

the random word (w)
R
:

D
(
E(w)

R
, IP

S

)
S
= (w)

R (2)

If the result matched then duplicate IP address occurred and NA-match message
comes from legitimate host, and the target host must regenerate a new tentative IP and
redo DAD-match process. However, if the result was not match, target host must discard
the NA-match message. Furthermore, DAD-match mechanism will consider the tenta‐
tive IP unique if no NA-match message send back within 3 s, and the target host can use
it as a permanent address.

In this way, an efficient DAD process can be executed in IPv6 link-local network
and fully preventing for any DoS attack on DAD procedure. Since, the target host can
detect the uniqueness of tentative IP address with existing hosts. Thus, target host will
be capable to join IPv6 network and share the data with the other neighboring hosts
locate on the same link. DAD-match mechanism procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3, when
new host referred to (Sender) and existing host referred to (Receiver) perform DAD
procedure in IPv6 link-local network.
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Fig. 3. Workflow of DAD-match mechanism

5 Conclusion

With an increasing number of network nodes and the extensive use of IPv6, DAD attacks
pose a serious risk to link-local network security due to growing networking nodes and
the wide use of IPv6 in the near future. In standard DAD procedure, which lets all
connected existing hosts to identify the new IP address used by the target host, and as a
result, malicious nodes can forge responses to launch DoS attack. The aim of DAD-
match mechanism is to hide the tentative IP within DAD procedure through utilizes
symmetric-key algorithm which uses the same key for both encryption and decryption.
The proposed mechanism generate a random word and encryption as well decryption
via using the first 40 bits of host IP portion as a key, this procedure will be at the both
sides to provide a sufficient verification and prevent the malicious node for forge reply
in order to secure IPv6 link-local network from any DoS attacks. For the next step is to
choose the encryption algorithm and implement the proposed mechanism and evaluate
it with current existing techniques.
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Abstract. Turbulent flow segmentation from image data is a challenging
problem. This is due to the un-defined edge and the complex flow nature of
turbulence. In this paper, an image-based technique is proposed for turbulent flow
segmentation from image. The proposed technique segments the flow region
based on enhancing the input image intensity at flow edges and by defining a
thresholding value to differentiate between flow region and image background.
To test the image-based segmentation technique, a turbulent buoyant jet was
experimentally simulated at different nozzle flow rates which have a Reynolds
numbers of 960, 1560, and 3210. Then, a video camera was used to record the jet
flow data. Then, the image-based technique was applied to segment the flow
region and estimate the jet penetration area. As a result, the turbulent flow region
was segmented well for all cases of nozzle flow rates. Moreover, application of
the image-based technique for jet penetration estimation showed a good agree‐
ment with the previous work, in which the jet propagated linearly over time.

Keywords: Turbulent jet · Penetration area · Turbulent flow

1 Introduction

A turbulent buoyant jet is referred to the flow type in which two fluids with different
densities are mixed. An example of turbulent buoyant jet flow is underwater oil spill in
which the spilled oil injects into seawater. As well as underwater black smoker in which
hydrocarbon leaks into seawater. Study of such flow type is an important task to under‐
stand its flow dynamics. This can helps to quantify the amount of spilled oil/hydrocarbons
into the environment. Then, appropriate response such as clean-up process can be taken to
minimize their negative effects on the environment. Moreover, the importance of studying
of jet flow arises in numerous fields either in industrial applications or natural flows such
as, waste disposal systems, and smoke plumes from a chimney. Several researchers studied
the jet flow behavior in order to build a relationship between the penetration of turbulent
buoyant jet and its initial conditions including inlet diameter, flow rate and nozzle geom‐
etry. Most of past researchers [1] conducted to investigate modeling of jet penetration by
considering the stream-wise and cross penetration separately.
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Philippe et al. [2] was experimentally investigated the jet penetration into liquid,
while Ivan [3] proposed a mathematical model for jet penetration. Faris [4] investigated
the entertainment of an asymmetrical turbulent jet flow. Although the extensively inves‐
tigated the turbulent jet flow behaviour. In their works, the penetration models were
developed for single direction including axial and radial directions separately. However,
measuring the jet penetration based on single direction is uncertain. This is due to the
flow variability at the jet boundary and complicated nature of flow in two dimension
space. It hypothesized that tracking the jet penetration based on the overall space would
represent the actual penetration as compared to single direction.

On the other hand, several researchers have developed image segmentation algo‐
rithms for various applications such as cancer detection [5], color image segmentation
using k-mean classifier [6], and image segmentation for computer vision applications
[7]. By segmenting the jet flow region and tracking its propagation over the time, one
can develop an experimental model to predict the jet entrainment as well as estimating
the inlet flow rate. However, these methods are limited to use for rigid object segmen‐
tation and have not been applied for turbulent flow segmentation. This is because the
boundary for turbulent is not well defined.

This work proposed an image-based technique for turbulent flow boundary segmen‐
tation. The proposed method is based on separating the jet flow region from image
background by defining a threshold value. First, turbulent buoyant jet was experimen‐
tally simulated at various nozzle flow rates. Second, video camera was used to track the
jet flow propagation. Finally, the jet penetration area, as well as the jet penetration in
both stream-wise and radial direction was investigated. The rest of the paper is organized
as, Sect. 2, describes the general methodology including the experimental work and the
proposed image-based approach, Sect. 3 results and discussion followed the conclusion.

2 Method

This section describes the overall methodology including description of the proposed
image-based method used for flow region segmentation as well as the experimental
works done to simulate the turbulent buoyant jet.

2.1 Image-Based Segmentation

An image-based technique is proposed to segment the turbulent buoyant jet region from
the image sequence. Figure 1 shows the general flow chart for jet flow segmentation and
area estimation. First, some preprocessing steps were conducted to the original video
sequence such as converting video to image sequence in which a method proposed in
[8] was used. The jet flow region is cropped in order to remove unnecessary image
boundary. For easy jet flow region segmentation, the input images were tested to select
the best image channels (i.e. R, G, and B channels) as well as the gray-level image was
tested. This is by presenting and comparing the histogram of these channels. We found
that the gray-level image has a good quality that can be used segmentation process.
Moreover, two problems were observed in the original video includes light variation
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over time and animated background due to the movement of water in the main tank
during video recording. Then, the contrast of all image sequence was adjusted and the
image background was subtracted.

Input image Pre-processing
Image histogram 

computation

Histogram 

filtering

Determine 

threshold value

Flow region 

segmentation

Flow area 

calculation

Start

End

Fig. 1. Image-based technique used for turbulent flow region segmentation.

Then, the jet flow region is segmented from the processed image sequence by testing
the image histogram. This approach has been proposed by Otsu [9]. Otsu method
segments image based on differentiating between the jet flow region (foreground) and
image background. By calculating the optimum threshold value, the two classes can
easy differentiate. Figure 2 illustrates a description of flow region segmentation using
image histogram. The histogram here shows, the position of the optimum threshold value
that used to differentiate between the image background and jet flow region (i.e. fore‐
ground).

A Matlab code was developed for processing the image sequence in order to segment
the jet region and find jet penetration by using these steps:

1. Convert the video data to image sequence.
2. Save the image sequence in 3D-matrix for easy processing.
3. Enhance the quality of images by adjusting their contrast, in which the quality of the

image tested using image histogram.
4. Rectangular cropping of images to include jet penetration area.
5. Jet flow boundary detection and segmentation using Otsu’s method.
6. Estimate a linear penetration of the jet from the segmented images in flow direction.
7. Estimate the jet flow penetration area from binary images.
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Fig. 2. Jet flow segmentation using Otsu’s thresholding algorithm

2.2 Experimental Facility

Figure 3 shows the physical components of experimental set-up used to simulate turbu‐
lent buoyant jet flow. Two fluids were used to simulate the jet flow water and water
mixed by 5% salt to change the density with adding graphite for visualization as intro‐
duced by Crone et al. [10]. This set-up consists of, supply tank (80 gallons) which filled
by the mixed fluid. By using a submersible pump, the mixed fluid delivered to the upper
tank in which the fluid level is constant during each experiments runs, and any extra
fluid will return back to the supply tank. By opening the flow control, the mixed fluid
mix with the tap water of main tank (has a size of 900 × 900 × 2000 mm) to simulate
the required turbulent buoyant jet.

Jet nozzle flow rate was measured by calibrating the opening of control valve. This
by measuring the time required to pass one liter of the mixed fluid through the control
valve. Three cases of nozzle flow rates have Reynolds numbers of 960, 1560, and 3120
were considered. Then, the initial nozzle parameters were calculated such as flow rate,
Reynold’s number, the average velocity at the nozzle exit, with calculating the meas‐
urement uncertainty. Table 1 summarized the measured time, calculated flow rates, exist
velocity and the corresponding Reynold’s numbers.
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Main tank

Halogen lights Nozzle

Computer

Supply tank

Upper tank

Video camera

Fig. 3. Experimental rig set-up for simulating turbulent jet flow

Then, the jet propagation for each case of nozzle flow rates was recorded by using
a video camera. A 15 s video was recorded with a frame rate of 18 frames per second
to get a total of 270 frames. To improve the quality of the recorded video, the flow region
was illuminated with two halogen lights, while black background was used.

Table 1. Initial parameters estimation (Re, U, Q)

Condition Time measured
(sec)

Flow rate
(Liter/sec)

Exit velocity U
(m/sec)

Average of U
(m/sec)

Re

1 88 0.0114 0.0113 0.064 960
90 0.0111
87 0.0115

2 53 0.0189 0.0184 0.104 1560
54 0.0185
56 0.0179

3 26 0.0385 0.0385 0.208 3120

3 Results and Discussion

This section discusses the results of image-based technique used to analysis the pene‐
tration of turbulent buoyant jet.
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3.1 Flow Visualization

Figure 4 shows typical consecutive images for the simulated turbulent jet flow which
extracted from the recorded video at various cases of nozzle flow rate. Different gray
levels was observed by changing the nozzle flow rate, in which darker images were
observed in case of high flow rate, while gray level increases with reducing the flow
rates. This due to the small amount of graphite used for low flow rate cases as compared
to the large amount in case of high flow rate. Uses of light with constant intensity for
all cases of nozzle flow rate lead to reduce the opacity of the jet flow with reducing the
flow rate. However, this observation was not affected the accuracy of proposed technique
in flow region segmentation since the flow region can be differentiated from image
background for all cases. Moreover, one can investigate the effect of using different light
intensity which is not considered in this study.

5 Sec 6 Sec 7 Sec 8 Sec 9 Sec 10 Sec

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Visualization of turbulent buoyant jet flow for different nozzle flow rate cases includes:
(a) Re = 960, (b) Re = 1560, (c) Re = 3120.
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As observed the flow structure for higher flow rate penetrated smoothly with obser‐
vation of larger coherent structures at jet the boundary (see Fig. 3(a)). By decreasing the
nozzle flow rate, more vortices was noted at the far-field region and the flow will be very
chaotic. This is true from the fundamental bases of the turbulent jet theory due to the
mixing process of the two fluids. Large scale structures usually can be observed in the
case of low flow rate as compared to higher flow rate when the jet flow simulated for
the same nozzle geometry and diameter.

3.2 Flow Penetration Segmentation

Jet flow penetration was measured by direct measuring the stream-wise penetration
distance from nozzle up to the maximum position of jet penetration as done by Sangras
et al. [1]. As well as the jet penetration area this was measured by defining and
segmenting the jet flow region in the image sequence. In the following sub-sections, we
discussed the results of both penetration measures.

3.3 Stream-Wise Penetration

Linear stream-wise penetration of turbulent jet was measured manually by measuring
the distance from nozzle to the maximum point of flow penetration in flow direction as
shown by a red color arrow in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the estimated jet penetration in
stream-wise direction for the three cases of nozzle flow rates. Therefore, strong linear
relationships were obtained for the jet flow penetration distance in stream-wise direction
over time. These linear models were obtained with high-value R-square as a measure of
linearity.

3.4 Estimation of Jet Area Propagation

Figure 6 shows the segmented jet boundary using the image-based technique overlapped
over the original image. Then, the jet area was estimated using the method proposed by
[11]. In their work, a flame surface area was estimated using the converted binary images.
The image was divided into horizontal segments (x), and then the total area calculated
by sum-up the segmented areas using the following equation:

Af =
∑hr

j=1
A
(
hj

)
(1)

where x is the total height of the jet flow region, ‘a’ is the area of the small segment, j
is the number of segment ranged from 1 to the total height of jet hT. Table 2 summarizes
the area calculated for cases of Reynolds number over time (from 0–3.5 s).
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Fig. 5. Stream-wise penetration of turbulent jet flow for three cases of nozzle flow rates includes,
(a) Re = 960, (b) Re = 1560 and (c) Re = 3120.
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Fig. 6. Segmentation of turbulent buoyant jet penetration area

Figure 7 shows the estimated jet penetration area for 15 consecutive images for the
three cases of nozzle flow rate. Strong linear relationships were obtained between the
value of jet flow penetration area and the propagation time. Therefore, by knowing the
flow area over time we can infer the total volumetric flow rate at the nozzle.
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Fig. 7. Turbulent jet penetration area estimated overtime for various cases of reynolds numbers.

4 Conclusion

In this work, image-based technique is proposed for segmentation of turbulent flow from
image sequence. An experimental work is conducted to study the turbulent buoyant jet
flow penetration in which three nozzle flow rates were considered which has Reynolds
number (960, 1560, and 3120). Therefore, a linear penetration was observed when the
technique used for jet penetration area estimation. This technique has advantage of
determining the jet penetration area directly from image sequence, while the previous
work such as the work of Sangras et al. [1] focused on studying the jet penetration in
axial and radial direction individually. Due to the error that expected with using single
direction the area-based method is more appropriate to describe the propagation of
turbulent jet. Moreover, the approach can be extended in order to estimate the volumetric
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flow rate of the jet nozzle. A detailed investigation will be done using various nozzle
diameters and shapes include both round and plane nozzle. Then, a volumetric approach
will be proposed for directly estimating the volumetric flow rate of the turbulent jet.

Acknowledgments. The authors would like to express their appreciation to Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS for supporting this work under YUTP 0153AA-E85.
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Abstract. Wireless Sensor Network has become one of the crucial and vital
technology in environmental monitoring and tracking. The advancement of such
technology had evolved WSN to transmit a heavy data as well as handled the high
number of traffics which had increased the demand for studies and further research
on the aspects of error control protocols. Based on the previous work, the existing
error control techniques were not able to combat the issue of interference levels
and excessive overhead properly. Thus, the problem regarding unnecessary over‐
head, interferences and error rates in changing conditions of the WSN becomes
our motivation to propose a new method for extending the capability of HARQ
error control algorithm in CDMA WSN. This paper evaluates the proposed
HARQ based Multiple Error Correction in terms of Bit Length and Node Densi‐
ties. This paper has demonstrated that the proposed methods show promising
results in optimizing the energy consumption and error rates.

Keywords: WSN · CDMA · Error control protocol · BER · HARQ
Energy efficiency · Remaining energy

1 Introduction

Many researchers over a past few years had been studying the method to solely enhance
the energy efficiency of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The factors such as error
rates, overhead and interference present needed to be taken into consideration and cannot
be cast aside. The Coded Division Multiple Access (CDMA) had been deployed in WSN
as the technology can improve many attributes such as latency, energy efficiency and as
the mechanism of fault-tolerance rather than conventional WSN [1]. However, Multiple
Access Interference (MAI) problem in CDMA become significant when the power of
the user increases [2]. The SNR of one’s network changes as well due to certain factors
such as attenuation and the present of interferers. The problem of extra overhead during
congestion and might be able to be mitigated in considering the link quality into the
solution. HARQ is said to be able to outperform the ability of ARQ or FEC in terms of
optimizing the energy consumption in CDMA WSN and also help to lower the Bit Error
Rates (BER). However, the implementation of existing HARQ in CDMA WSN foster
additional overhead if the improper usage of Error Correcting Codes (ECC) were not
studied and assigned carefully. As for the problems stated above, we proposed the
extension to the HARQ error control scheme based on the network condition estimation
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to optimize the energy consumption as well as error rates. This paper demonstrated the
proposed Multiple Error Correction (MEC) algorithm that acts as extensions to the
existing HARQ scheme which aims to reduce the energy consumption of the network
without neglecting the effect of error rates, overhead that rises due to the computation
of error correcting codes and interferences as well. This paper also evaluates the
performance of CDMA WSN network that implements the proposed MEC algorithm.
For this paper, we test the MEC implementation in terms of Remaining Energy and BER.
The error correction schemes will be changed according to the change in network condi‐
tion. The network condition will be estimated using Kalman Filter and the estimation
value is in the form of SNR will be used to decide the error correction schemes that will
be initiated by the sender as well as error correcting capabilities. The experiment
conducted will be evaluated based on different Bits Length and Number of Nodes. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, the related works are stated and
analyzed. The methods involving MEC design, simulation and measurement models are
illustrated in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the results and findings from the simulation were
presented. The discussion is explained in Sect. 5. Lastly, In Sect. 6, conclusion and future
work are stated out.

2 Related Works

Early studies of this research have been demonstrated in [3]. In this paper, the existing
HARQ algorithm was proposed to be modified according to the channel state and RSSI.
This paper follows the continuation of [3] with different sets of testing and results of
different sets of scenarios and error control environment. There are also a few previous
studies of HARQ in CDMA WSN by [4, 5]. In these papers, the author had implement
HARQ with BCH in multi-hop communication. The authors also test the HARQ-BCH
with different node densities and message length. Not to mention, they also evaluate the
energy efficiency and include the correlations among interferers. Based on [6], these
authors had stated that MAI that presents in the CDMA cannot be controlled by trans‐
mitting power due to the absence of central base station. However, on some other paper
that implements Transmission Power Control (TPC), by controlling the TPC, the life‐
time of the network could be boosted. Not to mention, the paper by [4] also stated that
the transmit power can aim to minimize the interference.

Incorporating transmit power in the process of HARQ can be advantageous in
lowering the effect of MAI. However, the improper assignment of transmitting power
in a network such as CDMA can further increase the MAI or can just bring down the
BER for the whole network. The latest work on TPC had implemented the estimation
using Kalman Filter (KF). The power will be adjusted according to environment condi‐
tion that was predicted by KF. From their work, they also had proof that the KF can
track the channel state properly [7] besides, minimizes a quadratic function of estimation
error for a linear dynamic system with white measurement and disturbance noise [8, 9].
The usage of KF in estimating channel conditions can be significant as SNR of the
network can change over time due to various factors such as the attenuation which causes
by refractions of wireless signal or collisions during transmissions.
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3 Methods

3.1 Multiple Error Correction (MEC) Scheme

Multiple Error Correction (MEC) Algorithm was based on the existing process of
HARQ. The MEC algorithm was divided into three phases. We merged the algorithm
that includes phase 1 estimation, phase 2 error correction and phase 3 update module
into one algorithm of MEC to provide flexibility and reduce complexity. Phase 1
includes initialization and estimation in which the standardized Kalman Filter was used
to measure the network condition. From the estimation value, we divide the error
correction schemes into five different categories of error correction mode. The Kalman
Filter equation that was used in this research was shown as follows [10, 11]:

xk = Axk−1 + Buk−1 + wk−1 (1)

zk = Hxk + vk (2)

Where xk is denoted as the current estimator, Kalman Filter consists of two phases
which are the time update (prediction) and measurement update (correction). The time
update projects the current state estimate ahead of time. The measurement update adjusts
the projected estimate by an actual measurement at that time [12]. The phase 2 of MEC
algorithm started when the estimated SNR was obtained from the estimation process in
Phase 1. During this phase, the sender will decide the error correction mode that will be
initiated before the encoding process occurred. If the network is not congested, the
sender node will recognize the error correction mode as Lowest and instead of using
complex error correcting codes such as BCH, the sender will only encode the data using
CRC-4 and prepare for retransmissions. However, if the network is recognized as highly
congested or when the SNR dropped to around 0 to 23, the sender will initiate the Highest
Error Correction Mode and will encode the data with the high error correcting capability
of BCH. As WSN suffered from the resource-constraint issue, we identified the overhead
factor as one of the important aspects to be lowered down in between transmissions. The
use of simple CRC-4 and low error correcting capability such that in the range of t = 3
to t = 10 was to reduce this complexity of codes and computational overhead that might
rises due to encoding and decoding of error-correcting codes. The transmit power will
also be considered and changes according to the SNR. We had classified different error
correction schemes with different error correcting capabilities and different levels of
transmit power corresponding to the changes in network condition as the network
condition gradually changes over time due to the refraction and reflection of the signal,
fading and attenuation. We follow the indication of SNR that determines the network
condition or link quality of wireless technology as according to [13]. However, we had
adjusted the SNR values to suit our WSN environment models. Phase 3 involves update
module in which the KF is being used at the receiver to estimate the SNR for upcoming
transmission from the sender. The SNR value estimated information will be appended
to the acknowledgment message (ACK) as a feedback mechanism to the sender. The
information appended have a size of 3 bits which we considered to have insignificant
effects on the performance as the bits added is very small. We merged the algorithm that
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includes phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3 into one algorithm of MEC to provide flexibility
and reduce complexity. As WSN suffered from the resource-constraint issue, we iden‐
tified the overhead factor as one of the important aspects to be lowered down in between
transmissions. The use of simple CRC-4 and low error correcting capability such that
in the range of t = 3 to t = 10 was to reduce this complexity of codes and computational
overhead that might rises due to encoding and decoding of error-correcting codes.

3.2 System Model and Parameters Defined

In this paper, we apply CDMA WSN topology which involves layered node architecture.
The uniform node deployment of CDMA WSN follows the architecture from the work
of [14]. Figure 1 shows the uniform node deployment in CDMA WSN. The data will
be passed from any specific location, for example, the nodes “n5” will be passing the
data to “n6” until reaching the sink. The simulation and testing were carried out in
MATLAB environment. We have done the initial testing in which initial testing only
simulates the network aided by the existing error correction scheme such as error detec‐
tion using CRC-4 and error correction using common error correcting codes. The
scenarios were defined in Table 1 below.

Fig. 1. The topology for uniform node deployment [14, 15].

The scenarios were classified into two groups such that scenario 1 and scenario 2
will test the Uniform Node deployment CDMA WSN while scenario 3 and scenario 4
will be testing the non-uniform topology. For Scenario 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, and 3.2, the
performance of CDMA WSN was analyzed with the same value of (n, k) for both BCH
codes and RS codes such that BCH (63, 45) RS (63, 45) regardless of error correcting
capabilities, t. The bit length and node densities will be changed throughout the experi‐
ments. While, for Scenario 2.1, 2.2, 4.1 and 4.2, the performance of CDMA WSN was
analyzed with the changing in error correcting capabilities, t such that t = 3, 6 and 10.
Table 2 shows the parameters and variables used throughout the experiment. We test
the defined parameters to measure the remaining Energy and average BER for the whole
network in order to get the effect of the different error correcting codes with its error
correcting capability towards the redundancy added to the data. The redundancy added
have a very significant effect on the network that causes the rise in overhead due to the
error correcting codes and error correcting capability, not to mention, the corruption of
bits that cause by interference present, and architecture of the network itself.
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Table 1. The scenarios generated for simulation

Scenarios Parameter Description
1 1.1 Bit length Uniform node deployment

1.2 Node densities MEC algorithm ECC with the same value of (n, k) such
that
BCH (63, 45) RS (63, 45)
BCH (15, 5) and RS (15, 5)

2 2.1 Bit length Uniform Node Deployment
2.2 Node densities MEC algorithm ECC with different error correcting

capabilities, t where t = 3, 6, 10
3 3.1 Bit length Non-uniform node deployment

3.2 Node densities MEC algorithm ECC with the same value of (n, k) such
that
BCH (63, 45) RS (63, 45)
BCH (15, 5) and RS (15, 5)

4 4.1 Bit length Non-uniform node deployment
4.2 Node densities MEC algorithm ECC with different error correcting

capabilities, t where t = 3, 6, 10

Table 2. Variables and parameters used throughout the experiments

Variables Values
Channel model Multi-Carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) with

Rayleigh Fading
Modulation BPSK
Noise AWGN
Path loss exponent 3.5
Error detection CRC-4
Error correction codes Reed-Solomon and BCH
Number of nodes 16, 32, 80
Bit length (Bits) 10000, 20000, 30000
Additional bits of information on ACK
message

3 bits

Minimum distance between nodes (meter) 5 m
Monitoring area (meter) 1000 m × 1000 m

The CRC-4 will be appended to the input binary data before modulation if the error
correcting codes were not implemented, then spreading will occurred and passed the
encoded data through the channel. During the despreading at the receiver, the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) was carried out. The CRC decoder will identify the corrupted
bits. While, RS decoder and BCH decoder will decode then correct the errors that
occurred in the receiving data. We have conducted the simulation using Matlab under
Window 10 of 64-bit environment. The simulations follow the defined scenarios in
Table 1. We assume as the SNR gets higher, the network condition is less congested.
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The estimation module of MEC algorithm has been explained before will be initiated
first before any transmission from sender to receiver. The sender will decide on the
correction mode and appended the required information to the generated data. The
encoding and spreading process remain to follow the existing HARQ process until the
data were passed through the channel. After the data were decoded, the receiver sent the
sender with acknowledgment message with the updated KF estimation while checking
on the estimation errors. The updated KF estimation and BER information were
appended to the acknowledgment message to prepare the sender for next transmissions.

3.3 Measurement Models

We present several formulas that had been used to calculate the performance of the
network throughout the experiments. We formulate the BER calculation, expression of
Received Signal and Remaining Energy to measure the performance of CDMA WSN
and the effectiveness of MEC algorithm when implemented on the CDMA WSN. The
formula of BER for BPSK can be calculated using the equation in [10]. Thus, the formula
of BER for BPSK in Rayleigh Fading can be derived as shown in Eq. (3) [16] below:

BER =
1
2

⎛
⎜
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⎜
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⎝

1 −

√
√
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√
√
√
√
√
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Eb

N0
+ 1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(3)

While, the received signal power, Y follows free space path loss which added the
path loss exponent and the distance between transmitter and receiver. Given the received
signal, Y in Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) which includes Rayleigh Fading
can be formulated as in Eq. (4) [17]:

Y = h

(

d
−α

2
)

(4)

Where 𝛼, the path loss exponent is denoted that 2 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 6 while d is defined as the
distance between sender and receiver. Based on [18], each transmitted bit consume 1
unit of energy and received bit consume 0.75 units of energy. The remaining energy for
the network considering also the decoding energy of error correcting codes as follows:

EECC = H × Np ×
(
Nbits + (Nbits × 0.75

)
+ EDEC (5)

Where H denoted the number of hops, Np is the number of packets, and Nbits is the
total number of bits in which include the header and payload [19]. Based on Eq. (6)
below, the decoding energy can be calculated as follows [20]:

EDEC =
(
2nt + 2t2)(Eaddition + Emultiplication

)
(6)
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Where n is block length for the error correcting codes and t is error correcting capa‐
bility. While, Eaddition + Emultiplication is the energy consumed in addition and multiplication
that occurred in encoding and decoding of error-correcting codes.

4 Results and Analysis

The results of the implementation of MEC algorithm are to analyze the effectiveness of
MEC towards reducing the remaining energy as well as BER. The initial testing
performed to study the effects of different error correcting capabilities of BCH and RS
in MEC towards CDMA WSN performances in terms of the increasing number of nodes
and bit length. The results obtained can be the reference to further enhance the MEC
algorithm in the aspects of different sensor’s environment and WSN architectures.
Figure 2 shows the remaining energy between the different error correcting capability
of t = 3 and t = 10 and the increasing number of nodes of 16, 32 and 80 nodes. For t = 3,
we had used MEC BCH (31, 16) RS (31, 25) while for t = 10, we applied MEC BCH
(31, 6) RS (31, 17). From the graph, it was shown that the different error correcting
capabilities give the different performance in the changing number of nodes. The highest
remaining energy can be seen when the lower error correcting capability, t = 3 was used
for the network with 16 nodes. While, for t = 10 for the same network with 16 nodes,
the remaining energy degraded slightly. Same goes to the network running 32 nodes for
t = 3 and t = 10. However, for the network that has 80 nodes, the remaining energy
almost the same for both t = 3 and t = 10. Even the remaining energy of network with
16 nodes is at its highest due to lower congestion and deployment of nodes, the BER
was higher than the network deploy the same number of nodes but with different t = 10.

Fig. 2. The graph of comparison of average remaining energy for increasing number of nodes
with different error correcting capabilities of t = 3 and t = 10

The graph of Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the average remaining energy between
the proposed MEC BCH (63, 45) RS (63, 45) and existing BCH (63, 45). Here, the
existing BCH (63, 45) throughout the experiment regardless of network condition or
SNR. While, the MEC change the error correcting codes corresponding the changing in
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SNR. As the SNR increased, the error correcting codes of BCH change to RS and at the
highest SNR, retransmission was initiated instead of using error correcting codes to
minimize the possible overhead. Based on the graph, as the SNR is at highest between
14 to 18, the energy also remains at the highest level compared to existing schemes.
Figure 4 shows the average BER between proposed MEC and existing BCH. BCH (63,
45) has the error correcting capability of t = 3. For MEC, we also used BCH (63, 45)
RS (63, 57) where t = 3. RS (63, 57) has the error correcting capability of t = 3 even it
is different in data symbol size, k.

Fig. 3. The graph of comparison of average remaining energy for MEC BCH (63, 45) RS (63,
45) with existing BCH (63, 45)

Fig. 4. The graph of comparison of average BER for MEC BCH (63, 45) RS (63, 57) of t = 3
with existing BCH (63, 45) t = 3

Based on the graph in Fig. 4, the used of same error correcting capability in MEC
where BCH and RS have the same t = 3 which had reduced the inconsistency in the
value of BER and outperform the existing BCH (63, 45). While the graph on Fig. 5
shows the comparison between the average BER between MEC and BCH (63, 18) for
t = 10. From this graph, the BER for proposed MEC and existing BCH almost the same
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except when SNR going up to 14 to 15, there was a slight increment in BER of MEC.
However, the BER of MEC gradually reduced as the SNR increased.

Fig. 5. The graph of comparison of average BER for MEC BCH (63, 18) RS (63, 43) of t = 10
with existing BCH (63, 18) t = 10

5 Discussion

From the graph that compares the existing BCH with the proposed MEC, it was observed
that MEC can optimize the BER and remaining energy and slightly outperform the
existing BCH. This is because MEC able to change between different error correcting
codes such that between BCH and RS and also change the error correcting capability, t
to match the network condition. As for this matter, we proposed MEC to reduce the
unnecessary overhead that was present from the unnecessary usage of highest error
correcting capability code when not needed. MEC also able to maintain the remaining
energy as the SNR changes as we had assumed that as the SNR increased, less probability
of congestion would occur. Thus, the highest error correcting capability might not be
necessary when retransmission might have been necessary to solve the corrupted
packets. During this research, some inconsistencies have been recorded. This inconsis‐
tency recorded during the SNR = 6 until SNR = 12 as the RS code is used instead of
BCH. Thus, the used of RS (63, 45) seems to use more energy than expected because
RS (63, 45) have high error correcting capability and from Fig. 7, it helps to reduce BER
and make MEC outperform the existing BCH. Figure 6 shows that BER during the RS
code being applied had increased slightly compared to the existing BCH. This is because,
lower error correcting capability of RS code was used rather than that higher error
correcting capability of BCH. This saves energy but does not lower the BER. However,
the usage of same error correcting capability between both of BCH and RS code for
MEC had outperformed the inconsistency problem which also helps in optimized
between the remaining energy and average BER.
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6 Conclusion and Future Works

The MEC algorithm had shown some promising result to maximize lifetime by means
of extending the remaining energy according to the channel condition. BER of MEC
had slightly outperformed the existing technique for MEC BCH (15, 5) RS (15, 5) and
MEC BCH (31, 16) RS (31, 15). The inconsistency of BER obtained from the initial
result when the error correcting capability, t = 10 might due to the redundancy added
during the transmission. The increasing number of nodes will gradually increase the
BER and energy usage. However, by accurately assign the proper error correcting capa‐
bility, t to the MEC error correcting codes can help in reducing and optimized the BER
and remaining energy. The MEC needed to be further studied to ensure its reliability in
congested networks. Fur future works, MEC can be tested with convolutional codes and
its effectiveness towards the different environment of sensor nodes implemented.
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Abstract. As more information becomes accessible online, users are faced with
difficulties in digesting and selecting important information from longer text. A
summary can serve as a condensed version of a text, where salient information
can be presented. In order to improve a summary’s quality, a special task in the
area of Automatic Text Summarization known as Sentence Compression (SC)
can be applied. Existing SC techniques are highly dependent on syntactic knowl‐
edge applied on individual word or phrases to decide on the compressions deci‐
sion. In contrast, this study introduces a new constrained Pattern-Growth SC
(PGSC) technique inspired by the “divide and conquer” strategy tailored to the
Malay language. The basic idea is to divide the sentences into segments where
unimportant segments are removed while the important ones are conquered iter‐
atively. Using a Malay news dataset, the application of PGSC have shown prom‐
ising results where the compressed summaries reported an F-Measure score of
0.5752 agreements when evaluated against manual human summaries and
perform better than the Baselines (uncompressed) model. Manual human evalu‐
ation produced readability score of 4.31 out of 5 and 4.1 for content responsive‐
ness, suggesting a better quality and readability of the compressed summaries
produced by the MYTextSum model.

Keywords: Text Summarization · Sentence Compression
Sequential Pattern-Growth · Malay

1 Introduction

Automatic Text Summarization (ATS) is an automated process of creating a summary
from a single or multiple document input sources. The output type of summary can either
be generic, query-focused (based on specific user-topic), or sentiment-based such as
summarizing user’s opinion. The methods to produce an automated summary can be
performed via extractive or abstractive methods [1, 2]. An extractive method selects and
concatenates the most important sentences to produce a shorter version of a document.
In contrast, an abstractive method constructs a summary by modifying, paraphrasing
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and joining related information to form a new sentence, which is somewhat similar with
the summary produced by humans.

However, due to the complexity in generating an abstractive based summary where
extensive Natural Language Processing (NLP) knowledge is needed, the extractive
summarization method has dominated the research area in the ATS field until today [3].
As a way to improve the quality of the extractive summary produced, literature in ATS
focusing in Sentence Compression (SC) techniques has been an interest to researchers.

Researcher [4] defined SC as a problem in ATS where the goal is to remove unim‐
portant constituents from a summary sentence while preserving the salient ones through
keeping the sentence’s grammar intact. SC can also be viewed as a scaled down version
of summarization performed at a sentence level where the problem is typically formu‐
lated as a word deletion task [5]. Some known SC techniques such are linguistics rule
based [4, 6, 7], statistical [5, 8, 9], machine learning [10, 11], keyword-based [12] and
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) by [13] have been previously explored. Furthermore,
some recent works in this area also include Graph related optimization by [14, 15] that
has been applied in the area of Multi-Sentence Compression.

Most of the aforementioned SC techniques perform extractive compression and are
highly dependent on syntactic knowledge (syntactic parser, dependency parser) applied
on individual word or phrases to decide on the compressions decision. The main reason
for this dependency is to avoid composing ungrammatical sentence after the compres‐
sion process. Nonetheless, there is still trade-off that exists between the model’s
performance in balancing both grammatical and informativeness of the summary.

Alternatively, this study proposes a new constrained Pattern-Growth SC (PGSC)
technique inspired by the divide and conquer strategy in Sequential Pattern Mining
tailored to the Malay language. The underlying idea is to divide the sentences into
segments where unimportant segments are removed while the important ones are
conquered iteratively. A new pattern-based representation named Frequent Adjacent
Sequential Pattern (FASP) with “textual constraint” discovered in this study serves as
a feature to identify significant information from the text document. Meanwhile, from
the Malay Text Summary corpus developed in this study, a set of human’s compression
pattern named Frequent Eliminated Pattern (FASPe) with conditional probability confi‐
dence Conf value was mined to indicate the constituents that are frequently removed by
human practice. The removal decision in his PGSC technique is derived from the
combination of both discovered textual patterns fulfilling the proposed “removal
constraints”.

2 Related Works

In creating an extractive summary, an extractive summarizer model usually perform
three main tasks described in [16] that are consists of (1) creating intermediate repre‐
sentation of the input text, (2) sentence scoring and (3) sentence selection. The task of
Sentence Compression can be applied at any level of the summarization process such
as during pre-processing step or before the sentence scoring step.
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A Linguistic Rule Based approach relies on training corpus of human summaries
where heuristic linguistic rules or knowledge can be built upon understanding how
human writes, removes and constructs certain phrases in a summary. Prior work in rule-
based approach by [4] in their Automatic Sentence Reduction system has reported a
success rate of 78.1% for the decision of either to remove or retain a clause. They added
knowledge resources such as syntactic knowledge from WordNet, lexicon database,
contextual and statistics information extracted from human summaries to assist the
decision to remove a certain phrase from a sentence. However, the sentence parse tree
in their system has a very high dependency on those additional resources in which large
training and expensive corpus resources are needed.

Meanwhile, in keyword based approach, the deletion refers to list of keywords such
as in [12]. They generate a list of “function” words to be trimmed that contains conjunc‐
tions such as “As a matter of fact” or “however”, where it has yield better summary
performance. Meanwhile, [7] applied sets of linguistic motivated rules to the compres‐
sion process iteratively to each source sentences before moving to the sentence extrac‐
tion module also known as the “parse-and-trim” approach.

Another common SC problem definition include viewing the sentence as a word
deletion problem using Statistical Probabilistic and Decision Tree model [5]; where the
Probabilistic model learns how likely each sentence is compressed using the Naïve
Bayes Rules. Despite the good grammatical performance in individual sentence level,
a study by [17] reported that the statistical approach has insignificant effect on the overall
Text Summarization system performance. This is due that during the compression
process; some important content might have been dropped (deleted). Following the
drawbacks of this model, researchers have made some improvement by applying
Machine Learning approach. For instance, [11] combines unsupervised Compression
approach where additional rule and enforcement on the deletion constraint were added;
while [10] added semantic information from WordNeT to the Decision Tree Model. This
additional task has shown enhancement on the accuracy of the sentence reduction algo‐
rithm based on the words importance.

Another approach in solving the SC problem is where the task is viewed as an opti‐
mization problem using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) method by [13]. The pres‐
ence of linguistically motivated constraints has gained better performance over models
without constraint. However, the success of an ILP approach highly relies on finding
the optimum set of linear constraints for the compression output which becomes a trade-
off between summary’s performance and optimization.

Currently, some works in this area has included Graph related optimization which
has been applied in the Multi-Sentence Compression [14]. A Multi-Sentence Compres‐
sion (MSC) is a task to produce a compressed single sentence summary from a cluster
of related sentences. The idea is to eliminate redundant sentence by weighting the edge
by i.e. link frequencies to search for the lightest and shortest path based on pre-defined
minimum length. Nevertheless, the issue in graph representation due to the “shortest
path” approach is missing of salient information which effect on the summary generation
[18]. Due to this, some improvement has been experimented that includes adding
heuristic knowledge to the link frequencies of the connected words and also re-ranking
method based on the key phrase extraction by [15]. Their work shows some
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improvement in the score of sentence informative value of the compressed summary,
but a slight decreased on grammatical evaluation value.

To summarize, thus far this study has not encountered a pattern-growth based text
representation model for the Malay language and for Sentence Compression Technique.
Hence, this study would like to extend the interest in this area by combining pattern-
growth based text representation with heuristic rules from human linguistic pattern to
develop a Sentence Compression technique for Malay ATS.

3 MYTextSum Framework

The MYTextSum model workflow in Fig. 1 consists of: (1) Pre-processing, (2) Sentence
Representation using FASP, (3) Pattern-Growth Sentence Compression technique, (4)
Sentence Scoring, (5) Sentence Selection and (6) Summary Generation.

Fig. 1. The MYTextSum model with PGSC technique

3.1 Preprocessing

The pre-processing step involves general tasks such as tokenizing, removing Malay stop
words [19], removing punctuation and converting terms to lowercase. Since the aim is
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to preserve the sentence flow and linguistic pattern of the terms, no word stemming
process was applied.

3.2 Sentence Representation Using FASP

The basis of Pattern-Growth method in Sequential Pattern Mining is to divide the data‐
base into smaller sets based on the current discovered frequent patterns, and then
conquering the subsequent pattern, based on the local frequent pattern. Given pattern P
is a sequence of terms, the support of pattern P is the frequency of a sequence.

FASP Generation and Discovery
The discovered FASP is used as text features where it represents significant information
for each sentence s in the article. Given user specified minimum support threshold
denotes as min_sup or σ; The gSupp counts the overall frequency of the sequence being
used against in the source collection. If the gSupp(P) ≥ σ, then the sequence is considered
as frequent or is a Frequent Pattern (FP). Given user specified minimum confidence
threshold denotes as min_conf or β, Sequential Rules that meets the confidence value or
Conf condition can be generated. In the initialization step, a set of frequent terms of
length-1(one) was set as the prefixTerms list denoted as α. After initialization, the next
step is to divide the search space of each document based on the prefixTerms α. Each
term in the prefixTerms list is used as prefix to recursively project or conquer the word
sequence list. This is done by joining the α initialized with the next adjacent sequence
term t(k+1) denoted β from the list of sentences in the current document.

The generation of FASP for each document follows the equation in (1):

FASP
m
= 𝜶 ∪ 𝜷 (1)

However, before the joining process, this study introduced three textual constraints
C known as (1) item, (2) adjacent sequence order and (3) length constraints. Table 1
shows an example of sentence representation using FASP-weight pairs using gSupp ≥ 2.

Table 1. Sample sentence representation using FASP-weight pairs until 2-sequence using an
excerpt from Article GBK009 with gSupp ≥ 2

s
i

Sentence FASP representation
s
𝟑

“Kenyataan ini tidak adil kepada anggota
penyelamat dan malim gunung yang
bertungkus-lumus membantu mangsa,”
katanya ketika dihubungi BH, semalam

s
𝟑
 = {(anggota,2), (gunung,4),

(kenyataan,2), (malim,3), (malim
gunung, 3), (mangsa,3), (membantu,2),
(membantu mangsa, 2), (penyelamat,2),
(semalam,2)}

s
𝟒

Beliau berkata, operasi SAR
membabitkan pelbagai agensi disusun
supaya berjalan lancar, sekali gus
mengelakkan musibah lain

s
𝟒
 = {(berkata,3), (agensi,2), (sar,3)}
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3.3 A Constrained Pattern-Growth Sentence Compression (PGSC) Technique

The Divide and Conquer strategy
The first step is to divide the source sentence from the news article into smaller sets or
segments to mark which constituent is eligible to be deleted without affecting the
sentence’s grammar and structure. Dividing the sentence into segments has the benefit
of smaller text structure with reduced search space to find any frequent pattern or salient
information in the inspected segment. Here, each candidate sentence is segmented into
sequence of terms based on the comma (,) delimiters. From this study’s observation, the
panels frequently removed a group of adjacent words together since they complement
each other semantically. The list of compression pattern named Frequent Eliminated
Pattern or (FASPe) with conditional probability confidence Conf value discovered from
the Malay Summary corpus is given in Table 2, where the discovery process can be
referred in [20].

Table 2. Sample of human’s Frequent Eliminated Pattern (FASPe) with Conf value discovered
in the Malay Summary corpus

# FASPe eSupp gSupp Conf
1 mengulas 11 13 0.84
2 mengulas → lanjut 6 7 0.85
3 sehubungan 5 6 0.83
4 sehubungan → itu 5 6 0.83
5 beliau 52 88 0.59
6 berkata 120 206 0.58
7 beliau → berkata 21 28 0.75
8 dalam 152 325 0.46
9 dalam → pada 15 20 0.75
10 dalam pada → itu 13 20 0.65

Conquer Significant Segment using Textual Patterns
After all the sentences are divided into segments, the main problem is to decide which
segi should be removed or retained. Here, the normalized weight w for textual patterns
FASP and FASPe in each segi is used to assist the removal decision. The FASPe Conf
value is used to determine the compression level since the list of available FASPe relies
on it. For each source sentence s in a document, let segi =

{
x1, x2,… xn

}
, where xi

denotes the term sequence in each segment segi. Each term xi in segi is weighted if it is
a subset of FASP or FASPe where each occurrence (support) in the pattern is counted.
The normalized weight w was calculated by dividing the sum of each pattern’s support
for each xi that belongs to FASP or FASPe against the inspected segment length.

In performing the sentence compression, the removal decision 𝛾 for each segment
was based on these five removal constraints C:

C1. One segment sentence was not removed. It is assumed that a one segment
sentence is a complete sentence. Since each sentence is divided into segments using a
comma delimiter, the removal was based on segments and not per-word deletion.
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C2. After the removal, each compressed sentence cs length must be ≥ 2, which is
based on the statistical result in Malay Summary corpus, where the shortest sentence
produced by the panel with the length of 2.

C3. Each cs should conform to one of Malay Grammar pattern. If this constraint is
not satisfied, the compression process is reverted back.

C4. The compression level for each cs is based on finding optimum Conf value within
the range of 0.1–1.0. The optimum Conf value should minimize the error found in C3
and also preserve the most significant information.

C5. The binary removal indicator 𝛾 for each segi was based on the normalized weight
w of FASPe and FASP where each cs also satisfies the C1–4, where the value 1 from
the removal indicator 𝛾 indicated that the segment should be kept since it is mostly
conquered by the FASP. Meanwhile, the value of 0 means that the segment should be
dropped or eliminated since it contains higher FASPe with respects that it has fulfilled
all the described removal constraints C. However, if the score of the normalized weight
is the same, the segment is not removed to avoid over compressing the sentence.

From Table 3, it can be seen that seg1 consists of FASPe of “beliau berkata” with
the weight of 1.0. The calculated FASP weight is 0.5 since only one matched significant
pattern was discovered, thus giving the w(FASPe) > w(FASP) indicating the decision to
remove the segment represented by binary removal indicator of 0. Meanwhile, seg2
consists of higher FASP weight, meaning that the phrase is significant and the
w(FASPe) < w(FASP), thus the decision is to retain the segment. Next, the phrase in seg3
does not contained any matched FASP and with higher FASPe weight; therefore, it will
be also removed. It should be stated here that the discovered FASP in the current docu‐
ment might be the same with FASPe from the corpus since the FASP is uniquely gener‐
ated per-document. In this event, the support for each pattern will have the effect on the
final weight. Finally, the new compressed sentence from the example that has fulfilled
all the removal constraints is written as: “Operasi SAR membabitkan pelbagai agensi
disusun supaya berjalan lancer”, where only seg2 is retained.

Table 3. Example of FASP and FASPe weighting for each segment using min_conf> 50%.

seg
i

Sentences FASPe Weight FASP Weight Removal Indicator
seg1 Beliau berkata 1.0 0.5 0
seg2 operasi SAR

membabitkan
pelbagai agensi
disusun supaya
berjalan lancar

0.0 0.2 1

seg3 sekali gus
mengelakkan
musibah lain

0.2 0.0 0

3.4 Summary Generation

To generate a summary, each sentence (compressed and uncompressed) is scored. In
this Sentence Scoring module, the combination of linear sentence features to score
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important sentence is used. The Sentence Scoring is the combination of Surface, Content
and Relevant features. This study extends the Content and Relevant scoring mechanism
by using the proposed FASP model as feature to represent significant information from
the news article instead of using only frequent keyword.

The sum of linear combination is firstly sorted based on the highest ranking value to
select content-bearing relevance sentences. However, from observation, for a single
summary generation, the flow of the story is usually kept according to the position of
the sentence. The selected sentence based on the scores is ranked again by its’ sequential
position accordingly to preserve the flow of the story. In the last step in that is the
Summary Generation, the candidate sentences from the previous step that was ranked
by score and position are added to the summary until the desired summary length.

4 Experiments and Findings

Experiments using the Malay news dataset have been conducted in order to evaluate the
effects on using a compressed sentence to compose a summary against extracting the
sentence as a whole. In the Malay Summary corpus developed by this study, the total
of 100 Malay news articles was downloaded from the Bernama Library & Infolink
Service (BLIS) website using a keyword search on the Events and Natural Disaster (ND)
domain in Malaysia. These articles are aligned automatically with 300 human summaries
of 30% length for each news article, where 2,058 sentence pairs are analyzed. In this
experiment, 30 articles are selected in random from the ND and Events dataset. There
are five summarization methods used for comparison in this experiment. The MYText‐
SumCOMP method is using Greedy sentence selection approach, while MYTextSum‐
CLUST method employed K-Means clustering algorithm using FASP as the features in
the Sentence Selection process. Since there is no baseline and benchmark Malay
Summarizer model available for comparison, this research denotes the MYTextSum‐
BASIC method as Baseline1. Meanwhile, Baseline2 or (Lead baseline) follows the
generation of baseline summaries used in the DUC conference for evaluating English
summarizer [21]. Both baselines are without the application of sentence compression
task. The automatic summary evaluation is performed using the ROUGE (Recall-
Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) toolkit by [22]. ROUGE evaluates the
quality of a summarizer by counting overlapping units such as word sequences, word
pairs and n-grams between the content of the automated summary with one or more
reference summaries (human manual summaries). The results in Table 4 shows that all
developed methods in the MYTextSum model using the FASP representation consis‐
tently perform better than the baselines method and the open source OTS summarizer.
The highest F-measure result of 0.5752 from the MYTextSumCLUST method is found
significant against the OTS and Baseline2 method. The results indicates that with the
application of PGSC technique has improves the produced summary content when eval‐
uated against human manual summaries.

Manual evaluation on the generated summaries from the MYTextSum model is
performed following the DUC 2005 guidelines where the summary is manually evalu‐
ated for its readability, and content responsiveness based on a five-point Likert scale of
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1–5. The MYTextSumCLUST method produced a readability score of 4.31 and 4.1 for
content responsiveness, suggesting a better quality and readability of the compressed
summaries against uncompressed ones.

Table 4. ROUGE-1 results between MYTextSum methods and other summarizers using Random
dataset of 30 articles

Methods # Recall Precision F-Measure
Baseline1 3 0.5813 0.5496 0.5621
MYTextSumCOMP 2 0.5851 0.5546 0.5671
MYTextSumCLUST *1 0.5926 0.5650 0.5752†+

Baseline2 (Lead) 4 0.5637 0.5386 0.5472
OTS 5 0.5551 0.4961 0.5216

5 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper contributes in developing a new SC technique based on a constrained Pattern-
Growth technique tailored to the Malay language. From the experiments conducted has
shown promising results using automatic and manual evaluation. The application of
PGSC technique in MYTextSum model significantly improves the summary’s quality
against baselines (uncompressed) model summarizers. Next, this study would like to
extend the SC work to cater for multi-document summarization.
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Abstract. The nature of computing paradigm has shifted from centralized, static
and closed to distributed, dynamic and open due to the advent and popularity of
Internet. Multi-agent system (MAS) gained popularity as its characteristic match
with this paradigm shift. In order for MAS to interact efficiently and communicate
meaningfully, agent communication language (ACL) plays an important role.
FIPA-ACL is an ACL developed by FIPA that has become the de facto standard
of ACL’s implementation in MAS. Another emerging trend due to Internet is the
Semantic Web (SW). Semantic web is an extension of the current World Wide
Web, which encodes the content of the web with well-defined meaning to allow
it to be processed by machines such as computer (agents). Hence, combining the
existing FIPA-ACL with semantic web can bring ACLs to another level to
enhance the interoperability in MAS. In this paper, a FIPA-ACL ontology in OWL
is proposed to enhance the communication between agents in MAS.

Keywords: Agent communication language · FIPA-ACL · Semantic web
Ontology · OWL

1 Introduction

Internet has changed the computational interaction in today’s computing environment.
The computing paradigm has shifted from centralized, closed, static to distributed, open
and dynamic. This paradigm shift is also referred to as open system [1, 2]. Agent tech‐
nology which emerged as a new software computing paradigm matches the open system
[3, 4]. Multi-agent system is made of multiple heterogeneous agents that may be distrib‐
uted in different environments and can enter and leave freely in the agent community
[5]. As a result, agents need to interact or communicate with one another in order to
achieve some goals or tasks [6]. For agents to carry out interaction such as coordination,
cooperation, collaboration and negotiation, they need to communicate in a manner that
can be understood by each agent [7–10]. Agent communication language (ACL) [11] is
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the communication language used to achieve interoperability between agents. Two of
the most common ACLs adopted by the MAS are KQML and FIPA-ACL. KQML is the
first ACL developed by DARPA knowledge sharing effort [12]. The high level commu‐
nication was initially developed to exchange information and knowledge for knowledge
based system but it was then extended for communication between agents. FIPA-ACL
was developed by FIPA which is a non-profit organization established to promote agent
technology and interoperability between agent applications [13, 14]. FIPA-ACL is
adopted more widely than KQML in recent years due to the formal semantic of FIPA-
ACL and affordance of FIPA in promoting agent technology through as set of specifi‐
cation that acts as guideline for developers and industry vendors.

Another emerging trend in Internet systems is the semantic web. Semantic web is
the extension of the current web by encoding the web content resources with well-
defined meaning that are machine process able [15]. In order to realize the semantic web,
a set of technologies such as RDF [16], RDFS [17], and OWL [18] have been created.
In addition, other technologies such as SWRL [19] and SPIN [20] were created to incor‐
porate rules into semantic web to express constraints, rules and business logics. There
is an increasing trend of applying semantic web into MAS to increase computational
efficiency and to communicate meaningfully. Moreover, SW is mainly used as ontology,
knowledge base, validity constraints and consistency checking. SW has also been used
in ACL to encode communication. In this paper, a FIPA-ACL ontology is developed to
act as standardized ontology for MAS’ adoption and extend it as an ACL component in
MAS to enhance the interoperability between MAS. The proposed ontology reused and
structured some of the concepts in the existing ontology in order to achieve interoper‐
ability across MAS applications. Besides that, the semantic web technology, SPIN is
used in developing the ontology alongside the foundation technologies such as RDF,
RDFS and OWL 2.

This paper introduces and describes a FIPA-ACL ontology that can be reused and
imported by FIPA-ACL agents’ applications. The ontology is created using a step-by-
step ontology development process. The remainder of this paper is organized as follow.
Section 2 describes some of the related work in FIPA-ACL ontology. The ontology
engineering methodology is described in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes the steps in FIPA-
ACL ontology development and finally, Sect. 5 concludes and summarizes the work
presented in this paper.

2 Related Work

In this section, some of the related works in ontology-based FIPA-ACL are reviewed to
serve as the foundation and motivation of this research. This review is organized in
chronological order to observe how the researches in this area have progressed. One of
the earlier works is by FIPA on its specification to encode the content of the message in
RDF encoding known as the FIPA RDF Content Language Specification [21]. This
specification specifies how to represent objects, propositions and actions in RDF and in
different RDF versions with different extensions. The motivation for encoding in RDF
is to increase the level of interoperability. The advantages of RDF encoding include
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extensibility, reusability, simplicity and standards for data and schemas exchange.
However, RDF is just a data format for encoding and exchange, and so its expressiveness
of RDF is limited.

Another semantic web technology DAML has also been proposed to encode the ACL
message [22]. The richer expressivity of DAML compared to RDF and RDFS enriched
the content expressed in the ACL message. In this work, a DAML ontology is defined
for the communication. A demo application of ITTalks project was used to illustrate the
communication encoding in DAML. Unfortunately, DAML as a cornerstone of OWL
did not gain momentum as semantic web technology.

Zou continued his research effort in ACL using semantic web language as content
language but this time he focused on OWL. Travel Agent Game in Agentcities (TAGA)
is a FIPA-compliant framework that extended and enhanced Trading Agent Competition
(TAC) scenario in Agentcities as an open MAS environment. OWL was used as the
content language in FIPA-ACL messages for agents to communicate with each other
and reasoning about the action and services. By utilizing the benefits of OWL, the
content of messages can be more expressive, unambiguous, computer-interpretable,
interoperable, has automated reasoning techniques, higher-level of interoperability
between agents and meaningful content can be shared [23, 24].

AgentOWL is another research that incorporated OWL as representation for agent
internal model and communication [25]. It is a MAS distributed framework that is built
on top of JADE with a generic knowledge model for agent. Formal description of the
model is represented using description logic. There are five main elements in the model
including resources, actions, actors, context and events. AgentOWL used Jena semantic
reasoner to reason the context, resource, action and knowledge domain of the agent and
content of agent communication. CommonKADs is used to model and developed the
MAS, the UML and AUML modeling language is used for modeling formalism. As a
result, the agent knowledge model is more generic and expressive and can be easily
adopted and used in other similar applications.

Pu used semantic web representation for negotiation protocol in electronic commerce
[26]. Ontology is used to describe the negotiation protocol to increase the efficiency of
the negotiation process. The negotiation protocol used in this research is the contract
net protocol. The prototype demo was built on top of JADE and the reasoning used Jena
API. This work was further extended using OWL for the agent communication process
in a layered architecture.

Semantic agent model (SAM) used semantic web technologies in MAS modeling
and knowledge base support [27]. In SAM, semantic web rule language (SWRL) is used
in modeling the behaviour and constraints of different agents. A three layered architec‐
ture is used to model the agents which is made up of a knowledge base layer, an engine
layer and a low level action layer. The different states of agent actions are modelled
using extended FSM concept.

Fornara has been the one of the important key players in representing ACL social
semantic model using obligation and norms [28, 29]. An obligation ontology is developed
to model the obligation between debtor and creditor in temporal proposition. An external
program is used to keep track of the temporal constraints in the temporal proposition to
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determine the different states of the obligations. Fornara and her team has further the
research into the representation of policy and artificial institution [30, 31].

It can be observed that there are some ongoing works in ACLs. However, the
complete ontology for FIPA-ACL has not been developed yet. Hence, the objective of
this research is to develop an FIPA-ACL ontology for communication interoperability
between agents.

3 Methodologies

To develop the FIPA-ACL ontology, we used the ontology engineering approach. The
ontology development process used in this work is from the Noy and McGuiness
ontology engineering approach [32] which was also adopted by many of the researchers
working on ontology development. This ontology development process includes several
steps that require iterations for refinement and evaluation. The steps in this ontology
development approach are as follow:

1. Determine the domain and scope of the ontology.
2. Consider reusing the existing ontologies.
3. Enumerate important terms in ontology.
4. Define the classes and class hierarchy.
5. Define the properties of classes.
6. Define the facets of slots.
7. Create instances.

The first step in the ontology development is defining the domain and scope of the
ontology. This is done by going through a list of questions, which consist of basic ques‐
tions and competency questions. By going through this list of questions, the domain and
scope of the ontology can be roughly identified. The next step is to consider reusing
existing ontologies by checking whether there are any existing ontologies that are suit‐
able to be reused or extended. Reusing any existing well known ontologies can increase
the interoperability of the developed ontology. The next step is to identify a list of
important terms that are related to the ontology domain. This list of terms can be iden‐
tified from numerous related documents or from domain experts. Normally, nouns
identified will be the class of the ontology and verbs will be the relationship of the
connected classes in the ontology. The list of terms will lay the foundation for defining
the classes and class hierarchy in the next step. There are several approaches in devel‐
oping the class hierarchy such as the top-down development approach, bottom-up
development approach and the hybrid approach. The top-down development approach
is based on the most general concept and is narrowed down to specialized concept. On
the other hand, the bottom-up development approach is based on the most specific
concept and grouping related specific concept to form general class. The hybrid approach
is a combination of those two processes. After defining the classes and its hierarchy, the
next step is to define the properties for these classes. These properties describe the char‐
acteristics of individuals of these particular classes. The relationship to relate the indi‐
viduals between classes is also defined in this step. Next, the facets of the identified
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properties values are defined. These facets values include the cardinality, value-type,
domain and range. The final step is to populate instances and individuals into the
ontology. These steps need to be performed in several iterations before the final ontology
is developed and completed.

4 FIPA-ACL Ontology Development

4.1 Determine the Domain and Scope of the Ontology

The domain ontology will cover the FIPA-ACL specification which includes the
communication acts, the interaction protocols, the content language and the message
structure. The ontology will be used by agents (autonomous entity) that exchange infor‐
mation and knowledge that conforms to FIPA (agents are communicating using FIPA-
ACL). The ontology will identify the terms and vocabularies used for FIPA-ACL
conversation message exchanges and to infer the performatives that are used in the
message. The ontology can then be imported by other agents that use FIPA-ACL as
communication language and it can also be further extended by those who want to
introduce extra performatives besides the basic set of performatives to enhance the
interoperability between agent communication. Furthermore, the ontology might be able
to answer the following competency questions. Which performatives should be used for
the next message based on the content and the performatives of the previous message?
Before performing the selected performative, a validation is carried out by verifying
whether the agent knows about the content and whether the agent is able to carry out
the actions by referring to the knowledge base.

4.2 Consider Reusing the Existing Ontologies

There are two related ontologies of FIPA-ACL that have been developed by Zou in
TAGA [22, 23] and Dickinson in NUIN [33]. These two ontologies will serve as the
base reference ontologies for developing the ontology in this paper. In Zou’s ontology,
no semantic model was considered in defining the FIPA-ACL ontology. In Dickson’s
ontology [33], only the mentalistic model in the FIPA-ACL ontologies was considered.
Another ontology that will be reused in this work is the obligation ontology by Fornara
[28, 29]. This obligation ontology is based on the semantic model of social commitment
inferred from social interaction.

4.3 Enumerate Important Terms in the Ontology

The list of terms for this ontology are extracted from various documentation including
the FIPA specifications, publications in agent communication language, agent commu‐
nication semantic model, interactions between agents and others. However, the most
important document is the set of FIPA-ACL specifications since this is the main guide‐
line for developers to develop FIPA-ACL MAS. Some of these terms include perform‐
atives, message, conversation, agent, sender, receiver, content, language, encoding,
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ontology, conversation-id, reply-with, in-reply-to, and reply-by. The nouns that identify
the list of terms would normally be considered as classes and the verbs that identify the
list of terms would be the relationships that connect the classes.

4.4 Define the Classes and the Class Hierarchy

The hybrid approach is used to define the FIPA-ACL ontology. The more salient
concepts are defined first and then generalization and specialization are applied to these
concepts appropriately. For example, the performative class is a super class for the
different performatives subclasses and protocol classes. The list of protocols are shown
in Fig. 1. Other salient classes identified as part of the ontology are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 1. FIPA-ACL ontology class hierarchies.
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Table 1. FIPA-ACL ontology classes

Classes rdf:type SubClassOf
Agent owl:Class owl:Thing
AgentPlatform owl:Class owl:Thing
CommunicativeAct owl:Class owl:Thing
Conversation owl:Class owl:Thing
Message owl:Class owl:Thing
Object owl:Class owl:Thing
Ontology owl:Class owl:Thing
Protocol owl:Class owl:Thing
Role owl:Class owl:Thing
Rule owl:Class owl:Thing
Service owl:Class owl:Thing
State owl:Class owl:Thing

4.5 Define the Classes and the Class Hierarchy

After identifying the class hierarchy, the attributes of the classes and relationships
between classes are identified. The relationships between classes are identified through
the list of verbs from the terms identified. The attributes of the classes are the remaining
terms that are both not classes and relationships. The relationships between classes will
be identified as the object properties, whereas the attributes are identified as data prop‐
erties. Table 2 shows the some of the object properties identified for the ontology.

Table 2. Object properties with domain and range

PropertyName Domain Range
atPlatform Agent AgentPlatform
hasAgentAddress Agent URL
hasContent Message Fact, Object, Action
Ontology Message Ontology
hasProtocol Message Protocol
hasReceiver Message Agent
hasSender Message Agent
hasService Agent Service
inReplyTo Message Expression
ownership Service Agent
replyBy Message Time
replyTo Message Agent
replyWith Message Expression
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4.6 Define the Facets of the Attributes

The facets identified include the allowable value type, values, cardinality and other
features. The cardinality for the attributes can be specified as the maximum value,
minimum value and the exact value. The basic allowable value types would be based
on xml schema data types permitted in OWL 2 DL. The value types can also be an
instance value of classes defined. If the value type is an instance value then universal
and existential quantification, set operators of union and intersection can be used to
define the slot facets. The domain and range of the properties are defined to restrict the
allowable value for each relationship. Some of the domains and ranges of the relationship
property are shown in Table 2.

4.7 Create Instances

In this ontology no instances will be populated because the instance of the ontology will
be created during the exchange of messages between agents. Some of the testing
instances are created to validate the consistency and soundness of the ontologies.

5 Conclusions

This objective of this research is to create a more complete FIPA-ACL ontology based
on FIPA-ACL specification that is required to facilitate the communication between
agents. By combining FIPA-ACL and OWL 2 DL for the FIPA-ACL ontology, it is
believed that it can provide additional advantages and overcome limitations such mean‐
ingful communication content, standardize ontology term in achieving interoperability
in agent communication and allowing performative reasoning in agent communication.
OWL 2 DL is a decidable subset of first order logic. Hence, using OWL 2 DL as a content
language makes the logic of representation decidable compared to modal logic or first
order logic. Besides, the rich expressiveness of OWL 2 DL and its incremental inferment
of new knowledge can be used to represent the different types of content for FIPA-ACL
including object, action and expression. In the next step, FIPA-ACL ontology will be
equipped with the semantic model to allow the verification of the communication
process.
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Abstract. This paper explores the advantage of loyalty program in the
domain of business, while Starbucks is chosen as a case study. It focuses
mainly on the point system that provides a certain degree of gamifica-
tion effect. It considers a game progress model of My Starbucks Rewards
to derive a game refinement measure for the assessment of gamification
impact. The assessment results indicate that the game element of point
system in My Starbucks Rewards shows motivations towards the normal
purchasing activities. On the other hand, the point system shows the
decreasing of motivation effect towards customers’ purchases over the
time. In short, customers are experiencing unsophisticated game experi-
ence in a point system which is proved to be a short term incentive that
is useful to motivate customers in the early age for a short period of time.
Starbucks incorporates both point system and tier system in its loyalty
program, targeting to attract new customers as well as retain them for a
long time to come. However, the current study only examines the point
system of Starbucks. Further research might explore more on structure
of loyalty program in restaurant or food industry.

Keywords: Starbucks · Point system · Loyalty program
Game refinement theory

1 Introduction

Coffee statistics report shows that coffee shops make up the fastest growing part
of the restaurant business, checking in with a 7% annual growth rate [3]. In
today highly competitive marketplace, customer retention increasingly becomes
the attention of businesses. Customer retention refers to the activities and actions
of companies and organizations which take to reduce the number of customer
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defections [5]. Retention of customers stands out to be so crucial because the cost
of finding a new customer is about 5 to 10 times more than to keep the existing
one. Loyal customers often know exactly what they want when purchasing from
a certain brand and tend to spend more as well. Current customers tend to spend
67% more than new customers. Unfortunately, companies tend to lose around
13% of their customers every 5 years [11].

Therefore, loyalty of a customer is critical to the success of a business. Gen-
erally, loyalty program is defined as a reward program offered by a business
to customers who frequently make purchases [13]. Loyalty program typically
requires customers to register with their information and customers will be given
a unique membership ID or physical membership card to be used when making
purchases. From the perspective of business owner, loyalty program works to
track customers’ purchase behavior and history in order to recognize the loyal
customers and hence reward them. Meanwhile, customer engagement is further
improved when the feeling of appreciation by the company is established in the
customer.

According to a statistic [4], there is a 26% rise in profit and an 11% total
revenue lift when Starbucks introduced the My Starbucks Rewards program.
Spokesman in Los Angeles Daily News announced that coffee chain’s most loyal
customers visit 18 times a month. Maritz Study in 2016 reported that more
than 45% of consumers buy a product to gain rewards in a loyalty program [6].
Starbucks loyalty program had always been known to be a successful gamification
mobile marketing strategy. Gamification is defined as the employment of game
elements in non-game context to improve user’s engagement. Early works had
been done by Zuo et al. [22] on the analysis of hotel loyalty program, identifying
the game experience of loyalty program in the world’s largest hotel chain. In
this paper, we aim to investigate the gamification effect of Starbucks loyalty
program, specifically across its evolution as well as comparing among Starbucks
US and Starbucks China.

This paper begins with the overview of Starbucks loyalty program and fol-
lows by reviewing the basic idea of game refinement theory. Next, we implement
the game refinement assessment in Starbucks loyalty program. Finally, the con-
clusion gives a brief summary and critique of the findings.

2 Starbucks Loyalty Program “My Starbucks Rewards”

The first Starbucks was opened in 1971 in Seattle’s Pike Place Market with
just a narrow storefront. With the growing numbers of stores worldwide, Star-
bucks launched “My Starbucks Rewards” loyalty program in 2009. Currently
having more than 24, 000 stores in 70 countries, and 13 million of “My Star-
bucks Rewards” active members [18]. “My Starbucks Rewards” is a free loyalty
program introduced by Starbucks that gives exclusive member offers and allow
customers to earn rewards such as free drinks, foods and refills. To earn rewards,
customers simply need to pay for any Starbucks product with a registered Star-
bucks card. Each time a purchase is made, customer will earn a specific amount
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of stars that can be redeemed for free Starbucks treat. The terms and conditions
of “My Starbucks Rewards” varies according to different countries. As of 2016,
the number of Starbucks licensed stores globally is ranked by Unites States (US)
as the first with 5, 292 stores and follows by China with a total of 1, 110 stores
[17]. In this paper, we observe mainly “My Starbucks Rewards” in two countries:
United States (US) and China.

2.1 US

Starbucks US had always been a great example for its loyalty program over the
years. The evolution of its loyalty program is so successful that it is able to
recognize and retain its loyal customers. Starbucks makes changes and improve-
ments to its loyalty program by listening to their customers’ feedback and
ideas. Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of Starbucks loyalty program. In 2009,
December 26, Starbucks US officially launched its loyalty program, “My Star-
bucks Rewards”, a visit-based rewards system which consists of three levels. By
opening an account and registering a Starbucks card, customer will be automat-
ically enrolled in “My Starbucks Rewards” at the Welcome Level. Customer can
earn a star each time visit Starbucks. The rewards in Welcome Level includes
a free birthday beverage, and up to two continuous hours of free Wi-Fi access
daily. After successfully collected five stars, customer will reach the Green Level
where customer is qualified for the; benefits in Welcome Level, free beverage cus-
tomization, free brewed coffee refills, free tall beverage of choice with purchase of
one pound of whole bean coffee, and special offers. Customer who earns at least
30 stars will be promoted to Gold Level to enjoy all the benefits in Welcome
Level and Green Level, in addition receiving a personalized gold card and a free
drink with every 12 additional stars.

Fig. 1. Evolution timeline of Starbucks loyalty program

In 2012, October 16, Starbucks makes some modifications on “My Starbucks
Rewards” that launched in 2009. This improvised version of “My Starbucks
Rewards” basically eases the free redemption process where postcards evolve
into email notification, rewards can be used for food and drink redemption and
12 stars for a free item redemption instead of 15 stars [12].

In 2016, April 12, Starbucks introduced another “My Starbucks Rewards”
which is a spending-based rewards system. This rewards system has the same
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benefits as the old system. However, the main difference with the previous system
is that this rewards system consists of only two levels, namely Green Level and
Gold Level. Customer will be automatically qualified as Green Level member
once successfully registered. With each dollar spent, customer will earn two
stars. Customers are required to earn 300 stars to be eligible for Gold Level
promotion. In Gold Level, customers need to earn an additional of 125 stars in
order to trade for a free item. Customers can enjoy the redemption of unlimited
number of free items with every 125 stars earned during the year of Gold Level
membership.

2.2 China

In January 1999, Starbucks entered the mainland China market by opening
the first store in the China World Trade Building, Beijing [8]. “My Starbucks
Rewards” in China consists of three levels, somehow similar with the old “My
Starbucks Rewards” in US, that is Welcome Level, Green Level, and Gold Level.
Released in the middle February of 2011 [2], “My Starbucks Rewards” had gained
high popularity in China.

The star or point in “My Starbucks Rewards China” is rewarded with every
spending of RMB50. In Welcome Level, members will receive several e-coupon
during the membership year which includes three pieces of “buy one get one
free” handcrafted beverage, one piece of free morning complimentary tall-sized
beverage before 11am and one piece of free upgrade from tall to grande or grande
to venti. After earning five stars, Welcome Level members will be promoted
to Green Level where members can enjoy a free birthday beverage and one
piece of “buy three beverages get one free” e-coupon. Within the 12 months
of membership period, Green Level member will be upgraded to Gold Level
after earning 25 stars, else will be downgraded to Welcome Level. In Gold Level,
members are eligible for one free birthday beverage, Gold Level My Starbucks
Rewards card, one free tall size beverage during account anniversary and one
piece of “10 purchases get one complimentary beverage”.

By comparing “My Starbucks Rewards” in US and China, there are some
differences in term of structure and the rules of the loyalty programs. The main
interest is to identify the main successful core structure which made up of point
system that has been used in both loyalty programs which will be further dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.

3 Assessment Methodology

This section presents the game refinement theory to derive a measure of game
sophistication which will be used for the assessment of game elements of Loyalty
Program “My Starbucks Rewards”.
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3.1 Mathematical Model of Game Refinement

Classical game theory [15] originated with the idea of the existence of mixed-
strategy equilibria in two-person zerosum games. This has been widely recog-
nized as a powerful tool in many fields such as economics, political science,
psychology, logic and biology. Game refinement theory is another game theory
focusing on the attractiveness and the sophistication of games. The foundation of
this direction was made by Iida et al. [9], in which a measure of game refinement
was proposed based on the concept of information of game outcome uncertainty.
A logistic model was constructed in the framework of game refinement theory
and applied to many board games including chess variants and Mah Jong [10].
Later a general model of game refinement was proposed based on the game
information progress model and applied to time limit games such as soccer and
basketball [20]. While game theory concerns a player’s winning strategy, game
refinement theory is concerned with the whole game, including quality of play
and entertainment.

The “game progress” is two fold. One is game speed or scoring rate, while
another one is game information progress which focuses on the game outcome.
Game information progress presents the degree of certainty of the game’s results
in time or steps. If one knows the game information progress, for example after
the game, the game progress x(t) will be given as a linear function of time t with
0 ≤ t ≤ tk and 0 ≤ x(t) ≤ x(tk), as shown in Eq. (1).

x(t) =
x(tk)
tk

t (1)

However, the game information progress given by Eq. (1) is usually unknown
during the in-game period. Hence, the game information progress is reasonably
assumed to be exponential. This is because the game outcome is uncertain until
the very end of game in many games. Hence, a realistic model of game informa-
tion progress is given by Eq. (2).

x(t) = x(tk)
(

t

tk

)n

(2)

Here n stands for a constant parameter which is given based on the perspective of
an observer in the game considered. If one knows the game outcome, for example
after the game, or if one can exactly predict in advance the game outcome
and its progress, then we have n = 1, where x(t) is a linear function of time
t. During the in-game period, various values of the parameter n for different
observers including players and supporters will be determined. For example,
some observers might be optimistic with 0 ≤ n < 1. However, when one feels any
difficulty to win or achieve the goals, the parameter would be n > 1. Meanwhile,
we reasonably assume that the parameter would be n ≥ 2 in many cases like
balanced or seesaw games. Thus, the acceleration of game information progress
is obtained by deriving Eq. (2) twice. Solving it at t = tk, the equation is shown
in Eq. (3).

x′′(tk) =
x(tk)
(tk)n

tk
n−2 n(n − 1) =

x(tk)
(tk)2

n(n − 1) (3)
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It is assumed in the current model that game information progress in any
type of game is encoded and transported in our brains. We do not yet know about
the physics of information in the brain, but it is likely that the acceleration of
information progress is subject to the forces and laws of physics. Therefore we
expect that the larger the value x(tk)

(tk)2
is, the more the game becomes exciting,

due in part to the uncertainty of game outcome. Thus, we use its root square,√
x(tk)

tk
, as a game refinement measure for the game under consideration. We can

call it GR value for short.
Early researches [16,20] had found that the game refinement values of vari-

ous games which include boardgames, time-limits sports games and score-limits
sports games lie between a zone value of 0.07 to 0.08 as tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Measures of game refinement for different type of games

Game x(tk) tk GR

Chess 35 80 0.074

Go 250 208 0.076

Basketball 36.38 82.01 0.073

Soccer 2.64 22 0.073

Badminton 46.34 79.34 0.086

Table tennis 54.86 96.47 0.077

3.2 Game Progress Model of My Starbucks Rewards

In this paper, the game progress is studied from the perspective of point system
in “My Starbucks Rewards”. The game progress in point system can be measured
by two factors: the number of free items redeemed, and the total number of items
consumed. In order to get the game refinement value, Eq. (4) is proposed, where
F and C represents the number of free items redeemed and total number of
items consumed, respectively.

GR =
√
F

C
(4)

4 Data Collection and Analysis

This section starts by analyzing the different versions of point system in Star-
bucks loyalty program specifically in US, then follows by analyzing point system
implemented that in “My Starbucks Rewards” in both US and China.
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4.1 Evolution of Point System in Starbucks US Loyalty Program

In the evolution of “My Starbucks Rewards” since 2009, Starbucks US had con-
tinuously made minor changes on the rules in redeeming free items. Hence, the
game refinement (GR) value of different versions of “My Starbucks Rewards”
from the perspective of point system in Gold Level is analyzed.

Table 2. GR values of different versions of Starbucks US loyalty program (point sys-
tem) in earning a free item in Gold Level

Year Version F C GR

2009 My Starbucks Rewards (visit-based) 1 15 0.067

2012 My Starbucks Rewards (visit-based) 1 12 0.083

2016 My Starbucks Rewards (spending-based) 1 16 0.063

As shown in Table 2, the point system of “My Starbucks Rewards” in US
from 2009 until 2016 shows the GR value in the range of 0.063 to 0.083. The GR
value is calculated and tabulated by assuming the very first free item redeemed
by the customer, F and the required number of item consumption, C is computed
based on the average price of a cup of Starbucks coffee which is $4 and RMB27
in US and China respectively. The higher the GR value indicates the lower the
required number of consumption in order to redeem for the free item.

The changes of rules in “My Starbucks Rewards” of 2012 had shown an
increase in value of GR. This means that customers in Gold Level are required
to spend lesser than previously for a free item redemption. On the other hand,
comparing the visit-based “My Starbucks Rewards” in 2012 with the spending-
based “My Starbucks Rewards” in 2016, the GR values show a decrease of 0.02,
from 0.083 to 0.063. This result may be explained by the fact that Starbucks
requires its customer to spend more in order to get a free item. Before introducing
the spending-based “My Starbucks Rewards”, customer can spend less than
$4, which is the average price of a cup of Starbucks coffee, in a transaction
for 12 times to earn a free item. However, Starbucks values its loyal and high-
spending customer, hence changes are made that star is earned based on amount
of spending. This changes are less entertaining and more challenging for the
customer who spends minimum amount to earn stars or free items.

4.2 Point System

This subsection is mainly focusing on the point system in Gold Level of “My
Starbucks Rewards” in both US and China. When a customer reaches the Gold
Level to enjoy the benefit of free item redemption, the effect of repeating redemp-
tion for free items on the GR value is observed.

The differences between “My Starbucks Rewards” in US and China is tab-
ulated in Table 3. Firstly, the difference can be seen from the number of level,
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Table 3. Differences between my starbucks rewards in US and China

Country US China

Number of level 2 3

Requirement to reach or stay in Gold Level 38 cups 47 cups

Requirement to get one free item in Gold Level 16 cups 10 cups

where “My Starbucks Rewards US” consists of only 2 levels, but total of 3 levels
in “My Starbucks Rewards China”. Secondly, in order for a customer to reach
or stay in Gold Level, the customer is required to at least consume 38 cups
of coffee in US and 47 cups in China during the membership year, taking the
average price per cup is $4 and RMB27 respectively. Thirdly, the requirement
for a customer to redeem for a free item in Gold Level is 16 cups in US and
10 cups in China. From the differences, we found that the requirement for a
customer to reach or stay in Gold Level in US is lower than in China. However,
the requirement for a customer to get one free item in Gold Level is higher in
US as compared to China. With these differences, the redemption of free item
for My Starbucks Rewards US and China in long term is observed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Game refinement value for point system in Gold Level with increasing number
of free cups redemption

In economics, Gossen [7], a Prussian economist explains that a consumer’s
utility which is the satisfaction derived from consuming a service or product
decreases with the increasing consumption of that particular service or product.
In other words, the first unit of consumption of a service or product yields more
utility than the second and subsequent unit. This decrease of marginal utility
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with the increase of consumption is known as Law of Diminishing Marginal
Utility. Mathematically, it is represented by Eq. (5).

MU1 > MU2 > MU3... > MUn (5)

where MUi stands for the marginal utility with the frequency i ∈ N. Marginal
utility may decrease into negative utility, as it may become entirely unfavorable
to consume another unit of the product. Therefore, the first unit of consumption
for any product is typically highest, with every unit of consumption to follow
holding less and less utility [7].

From the graph in Fig. 2, the GR value for China is relatively high which
yields the value of 0.1, whereas US starts with the GR value of 0.063. Never-
theless, both curves in US and China shows the downwards sloping trend which
indicates that the GR value is decreasing with the increasing number of free
item redemption. This inverse relationship is identical to the Law of Diminish-
ing Marginal Utility in economics if we assumed that the game refinement relates
to satisfaction of a person. For instance, a person feels less excitement with lower
GR when the number of free item redemption increases.

Hence, points system is concluded to be a normal rewards or incentives sys-
tem that is able to attract new customers to purchase and join the point sys-
tem loyalty program. Eventually, the GR value or customer’s satisfaction will
decrease. Thus, point system seems to be suitable for business that have frequent,
and short term purchases.

The Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility directly relates to the concept of
diminishing prices. As the utility of a product decreases as its consumption
increases, consumers are willing to pay smaller dollar amounts for more of the
product. Same goes to the case of free items redemption, customers become less
willing to purchase the same amount of item in order to get another free item
which will give less satisfaction.

5 Conclusion

Generally, the game element of point system in “My Starbucks Rewards” shows
motivation towards the normal purchasing activities. From the case study on
Starbucks, the GR zone value of point system is observed to be ranged from
0.063 to 0.10. “My Starbucks Rewards” in China demonstrates the highest GR
value of 0.1, whereas “My Starbucks Rewards” in US shows the lowest GR value
of 0.063. Meanwhile, the GR value of point system in both US and China will
eventually decrease as the number of free item redemption increases. Hence, we
concluded that point system shows decreasing motivation effect towards cus-
tomers’ purchases over the time. In short, customer is experiencing unsophis-
ticated game experience in point system which is proved to be a short term
incentive that is useful to motivate customers in the early age for a short period
of time. Starbucks incorporates both point system and tier system in its loyalty
program, targeting to attract new customers as well as retain them for a long
time to come. However, the current study only examines the point system in the
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case of Starbucks. Further research might explore more on structure of loyalty
program in restaurant or food industry to determine the appropriate or universal
comfortable zone for loyalty program in business domain.
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Abstract. With the increase number of opinionated content on the web, organ‐
izations and people have shown tremendous interest in knowing other’s opinions.
This phenomena has attracted both the academic and the business world to pay a
close attention towards the development of automated tools which helps in senti‐
ment analysis (SA). While different well-defined approaches have been defined
for English SA, the problem remains far from being solved for other languages
such as Malay language, despite having more than 215 million Malay native
speakers worldwide. To the author’s knowledge, most of researches on Malay
language SA rely heavily on the use of bag-of-words model (BOW), which
resulted Malay SA to have low accuracy, as BOW model disrupts word order,
breaks the syntactic structures and discards some semantic information of the text.
In this paper, we propose new feature sets that refine the traditional sentiment
feature extraction method and take contextual valence shifters into consideration
from a different perspective compared to the earlier research concerning Malay
language. The most common valence shifter (VS) are considered in this paper,
this includes negation, intensifier, diminisher and contrast. Negation is considered
to be the most obvious and common valence shifter of all. A new technique is
proposed in this paper to handle complex negation compared to the existing tech‐
niques where only simple negations (Bigram) are handled. The proposed system
is then compared with existing techniques. The final result showed improvements
in Malay SA after considering valence shifter. The discussion and implication of
these findings are further elaborated.

Keywords: Malay sentiment analysis · Valence shifter
Unsupervised technique

1 Introduction

In standard practice, sentiment analysis is considered as a special case of text classifi‐
cation, where a review text is normally represented by a bag-of-words (BOW) model.
Then, statistical machine learning algorithms, such as Naïve Bayes, maximum entropy
classifier, and support vector machine (SVM) are used for classification. However, the
BOW model disrupts word order, breaks the syntactic structures and discards some
semantic information of the text. Hence, it brings about some fundamental deficiencies
including the polarity shift problem. Polarity shift refers to a linguistic phenomenon in
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which the polarity of sentiment can be reversed (i.e., positive to negative or vice versa)
by some special linguistic structures called polarity shifters, e.g., negation (“I don’t like
this movie”) and contrast (“Fairly good, but not my style”).

In another definition, Polarity shifters, also called “sentiment shifter” in [2], and
“valence shifter” in [1] are words and phrases that can change sentiment orientations of
texts. Polarity shift is a complex linguistic structure that may include explicit negations,
contrasts, intensifiers, diminishers, irrealis, etc. [3, 4] reported that valence shifters are
very frequent, and they cause a significant number of errors if not handled correctly,
further more handling them correctly could significantly improves the performance of
sentiment classification systems, as he reported that approximately 15% of valence
shifter frequencies in all sentences [5]. Have conducted a statistic on the distribution of
different types of polarity shift, and reported that explicit negations and contrasts covers
more than 60% polarity shift structures. Negation is the most common type of polarity
shifter.

Although being of importance, valence shifter issue has been investigated only
recently and is now the object of an increasing attention. Additional to that, to the
author’s knowledge, none of the previous work concerning Malay text sentiment anal‐
ysis have investigated the impact of valence shifter on Malay opinionated text, despite
its importance in sentiment analysis as reported by researchers while dealing with
languages such as English language. This has motivated us to further investigate the
importance of valence shifter on Malay text, and to what extent proper handling of
valence shifter improves Malay sentiment analysis.

In this work, a rule-based model is proposed that handles explicit Valence shifter in
Malay text sentiment analysis including negation, intensifier, diminisher and contrast.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 discusses our approach, this include an explanation on of methods and algo‐
rithms adopted. Section 4 discusses the evaluation and result. Finally, we conclude our
paper in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Sentiment analysis is a growing research field, widely explored by both the academia
and the industry for diverse application such as e-health data visualization human-
computer interaction, etc. [6]. However, automatically extracting polarity from text is a
difficult and challenging process as it encounters varies NLP problems such as sarcasm
detection, polarity shifter, and anaphora resolution.

[8] first postulated the presence of contextual valence shifters, which are contextual
phenomena altering the prior polarity of a term. Afterwards, some of these phenomena
(such as negative or conditional syntactic structures) were dealt with on a case by case
basis [9–15]. Studies addressing the phenomenon as a whole flourished later. They aimed
at best modelling the expression of opinions [3, 8, 16–18], before embedding those in a
classification system. The main purposes of these studies were to determine a list of
contextual valence shifters that impact the polarity of a term as well as to define the
nature of this impact. However, these lists are often manually built from linguistic
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intuitions and not learned from language data. Works relying on a corpus of texts to
develop resources that best reflect the actual role played by the linguistic context for
opinion mining are few. [19] suggested a technique to automatically select polarity
shifting features in order to improve a sentiment classification system based on a
machine-learning approach.

The way to handle polarity shift also differs in two types of methods namely term-
counting method and machine learning method. It is relatively easy to encode polarity
shift in the term-counting methods, as we can reverse the sentiment of the polarity-
shifted words and phrases directly, and then sum up the sentiment score word by word
[20–23] discussed some complex negation effects by using conjunctive and dependency
relations among polarity words. [24] developed four rules (intra-clause rule, intra-
sentence rule, extra-sentence rule, and extra- paragraph rule) for detecting different types
of polarity shift, and employed a term-counting model to encode the information of
polarity shifts. Empirical studies showed that their method yield much better perform‐
ances than the basic term-counting approach.

[21] handled polarity shift in both term-counting and machine learning applications.
However, although the system is effective in term-counting systems, it is relatively
difficult to handle polarity shift in machine learning methods, perhaps because the
polarity shift information is hard to be integrated into the BOW model. In handling
negation, [9] proposed a simple method by adding “NOT” to sentiment words, but [11]
reported that the effect is very limited in improving the sentiment classification accuracy.
Some researchers attempted to model polarity shift by conducting more complex
linguistic analysis. For example, [10] tried to model negation by investigating specific
part-of-speech tag patterns. [21] employed syntactic parsing to capture three types of
valence shifters (negative, intensifiers, and diminishers).

[25] proposes a machine learning approach to tackle negation shifting by adding the
tag ‘not’ to every word between a negation trigger word/phrase (e.g., not, isn’t, didn’t,
etc.) and the first punctuation mark following the negation trigger word/phrase. To their
disappointment, considering negation shifting has a negligible effect and even slightly
harms the overall performance. [21] explored negation shifting by incorporating nega‐
tion bigrams as additional features into machine learning approaches. The experimental
results show that considering sentiment shifting greatly improves the performance of
term-counting approaches but only slightly improves the performance of machine
learning approaches. Other studies such as [10, 26, 27] also explore negation shifting
and achieve some improvements.

[28] Examined the effect of CVS on the classification of all reviews. Moreover, [28]
tested the sentiments by three factors: negation, intensifier and diminisher. The first
method is to count the terms and to classify all reviews based on the number of positive
and negative terms in the article. [28] Applied the result of [29] to identify the positive
and negative terms, as well as the negation, diminishing and intensifier terms with the
data set of the film reviews [28, 30] showed that the expansion of term-counting method
with CVS is able to improve the accuracy of a classification.

As a conclusion to this section, all of these studies agreed that contextual valence
shifters can have diverse impacts on polarized words: inverses invert the polarity of a
polarized item, intensifiers intensify it and attenuators diminish it.
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3 Proposed Method

Most opinion mining systems rely on the extraction of sentiment words to detect opin‐
ions. These words, which we will rather refer to as polarized words, convey useful
information about the semantic orientation (positive or negative) of a text. However, the
context in which these words appear may modify their valence in many ways. Although
being of importance, this issue has been investigated only recently and is now the object
of an increasing attention.

Figure 1 provides an overall picture of the method adopted in this study. For text
preprocessing, we used stopword list developed by [7], as for lexicon, we used Malay
lexicon developed by [31] due to its high accuracy and wider coverage of Malay polar
words. In essence, this work presents rule-based model for Malay sentiment analysis by
taking into account valence shifter. The four most common valence shifter considered
in this study are negation, contrast, intensifier and diminisher. Each of the valence shifter
type adopted in this study are elaborated further in the coming sections.

Fig. 1. Overview of the adopted method

We came to learn from the literature review conducted on sentiment analysis, that
there are few errors related to sentiment classification when BOW method adopted. The
most common ones are, one: classifying sentence sentiment into the opposite class, two:
classifying a sentence-free sentiment into one of sentiment class (positive or negative),
and three: classifying positive or negative sentence as being neutral (belonging to none
of sentiment class). Consider the following example, “di mana saya bole cari restaurant
yang terbaik?” using BOW, this sentence will be classified as positive due to the presence
of positive word, in fact, this sentence is an interrogative sentence. Another example is
hypothetical and conditional sentences, consider the following example, “jika saya
jumpa baju yang cantik saya akan memebelinya” and “saya mahu makan makanan yang
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sedap”, again this sentences will be missed classified as a positive sentences using BOW
due the presence of positive words “cantik”, “terbaik” and “sedap”.

As an effort to reduce the number of errors that might occur while classifying
Malay opinionated text, we have identified two features that need to be considered
as an early step to filter out the most common types of sentence-free sentiment. The
first feature can be related to hypothetical conditional sentences. These kinds of
sentences sometimes contain sentiment words that may confuse the classifier, a
misclassification may occur if these sentences aren’t properly handled. These types
of error can be reduced by removing sentences that contains conditional words such
as “jika”, “kalau”, “andai kata”, “sepatutnya”, etc., The second feature
is the interrogation sentences, these types of sentences can be grouped into three
groups, sentences that contain question mark “?”, sentences that contain question
word such as “dimanakah”, “apakah”, “bagaimanakah” how, and sentences
that contain question lemma such as “bila”, “apa”, “bagaimana”, “dimana”, etc.
Example of interrogation sentences, consider the following “bagaimana harus
kita memperbaiki keadaan?”, using the interrogation feature, this sentence
can simply be identified as interrogation sentence that carries no sentiment orienta‐
tion (Neutral) due to presences of lemma “bagaimana” and the question mark “?” at
the end of the sentence.

3.1 Contextual Valence Shifter

There are a total of 10 rules used to tackle contrast and valence shifter including negation,
intensifier, and diminisher. These rules are shown below:

POSITIVE rules:

1. Positive word or phrase: The frequency of positive words or phrase in sentence
without the presence of valence shifter or modifier

2. Intensify positive: The frequency of positive words or phrase in sentence with pres‐
ence of intensifier

3. Diminish negative: The frequency of negative words or phrase in sentence with
presence of diminisher

4. Negate negative: The frequency of negative words or phrase preceded by negation
5. Shift negative: The frequency of negative words or phrase in sentence with presence

of shifter

NEGATIVE rules:

6. Negative word or Phrase: The frequency of negative words or phrase in sentence
without the presence of valence shifter or modifier

7. Intensify Negative: The frequency of negative words or phrase in sentence with
presence of intensifier

8. Diminish positive: The frequency of positive words or phrase in sentence with
presence of diminisher
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9. Negate positive: The frequency of positive words or phrase preceded by negation
10. shift positive: The frequency of positive words or phrase in sentence with presence

of shifter

Pseudo-code below explains the overall algorithm adopted to handle valence shifter
including intensifier, diminisher, and negation in general. First, a sentence will be exam‐
ined to reduce classification errors, if a sentence is a hypothetical or interrogation
sentences, it will be ignored (pass), otherwise the sentence will be checked to identify
any negation, if negation exists, word polar will be negated. Next, will check against
intensifier existences, if exists, word polarity will either be increased or decreased based
on presences of intensifier or diminisher (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code to handle valence shifter

Negation. The most obvious shifter is negation. Negation flips valence of the term from
positive to negative and vice versa. In other words, the combination of a positive eval‐
uator with a negation turns the evaluation as a whole into a negative one. Inversely the
combination of a negative evaluator with negation turn the sentence into a positive
evaluation (e.g. “dia bukan jahat .”). In the Malay language, there are two words
used as negation word, the word tidak and the word bukan as shown in Table 1.
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According to Institute of Language and Literature (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka) the
government body responsible for coordinating the use of the Malay language and liter‐
ature in Malaysia, the word tidak is used to negate adjective phrase or verb phrase, on
the other hand, the word bukan used to negate noun phrase (frasa nama) or preposition
(sendi nama). To demonstrate the use of bukan and tidak, consider the following exam‐
ples:

Table 1. List of negation words in malay along with proper usage

Negation Use
Tidak It is used to negate adjective phrase (frasa adjektif) or verb phrase(frasa kerja)
Bukan It is used to negate noun phrase (frasa nama) or preposition (sendi nama)

Example 1:

Dia bukan pengkhianat Negara.
Pengkhianat -1 combined with bukan  bukan pengkhianat +1

Example 2:

Makanan di sini tidak sedap (The food here is not delicious)  
sedap  +1 combined with tidak tidak sedap -1  

For simplicity purposes, positive words are underlined once, and assigned value +1,
as for the negative words, they are underlined twice and assigned the value −1. Example
1 above, pengkhianat (traitor) is a negative word, when combined with negation, it
invert its value to positive, this example applies rule number 4, where negative words or
phrase preceded by negation is changed to positive.

Example 2 tidak sedap applies rule 9, where tidak invert the sentiment of the sentence
from being positive due to presence of positive word (+1 for positive) sedap (delicious)
to negative sentiment when combined with negation word tidak. As rule number 9 stated
that the positive words or phrase preceded by negation is negative.

Previous works on the Malay language has proposed to only negate the first word
that occurs after the negation word. However, this technique failed to handle more
complex negation sentences, where the distance of polar word with negation word is
more than one. Consider the following example, “kempen ini tidak memberi
apa-apa faedah kepada rakyat”, the distance from polar word and negation is
3, the existing technique which relies on the use of bi-gram fails to handle such negation.
In the proposed system, we conducted an experiment on sentences that contain negation,
we learned that the distance between polar word and the negation word can be up to 3
spaces away. To that, we have extended negation handling algorithm to handle negation
up to three words. Figure 3 shows Pseudo-code to handle negation.
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Fig. 3. Pseudo-code for negation

Intensifier and Diminisher. Intensifier also known as a booster, modifies the sentiment
intensity by increasing the intensity, for example very good is more intense than good
alone. Diminisher, on the other hand, decreases the sentiment intensity, moderately
interesting is less intense then interesting. In Malay language, intensifiers are known as
Kata Penguat, they can be found before or after an adjective word. Table 2 lists down
some of the commonly used intensifiers and diminished along with the position in which
they may occur in a sentence.

Table 2. Example of malay intensifiers along with occurrence position

Intensifier Example
Kata Penguat hadapan (front) terlalu, paling, cukup, makin, agak, kurang
Kata penguat bebas (back) sekali, benar, nian, betul
Kata penguat belakang (front or back) amat, sangat, sungguh

An example of using intensifier and diminisher, consider the following examples:

Example 1: Makanan di sini sedap (Apply Rule 1)
Example 2: Makanan di sini terlalu sedap (Apply Rule 2)
Example 3: Makanan di sini kurang sedap (Apply Rule 8)

Example one will have a positive sentiment with score +1 due to the presence of
positive word sedap which carries a value of +1. This example applies rule 1, where
there are only positive words without the presence of valence shifter or modifier.

Example two will have a more intense positive sentiment which will have score +2,
the intensifier terlalu intensified sedap from having the weight of +1 to having
weight +2 without changing it’s polar. This example applies rule number 2, where the
value of positive is intensified due to the presence of intensifier “terlalu”.

Example three, on the other hand, is shifted from being positive since the presence
of sedap to negative since diminisher preceded the word sedap. This example applies
rule 8. Based on rule 8, the sentence is negative if the positive word in a sentence is
preceded by diminisher. Figure 4 shows Pseudo-code for intensifier handling.
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Fig. 4. Pseudo-code for intensifier

Connectors/Contrast. Contrast indicates a shift in sentiment polarity, where the senti‐
ment of the text after the conjunction dominate the overall rating. The most widely used
contrast conjunction in the Malay language is tetapi/tapi. There are other contrast
conjunction words that have been used as well, this includes walaupun, bagaimanapun,
sebaliknya, etc. To demonstrate the use of contrast, consider the following example:

Example: Makanan di sini sedap, tetapi perkhidmatan teruk.

Prediction based on BOW:

Sedap       +1  
Teruk       – 1 
Total score:      0 

Adjusted prediction based on contrast rule:

tetapi) sedap 0 
Teruk                     -1 
Total score                -1 

As it can be noticed that contrast has a mixed sentiment, with the latter half of text
manipulates the overall sentiment rating. Whatever sentiment preceded the contrast will
be neutralized, as can be seen in the above example, the value of sedap is neutralized to
0 due the presence of contrast tetapi, which caused the overall of sentence score to be
negative −1, compared to BOW prediction which failed to predict the real sentiment of
sentence by returning neutral value 0.

The following subsection examines the impact of handling complex opinionated
Malay text that contains negation, contrast, intensifier, and diminisher. We used a
controlled set of experiments since the intention is to examine how well the proposed
rule-based system performs with the presence of syntactic and grammatical features
(valence shifter). Further details on experimental setup and evaluation of the proposed
system is given in the following section.
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4 Experimental Setup

Since the intention of this work is to investigate the impact of syntactic and grammatical
features on Malay opinionated text, sarcasm sentences, anaphora and subjective
sentences were not considered to avoid affecting the classification accuracy.

The first step involved in this experimental setup is the data collection. Initially data
was to be fully collected from newspapers since the language investigated in this paper
is Malay formal text, but due to the length nature of newspaper’s articles of being long
which may affect the annotation process in the future, few other resources have been
explored as well in order to extract opinionated data, this includes www.cari.com.my a
Malaysian lifestyle media forum, www.mesra.com.my, www.lazada.com.my and the
well-known social media sites Facebook and Twitter. The data was collected from
multiple domains to ensure the proposed rule-based system is robust, by being able to
maintain stable prediction accuracy among multiple domains. These domains were
randomly selected, this includes politics domain, economic domain, movie domain and
fashion domain. Since the collected data is to be manually annotated, the length of a
single review is set to maximum 160 characters similar to SMS size.

Next, the collected data is manually annotated and spelling checked by 7 native
speakers to avoid word misspelling that may affect the accuracy performance. To ensure
the accuracy of data annotation, the 7 annotators were carefully selected, all of the 7
annotators pose a credit in their Form 5 Bahasa Melayu SPM (Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia)
examination. As a result, a total of 14,780 articles were successfully annotated. On a top
of the automatically collected data, a total of 1500 contrived sentences were induced for
the purpose to test the syntactic and grammatical impact on a text. The data is brought
to its final with a total of 16,280 document, with 7798 positive reviews and 8482 negative
reviews.

A total of 16 different features (F1 to F16) have been identified to examine the effect
of valence shifter on Malay opinionated text as shown in Table 3. Each of the features
used the Malay lexicon MySentiDic. To construct the baseline, we considered taking
sentiment features that consists of frequency of sentiment word found in a document
without taking into consideration its contextual polarity, in other words, baseline relies
on the use of MySentiDic along with the widely used simple negation (negate the
following word that occurs after negation word), baseline is denoted as F1.

To evaluate the 16 features, four types of measurement were used namely accuracy,
precision, recall and F-measure. The measurements are based on the confusion matrix
shown in Table 3. The following section discusses the result of the experiment
conducted.

5 Result and Discussion

Accuracy is used to measure the total number of correct prediction produced by the
system. Based on the results displayed in Fig. 5, feature F16 (based on all of the
valence shifter types) recorders the highest accuracy improvement. This concludes
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the accuracy experiment that taking into account all of the valence shifter types
yields the best accuracy.

Fig. 5. Accuracy measurement Fig. 6. Precision measurement

The precision measurement is carried out in order to measure the percentage of the
correct prediction return by the system out of all prediction returned. In other words, out
of the prediction provided by the system, how many percent are correct? Based on
Fig. 6, feature F16 recorded the highest precision where increment is recorded to be
10.52%. This shows a number of false positive and false negative prediction were
produced by the baseline, in which F16 managed to tackle (improve) by reducing the
false classification.

Table 3. List of features considered for experiment

A (Negation) B (Intensifer) C (Diminisher) D (Contrast)
F1 0 0 0 0
F2 0 0 0 1
F3 0 0 1 0
F4 0 0 1 1
F5 0 1 0 0
F6 0 1 0 1
F7 0 1 1 0
F8 0 1 1 1
F9 1 0 0 0
F10 1 0 0 1
F11 1 0 1 0
F12 1 0 1 1
F13 1 1 0 0
F14 1 1 0 1
F15 1 1 1 0
F16 1 1 1 1
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Recall measurement is used to measure the number of correct prediction produced
by the system to the number of actual prediction (that are correct). As can be observed
from Fig. 7, using F16 has improved recall by 10.84%.

Fig. 7. Recall measurement Fig. 8. F-scores measurement

In order to compare the precision and recall values, F-score also known as F-measure
is adopted. The F-Score of the system is defined as the weighted harmonic mean of its
precision and recall. Based on Fig. 8, F16 recorded the highest F-score of with a total
of 0.865, this concludes the F-score experiment that F16 has a stable performance
besides its high accuracy as recorded earlier.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a list of effective rules related to valence shifter handling has been intro‐
duced in order to improve Malay language opinionated text. Four types of valence shifter
have been considered namely negation, intensifier, diminisher, and contrast. Among the
valence shifter features discussed, and based on the experiments conducted, negation is
shown to be the most common valence shifter type. It is also discovered that, by using
all of the valence shifter types, it has produced the best accuracy increment. Another
important discovery is using multiple valence shifters without considering negation
performed lower compared to handling negation alone. As an overall conclusion, this
chapter reconfirms the claim that valence shifter (negation, intensifier, diminisher, and
contrast) are important features that need to be properly handled in order to improve
performance of SA system in the Malay language. The proposed framework has shown
a tremendous improvement in accuracy, recall and precision and F-score.
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Abstract. Finger vein identification has becoming increasingly noticeable
biometric trait. The finger vein pattern provides high distinguishing features that
are difficult to counterfeit because it resides underneath the finger skin. The
performance of finger vein identification is highly depending on the meaningful
extracted features from feature extraction process. Previous works have devel‐
oped new methods for better feature extraction. However, most of the works focus
on how to extract the individual features and not presenting the individual char‐
acteristic of finger vein patterns with systematic representation. Therefore, in this
paper we propose an improved scheme of finger vein feature extraction method
by adopting Discretization method. The finger vein feature extraction is based on
combination of Maximum Curvature and Directional Feature (MCDF) feature
extraction. After the extraction, the MCDF features value are then fed into Discre‐
tization module. The extracted features will be represented systematically by
discriminatory feature values. The features values are informative enough to
reflect the identity of an individual. The experimental result shows that the
proposed scheme using Discretization produce identification accuracy perform‐
ance above 95.0%. This shows that the proposed scheme produce good perform‐
ance accuracy compared to non-discretized features.

Keywords: Finger vein · Discretization · Maximum curvature feature extraction
Directional feature extraction

1 Introduction

Biometric systems operate based on the measurement of user’s physical or behavioral
characteristics. It is basically a system which automatically distinguishes and recognizes
a person as individual and unique through a combination of hardware and pattern recog‐
nition algorithms based on certain physiological or behavioral characteristics that are
inherent to that person [1]. Biometric identification has received attentions of lots of
researcher recent years. However, most of them have their own limitations. For example,
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fingerprint is susceptible to counterfeit because fingerprint are easily exposed to make
fake fingerprint mold. In addition, fingerprint with a scar or cur can lead to noisy
biometric data [2]. Face recognition is one of the popular biometric techniques but faces
major drawback in robustness against pose [3] and illumination invariance. Signature
recognition is unstable over time when the individual is having stress or injury.

Considering these limitations, new biometric which depends on more robust features
to enhance identification performance is required. Finger vein identification has gain
increasing attention in biometrics research area [5, 6]. Finger vein identification verifies
person’s identity by recognizing the pattern of blood veins. The blood vessels transport
the blood throughout the body to sustain metabolism using network arteries and veins.
The use of such vascular structures in fingers has been investigated in the biometrics
literature [4, 7] with high success. There are two unique characteristics of finger vein.
First, it is hidden structure and it is difficult to steal the finger vein patterns, therefore
the degree of security is high. Second, finger vein biometrics has strong antispoofing
capabilities as it only ensure liveness detection.

The performance of finger vein identification largely depends on the feature extrac‐
tion method. The selection of meaningful features is highly dependent on the extraction
algorithm and it is crucial in finger vein identification. It leads to the main issue in
identification which is how to acquire features from finger vein in order to reflect the
identity of the individual. Many finger vein feature extraction methods have been
proposed. Maximum curvature method proposed by Miura [11] is one of the popular
methods as it showed the most promising EERs according to [19]. The method extract
finger vein based on the curvature value on a cross section of a finger vein pattern.
Nevertheless, the finger vein feature extracted using maximum curvature method consist
of noises that can potentially decrease the identification performance. Furthermore, the
values obtained provide low inter-variability and high intra-variability between the
feature values of finger vein samples of an individual.

In this work, we proposed fusion feature extraction method combining maximum
curvature (MC) and directional feature method with discretization method. The
proposed method can enhance the identification accuracy. Our contributions consist of
introducing feature discretization scheme to enhance the representation of individuality
features of finger vein. Question on How to produce unique features that can specifically
identify an individual? needs to be determined. This study will identify the additional
process that can represents the finger vein features into a better representation and
enhance the performance accuracy of finger vein identification. The discretization
process also reduces the computation memory usage and manages the values of a feature
more easily.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2, presents the related work on finger vein
feature extraction. Section 3, the proposed scheme for finger vein identification is
described. Section 4 presents the experimental result and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Related Work

Finger vein biometric is where the vein structures randomly form a network and spread
along the finger [9]. The finger vein is unique and difficult to forge as they are underneath
the finger’s skin surface. Finger vein pattern can only be captured by using near-infrared
light-emitting diode (LED). The hemoglobin inside the blood will absorb near infrared
LED light and makes the vein pattern appears as a dark line.

Based on the research works, finger vein feature extraction methods can be classified
into three groups. There are vein pattern-based method, dimensionality reduction-based
method and local binary-based method. Research work that implements vein pattern-
based methods are repeated line tracking [10], maximum curvature [11], Gabor filter [2]
and mean curvature [12]. In this method, the vein network will be segmented first and
then the geometric shape structure of the finger vein network is extracted for matching.
However, the segmentation results of low quality images are often unsatisfying. In
dimensionality reduction-based methods, the image will be transformed into low-
dimensional space to classify. Principal component analysis (PCA) [13] manifold
learning [8] and two-dimensional principal component analysis (2DPCA) [14] were
used in this method. Local binary-based method has been focus on local area and the
extracted features are in binary formation. Local binary pattern (LBP) [15] can reflect
the texture of the finger vein very well. Nevertheless, Rosdi [15] also demonstrates local
line binary pattern (LLBP) can perform better accuracy than LBP as LLBP have a good
feature representation method. Nevertheless, LLBP only extract horizontal and vertical
line patterns.

It is important to obtain good and systematic features in order to achieve accurate
identification. Large variation in intra-class and low in inter-class can leads to a poor
identification performance due to the various features representing an individual.
Extracted finger vein features should be represented with a standard representation in
order to improve the variation between features for intra-class and interclass. The
following section explains the proposed scheme for finger vein identification.

3 The Proposed Method

The proposed scheme for finger vein identification is shown in Fig. 1. It is desirable to
come up with an approach that can extract features of finger vein, which can sustain the
individuality features in data representation. To develop efficient finger vein identifica‐
tion, a primary research question in this study is how to produce the distinctive features
that can identify an individual. This relate to how the extracted features systematically
differentiate an individual based on the finger vein samples. Therefore, in this study,
discretization method is implemented into the finger vein identification as presented in
Fig. 1. The feature extraction in this framework is the combination of maximum curva‐
ture method with directional-based feature extraction (MCDF) method. Extracted
feature vectors from MCDF method are the input for discretization module.
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Fig. 1. The proposed finger vein identification framework

Maximum curvature was first proposed by Miura and Nagasaka [11] and this method
was chosen as it showed promising EERs which is an indication for good finger vein
extraction. Directional-based feature extraction proposed by [18] is also exploited in
this study. According to the authors, this method extracts features that mainly focus on
the different basic lines. This approach uses traversal process in each lines and return
features vectors as its output.

3.1 Maximum Curvature Feature Extraction

This method has been developed to robustly extract the features of finger veins by
extracting the center lines of the veins image. Centre lines are obtained by observing the
curvatures of the cross sectional profiles are locally maximal positioned. The centrelines
of the veins can be extracted consistently without being affected by the variations in the
width and brightness of the vein. This method of finding the maximum curvature posi‐
tions is against the variation in width and brightness of the vein. The positions are inter‐
connected with each other and finally the vein pattern is detected [11].

3.2 Directional-Based Feature Extraction

This feature extraction is originally developed by Blumenstein et al. [18] for character
recognition. This algorithm extracts geometric features that mainly focus on the different
basic lines. This approach uses traversal process in each lines and return feature vectors
as its output. As acknowledged, finger vein patterns related to the curve vein patterns
and junctions. As such, this method was chosen as feature extraction method because it
works well with multi-direction structures pattern.
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3.3 Discretization

According to Leng and Shamsuddin [16], discretization plays an important role in the
proposed scheme of finger vein identification, where its main role is to partition the
continuous features into categories of discrete features. Discrete features can enhanced
the performance of classification because discrete features are reduced and simplified
with only relevant features. The main goal of discretization is to handle useful infor‐
mation from actual dataset without eliminate the original characteristics. The discreti‐
zation process will define the interval of finger vein image based on the feature values
extracted from MCDF for each individual. Then the range of data will be divided by the
size of interval. The representation value will be determined by one interval. Feature
values that have the same representation value will be grouped into the same interval.
The sequence steps of discretization algorithm is presented as follows:

Defining Interval. To acquire an interval, the highest (maximum) and lowest
(minimum) feature values of each individual are selected to estimate the interval for
each bin. Number of bins for each individual is based on the number of features extracted
from MCDF.

For an individual
Min = min_features; Max = max_features;
No_bin = no_MCDF_features;
Interval = (Max-Min)∕No_bin

In this study, nine bins are created for each individual as there are nine features values
extracted from MCDF.

Define Representation Value for Each Bin. To define the representation value, lower
and upper value of each interval is determined. Then the representation value for each
bin will be determined through (upper-lower)/2 calculations.

For each bin
Find lower and upper value of interval;
RepValue = (upper-lower)∕2;

Classify the Features into Interval. The process of assigning features into the same
interval begain with the first feature and repeated until the end of the features. If the
feature is in the range of the interval, then it will be initialized as discretized data with
representation value of the individual.

For (1 to no_MCDF_features)
For each bin
If (feature in range of interval)
Dis_Feature = RepValue;
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The main motivation behind this proposed scheme is to maximize inter-class vari‐
ability for all finger vein samples that do not belong to the same individual class. The
issue of dimensionality caused by overlapping features can be avoided by representing
the features into a set of interval.

4 Results and Discussion

The experimental results of the study used the SDUMLA-HMT finger vein dataset taken
from Machine Learning and Data Mining Lab [17]. It consists of 106 subjects and
composed of 3,816 finger images from index finger, middle finger and ring finger for
both hands. The image is in .bmp format with 320 × 240 pixels in size.

Figure 2 presents the samples of the extracted features from MCDF method. The
pre-discretized dataset (before the execution using discretization algorithm) consists of
nine extracted feature vectors. The last column of the datasets represents the individual
id. In Fig. 2 shows two individual that has low-inter features variability and high-inter
features variability. The results after Discretization process are shown in Fig. 3. The
bold values are the variances of features of the individual and it is represented with
standard values as domain values (DV) of individual. DV represents the unique identity
value of individuality where each individual has its own finger vein structures.

Fig. 2. Pre-discretized finger vein
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Fig. 3. Domain value for individual no. 9

Roughset Toolkit (ROSETTA) is used to classify the pre-discretized and post-
discretized dataset and the reducer algorithm is used to find reduct approximation in a
decision table. Three built-in ROSETTA reducer algorithms used in this study are
Holte1R Algorithm, Exhaustive Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm. The results for indi‐
vidual identification performance using pre-discretized and post-discretized datasets are
reported in Table 1. From the result, it shows that the post-discretization dataset success‐
fully achieved identification accuracy performance above 95.0%. On the other hand, the
pre-discretized datasets report worse performance, which provides identification accu‐
racy rates below 75%.

Table 1. Finger vein identification accuracy

ROSETTA
built-in
methods on
reductions

Data types 70% train data
30% test data

60% train data
40% test data

50% train data
50% test data

Average
accuracy

Holte 1R
Algorithm

Pre-Dis
Post-Dis

66.77
100

75.00
100

70.00
97.5

70.57
99.17

Genetic
Algorithm

Pre-Dis
Post-Dis

66.77
100

75.00
100

70.00
97.5

70.57
99.17

Exhaustive
Algorithm

Pre-Dis
Post-Dis

66.77
100

75.00
100

70.00
97.5

70.57
99.17

Table 2 illustrates the comparison between the proposed scheme and other feature
extraction methods in terms of equal error rate (EER). The method proposed by Munalih
et al. [9] extracts the finger vein features by using the combination of enhanced maximum
curvature (EMC) with histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) descriptor. Their best EER
result was 0.14%. Meanwhile Cao et al. [7] method uses minutiae points and curve
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tracing as feature extractor. The obtained EER result was 5.82%. Nevertheless, our
proposed scheme shows promising results with EER as low as 0.0121%. The result
shows that the proposed scheme is better than the other methods in finger vein identifi‐
cation.

Table 2. Result of comparison proposed scheme and other finger vein feature extraction method

Methods EER (%)
EMC+HOG descriptor 0.14
Minutiae points+curve tracing 5.82
Proposed Scheme 0.0121

Based on the two experiments conducted, it presents that the proposed scheme could
enhance the accuracy of the identification performance of finger vein. It is also prove
that the discretization method is able to overcome the intra-features and inter-features
variability.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the propose scheme for finger vein identification using MCDF and discre‐
tization have proven that the implementation of dicretization can enhanced the identi‐
fication accuracy performance results. The post-discretized data successfully achieved
identification accuracy of above 95.0%. The proposed scheme also produces best results
in terms of EER in comparison to the other methods. It shows that the discretized feature
still carries the uniqueness features of an individual without losing important informa‐
tion and characteristics of individuals.
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Abstract. Imagined speech is a process where a person imagines the sound of
words without moving any of his or her muscles to actually say the word. If the
brain signals of a person imagining the speech can be used to recognize the actual
words intended to be spoken, this could be a huge step towards helping people
with physical disabilities such as locked-in syndrome to have effective commu‐
nication with others. This can also prove to be useful in situation where visual or
audible communication is undesirable, for instance in military situation. Recent
advancement in technologies and devices for capturing brain signals, particularly
electroencephalogram (EEG), has made the research in recognizing imagined
speech possible. While these are still in early years, published studies have shown
promising results in this particular area of research. Current approaches in recog‐
nizing imagined speech can generally be divided into two, syllable-based and
word-based. In this paper, we proposed a simple word-based approach using Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)
towards recognizing two simple words using EEG signals. Despite its simplicity,
the results obtained show some improvements to other studies based on dry EEG
electrode device.

Keywords: Imagined speech · EEG · k-Nearest Neighbor
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

1 Introduction

We regularly use verbal and non-verbal communication and it is very vital in our daily
life. However, in situation where visual or audible communication is undesirable and
for persons unable to speak because of physical disabilities such as locked-in syndrome,
or advanced amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), unspoken or imagined speech might
be used to help them to communicate.

Imagined speech refers to imagining the sound of a given word without the inten‐
tional movements from the lips or tongue. The signals are produced through anticipation
of intended speech information due to neural activities in the course of speech produc‐
tion. Researchers are exploring the idea of interpreting information from such signals,
captured through devices connected to the brain such as the electroencephalography
(EEG) electrodes. Although research in this area are still in its infancy, the potential of
imagined speech applications can be seen in many areas. In medical field, patients
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suffering from locked-in syndrome or ALS can use imagined speech to communication
their basic wants and needs. It can also be useful for military applications where non-
audible and non-visual communications can offer a better and/or safer alternative to
verbal communication. For game applications, imagined speech can be used to provide
control and enhance users’ experience.

2 Related Works

A comprehensive overview of the different types of technology used for silent or imag‐
ined speech has been presented by [1], which includes not only EEG, but also electro‐
magnetic articulography (EMA), surface electromyography (sEMG) and electrocorti‐
cography (ECoG). Among these, EEG presents a particular interest because it is non-
invasive, relatively simple, economical, and insensitive to environments with large
amounts of audible noise.

Although directly inferring a person’s words or sentences is not feasible currently
due to limited understanding of how human brain generates and interprets speech related
signals, researchers have shown that EEG signals can be used to classify vowels or a
handful of words with promising results. Works using imagined speech can be divided
into two approaches: by syllables and by words.

In regards to syllable-based approach, [2] studied imagined vocalizing and mouthing
of /a/ and /u/. Their results show that motor cortex activation associated with imaginary
vowel can be classified using common spatial pattern and a non-linear classifier.
However, their results also suggested that subsequent classification may have picked up
mostly muscle movements instead of the imagined speech itself. Due to this, [3] inves‐
tigated imagined speech without muscle movement with /ba/ and /ku/, covertly spoken
at a specific rhythms, provided by audio cues. This vocabulary was chosen due to their
lack of semantic meaning. The features were calculated based on Hilbert envelope
followed by the creation of an averaging class template to be matched with filters for
classification. The reported average precisions range from 52% to 74%. [4] used the
same database but employed a different classification approach where autoregressive
coefficients were used as features followed by k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classifier,
with a maximum of 81% accuracy obtained.

The work proposed by [5] examined different classifiers such as k-NN, Naive Bayes
and neural network. Features were extracted using mean feature extractor and discrete
wavelet transform. An overall accuracy of 81.9% was obtained using neural network as
for a four-class classifier. In [6], features derived from average power, mean, variance
and standard deviation were fed into a back propagation neural network. An average
result of 44% were obtained. Classification of pairwise syllables were explored in [7],
where signal features such as mean, variance, standard deviation and skewness were
calculated followed by sparse regression model-based feature selection before it was
used for classification using a feed forward neural network. The accuracy up to 99.41%
was obtained for classification on the best pair of syllables.

Under the word-based approach, a study performed by [8] managed to obtain good
recognition performance (42%). However, [9] suggested that it might have resulted from
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temporal correlated artefacts in the brainwaves since the words were presented in blocks.
This was justified by the fact that block data would contain less noise and block mode
made it easier to think about words in a consistent way. In their study, five words without
high semantic content were chosen. This study also concluded that block mode obtained
results were above chance (45.5%) and other modes (reordered block, random, sequen‐
tial) only performed at chance level.

The previously mentioned studies used wet electrodes where 16 EEG channels using
128 cap montage were used. More recent studies by [10, 11] used dry electrodes devices,
which offered more portability and ease of use. The authors in [10] used Emotiv, a 14-
channels dry electrodes EEG device and proposed the use of discrete wavelet transform
with four different classifiers; Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forests (RF), support vector
machine (SVM), and Bagging-RF, resulting in above chance results in classifying five
words with semantic meanings. In [11], Neurosky, a single dry electrode device was
used in an attempt to classify two words; /yes/ and /no/. An average accuracy of 56%
was obtained for offline testing.

These studies have suggested that there is some distinctive information contained in
the EEG data for different imagined speech. However, it can be seen that classifications
of imagined speech based on syllables have higher accuracy rates compared to classi‐
fications of imagined speech based on words.

Our work also attempts to classify imagined speech based on words using the dry
electrode device Emotiv. The next section discusses the methodology employed for this
work. Then, we describe the different experiments conducted in order to optimize the
performance, including some discussions of the results obtained followed lastly by the
conclusion.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data Collection

In this study, we attempt to classify two words, Yes and No, using Emotive Epoc ®, a
14-channels sensor device. Four volunteers have agreed to participate as subjects, all
healthy males with age between 23 and 25 years old. Only one type of gender is chosen
and the age of the subjects is kept more or less consistent in order to reduce any possible
influence or variation in the brain signal patterns due to these two factors. As a compar‐
ison, the number of subjects used in similar EEG experiments are two [12], five [7] and
seven [11].

Subjects are briefed about the overall experiment, where visual cue showing the start
and the end of the experiment session will be shown to them. The experiment is
conducted in a quiet environment. A subject is seated on a chair and facing a screen
while visual cue of the word is displayed on a white background (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Experiment environment

Without any mouthing or physical movements, subjects need to imagine the shown
word. There are five sessions for each subject. Each subject is required to imagine the
words ten times for each session, with a break in between. Then, a longer break time
will be given to subject between each word and at the end of each session. The duration
for each session are illustrated in Fig. 2. For one subject, there are 50 trials for each
word. In total, there are 400 trials for four different subjects.

Fig. 2. Duration of a trial

3.2 Feature Extraction

Data from the Emotiv neuroheadset is sampled at 128 Hz for each sensor with Analog
to Digital Conversion of the data. Digital notch filters at 50 Hz and 60 Hz and a built-
in digital 5th order sinc filter are also integrated in the headset, which serve to remove
the power line frequency. The signals are high pass and low pass filtered with an effective
bandwidth of 0.16 Hz to 43 Hz [13]. The raw data is transmitted in packets from the
neuroheadset to a USB dongle.

Based on the specification of Emotiv neuroheadset, each sensor reads the relative
value of voltage compared to two reference electrodes. Therefore, each value of the data
vector has approximatively 4200 μV added to it. To remove this reference component,
a high pass Butterworth filter is applied.

For each trial, the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) is extracted. [14]
states that EEG signal can be considered as quasi-stationery; it is a slowly time varying
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signal over a short time period and non-stationary over a long time period. Due to this
reason, MFCC, a feature extraction methods used to extract speech features can be used
for extracting features from EEG signals.

For this, the signal is analyzed in short overlapping window frame. Each frame is
defined to be a product of a shifted window with the speech sequence. A mel is a unit
of pitch defined so that pairs of sounds which are equidistance in pitch are separated by
the same number of mels. The mel frequency is computed using [14]:

Mel(f ) = 2595 log 10

(
1 +

f

100

)
(1)

A filterbank that models the human ear ability to resolve frequencies in logarithmic
scale is computed. It is an array of band-pass filters, can be rectangular or triangular and
equally spaced along the mel-scale. MFCCs are calculated from the log filterbank using
[14]:

ci =

√
2
N

∑n

j=1
mj cos

(𝜋i

N
(j − 0.5)

)
(2)

where mj is the filterbank amplitude, N is the number of filterbank channel and ci are the
cepstral coefficients.

3.3 Classification

The feature vectors obtained from MFCC are then used for k-NN classification. K-NN
is widely used as the baseline classifier for many domains due to its simplicity and ease
of implementation.

For a given testing sample, k-NN algorithm searches for the nearest neighbour
between the testing sample and all of the training data in order to produce the output.
The nearest neighbour is determined by calculating the minimum distance between the
points in the testing sample and the points in the training data. Most commonly, the
Euclidean distance metric is used. Other distance functions can also be used such as the
cosine similarity measure and correlation [15].

For two vectors X and Y having M dimensional feature space, the distance functions
are defined as follows:

Euclidean distance: dist(X, Y) =

√
∑M

i=1

(
xi − yi

)2

M
(3)

Cosine similarity measure: sim(X, Y) =
X⃗.Y⃗|||X⃗||||||Y⃗||| (4)
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Correlation: corr(X, Y) =

∑M

i=1

(
xi − yi

)(
yi − ui

)
√∑M

i=1

(
xi − yi

)2(
yi − ui

)2 (5)

In [15], the authors have concluded that different distance functions will influence
the results of the k-NN classifier used on different types of medical data i.e. categorical,
numerical and mixed types. For most of their numerical datasets, Euclidean distance has
been reported to provide the best performance. As EEG data may also be categorized
as numerical data, we would like investigate the effect of different distance functions on
k-NN classification result. Therefore, in our work, we will compare the classification of
the k-NN classifier using the three distance functions discussed previously.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Electrodes Selection

Studies have shown that imagined speech activates two areas in the brain; Wernicke’s
and Broca’s, two essential language areas involved in speech comprehension and
production [16]. For Emotiv neuroheadset, these areas have been identified and selected,
where only the left side [10] and both left and right sides [17] are considered, respec‐
tively. A study by [12] suggested that the most prominent electrode positions were
located not only on the left side of the brain nearest to Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas,
but also nearest to the motor cortex.

In our work, we experiment with different electrodes selection based on the Emotiv
electrode positions in Fig. 3. Results in Table 1 show that the best accuracy is obtained
from 6 electrodes selected from the left side of the brain. This result supports the study
by [12], which shows that prominent electrode positions are located in the left side of
the brain and cover areas close to motor cortex, Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas. These 6
electrodes will be chosen for the rest of our experiment.

Fig. 3. Emotiv electrode positions [13]
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Table 1. Average accuracies for different electrodes selection cases.

Area Brain side Electrodes Accuracy
Wernicke’s and Broca’s Left F7, FC5, T7, P7 52.99%
Wernicke’s and Broca’s Left and

right
F7, F8, FC5, FC6, T7, T8 49.54%

Motor cortex, Wernicke’s and
Broca’s

Left AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7 53.53%

4.2 Distance Functions

We investigate the effect of using different distance function to evaluate the nearest
neighbour distance of the k-NN classifier. For this, three types of distance functions are
considered; Euclidean, cosine and correlation distances for evaluation.

Figure 4 shows the classification accuracy using different values of k, where k repre‐
sents the number of nearest point considered for classification decision. From the results
in Fig. 4, it can be seen that k = 3 provides the best result for the distance functions,
with an accuracy of 63%. Euclidean and cosine distances produce the worst and best
performances, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Classification accuracies of using different distance functions.

4.3 Subjects

Table 2 shows the classification accuracies of the word ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ separately and
for each subject individually. For some subjects, the accuracy for one word differs
largely from the other word, i.e. for subject 4, the classification accuracy for the word
‘No’ is at 85% compared to 25% for the word ‘Yes’. The word ‘No’ is also classified
with slightly higher accuracy (57.5%) than the word ‘Yes’ (51.25%). On the other hand,
the average classification accuracies when using both words in the testing set are quite
similar for all subjects.
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Table 2. Classification accuracies for different subjects and words.

Yes No Subject average
S1 0.55 0.60 0.58
S2 0.70 0.35 0.53
S3 0.55 0.50 0.53
S4 0.25 0.85 0.55
Word average 0.51 0.58

4.4 Average Accuracies

For testing, the dataset were divided in a 60%–40% train-test ratios. Five different sample
sets were tested and the results are shown in Table 3. The average accuracy of the five
sample sets is 58%. When compared to similar works based on dry electrode EEG
devices and for word-based imagined speech classification, our result shows a slight
improvement (refer to Table 4).

Table 3. Classification accuracy of different sample sets.

Sample set Set1 Set2 Set3 Set4 Set5
Accuracy 0.63 0.55 0.58 0.57 0.58

Table 4. Comparison of our work to related works on word-based EEG classification of imagined
speech.

Research work Scope of work EEG device Average
accuracy

Toward a silent speech
interface based on
unspoken speech [10]

5 words
/arriba/, /abajo/,
/izquierda/, /derecha/,
/seleccionar/

Emotiv Above chance
(20%)

Recognition of unspoken
words using electrode
electroencephalographic
signals [11]

2 words
/yes/ & /no/

Neurosky 56%

Our work 2 words
/yes/ & /no/

Emotiv 58%

5 Conclusion

Our work attempts to classify two word-based imagined speech from EEG signals. The
feature extracted is MFCC, a common function used in speech processing, followed by
k-NN for classification. Despite its simplicity, the results obtained show an improvement
when compared to similar works, with an average accuracy of 58%. Our experiment has
concluded that the brain areas that contain the most prominent electrodes for Emotiv
neuroheadset, based on the 10–20 electrode placement system, are located around the
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motor cortex, Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas. We have also compared three distance
functions for the k-NN classifier and found that the cosine distance produces the best
result, with a maximum of 63% accuracy.

In our work, only 4 healthy male subjects have participated as volunteers. As seen
in Sect. 4.3, there is a large variation of classification accuracy among the subjects, which
can be influenced by the subject’s brain activity during the experiment as well as artifacts
in the signal. Further investigation on these factors might improve the final results.

In future, it might be interesting to include more variation to the subjects groups.
Subjects that are unable to communicate verbally due to some medical condition might
not have similar brain signal for imagined speech. Also, is the choice of optimum elec‐
trode positions for left handed and right handed subjects the same? Different feature
extraction and classification methods need to be explored in order to identify the ones
that are most efficient and accurate.

Although research on word-based EEG signal of imagined speech have not managed
to have the same success as its syllable-based counterpart, it has been shown that EEG
signals do contain some discriminative components that can be used for classification
purpose. A low cost system that uses dry EEG electrodes such as Emotiv and Neurosky
and capable of deciphering simple intentions from its user will be most beneficial espe‐
cially to patients with medical condition such as ALS.
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Abstract. Since early 2000, sentiment analysis has grown to be one of the most
active research areas in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Since then,
researchers have shown a tremendous interest in building automated Sentiment
analysis applications for English language and non-English languages such as
Arabic Language, French language, Deutsch language, Chinese language, Italian
language, etc. Yet, very limited researches have been attributed to Malay opin‐
ionated social media text despite the big number of Malay native speakers which
recorded to be approximately 215 million native speaker worldwide. In this paper,
a framework is proposed to tackle some of the most common challenges posed
by Malay social media text (informal text). Among the features discussed in this
paper are the handling of Bahasa Rojak also known as Mix language (Malay-
English language), the handling of Bahasa SMS, the proper handling of Emoticon
and finally the handling of Valance shifter. As a result, RojakLex lexicon was
constructed consists of 4 different lexicons combined together, namely (1)
MySentiDic: a Malay lexicon, (2) English Lexicon: Translated version of MySen‐
tiDic, (3) Emoticon lexicon: a combination of 9 different well known lists of
commonly used online emoticons, (4) Neologism lexicon: consists of common
neologism words used in Malay social media text. The proposed system shows
tremendous improvement in accuracy by recording 79.28% compared to baseline
which recorded 51.38% only. Discussion and implication of these findings are
further elaborated.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis · Malay sentiment analysis · Malay lexicon
Natural language processing · Unsupervised technique · Data analytics

1 Introduction

Sentiment analysis (SA), also called opinion mining, is the field of study that analyses
people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards
entities such as products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and
their attributes [1]. It represents a large problem space.

There are two common approaches adopted by most researchers while dealing with
SA, which may be classified into machine learning approach also known as supervised
approach and lexicon based approach also known as unsupervised approach [2].

Contact author at k.chekima@gmail.com for a copy of RojakLex.
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Researchers dealing with supervised approach mostly utilized one of machine learning
techniques namely Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Network (NN), Naïve
Bayes (NB), Maximum Entropy (ME) to build their classifiers [2], etc.

According to [3], Classifiers built using supervised methods reach a high accuracy
in detecting the polarity of a text as shown in [4–6]. However, even though such clas‐
sifiers perform splendidly in the domain they are trained on, their performance drops
significantly when the same classifier is used in different domains.

As for unsupervised approach, researchers used either Dictionary Based Approach
or Corpus Based Approach. These techniques involve calculating orientation for a
document from the semantic orientation of words or phrases in the document [7].
Dictionaries for lexicon based approaches can be created manually, as described in [8],
or automatically, using seed words to expand the list of words [7, 9, 10]. According to
[11], even though lexical approach does not invariable outperform machine learning
method, yet its overall track record is better.

One advantage of using unsupervised technique is the flexibility and simplicity to
improve the accuracy by embedding certain rules to handle wrong polarity classification,
such as negation handling, polarity shifter handling, intensity handling, question
sentences handling, etc. Another advantage of unsupervised approach over supervised
approach is the analysis speed. A corpus that takes a fraction of a second to analyze with
lexicon approach can take hours when using more complex models like SVM (if training
is required) or tens of minutes if the model has been previously trained. Second, the
lexicon and rules used by unsupervised technique are directly accessible, not hidden
within a machine-access black-box. Lexicon based approach is therefore easily
inspected, understood, extended or modified.

To the author’s knowledge, most of the work done concerning SA in Malay language
were built for a specific domain using a supervised technique like in [12–17]. Despite
the high accuracy recorded as a result of using these techniques, their performances drop
precipitously when the same classifier is used in different/multiple domains. Among
other drawbacks are, they require (often extensive) training data which are, as with
validated sentiment lexicons, sometimes troublesome to acquire especially for Non-
English languages such as Malay language due to limitation of resources. Second, they
depend on the training set to represent as many features as possible (which often, they
do not especially in the case of the short, sparse text of social media). Third, they are
often more computationally expensive in terms of CPU processing, memory require‐
ments, and training/classification time (which restricts the ability to assess sentiment on
streaming data). Fourth, they often derive features “behind the scenes” inside of a black
box that is not (easily) human interpretable and are therefore more difficult to either
generalize, modify, or extend (e.g., to other domains).

On the other hand, researchers who adopted the second technique (unsupervised
technique) while dealing with Malay SA relied on the use of a less efficient lexicon,
along with the use of less effective technique called Bag Of Words (BOW) representation
as an information extraction/representation. BOW model disrupts word order, breaks
the syntactic structures and discards some semantic information of the text which results
a drop in sentiment analysis accuracy.
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In this work, we investigated some of the most common features that contributes in
improving Malay social media opinionated text SA, including the language used in
Bahasa Rojak, Bahasa SMS, the use of emoticons and the use of valence shifter. From
there we proposed to construct an effective lexicon to handle informal text, along with
proper handling of valence shifters which BOW failed to handle.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 discusses the methodology adopted, this includes construction of mix lexicon,
handling of Bahasa SMS, handling of valence shifter and finally construction of emoti‐
cons lexicon. Section 4 is the experimental setup. Section 5 discusses the result. We
concluded our paper in Sect. 6 by carrying out discussion and future work.

2 Related Work

This section is divided into two subsections, the first section focus on work conducted
concerning Malay SA using the supervised approach. The second section focus on work
conducted using the unsupervised technique.

2.1 Supervised Approach

In this study [17], they investigated how feature selection methods contribute
towards the enhancement of Malay sentiment analysis performance. They conducted
experiments using seven different features selection methods (FSM) namely IG,
PCA, Relief, Gini Index, uncertainty, Chi-squared and SVM-based, and three
different supervised machine-learning classifiers namely, SVM classifier, Naïve
Bayes classifier and k-nearest neighbour classifier. They concluded that there is no
superior classifier for all feature selection algorithms nor there is superior FSM
method for all data sizes. Another paper [13] investigated the suitability of using
Artificial Immune System (AIS) technique for opinion mining on Malaysian movie
review. The proposed technique is then compared with other three well-known tradi‐
tional machine learning techniques namely Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine
and K-Nearest Network. They concluded that the AIS is not suitable to mine opinion
in Malaysian movie review dataset.

This paper [14] introduces a new Reverse Porter Algorithm (RPA) stemming tech‐
nique for Malay text. First, the new proposed RPA is compared to the existing stemming
technique named Backward-Forward Algorithm (BFA). Next, two experiments will be
carried out to examine the accuracy performance for the sentiment analysis on Malaysian
Newspaper using Artificial Immune Network (AIN). Each of the two experiments
utilized one of the two stemming algorithm mentioned above. As a result, SCIN using
Reverse Porter Algorithm outperform Backward-Forward Algorithm by 0.60% with
each recorded the accuracy of 53.67% and 53.07% respectively.

[15] Conducted an exploratory research on opinion mining of online movie reviews
written by Malaysian. They tested data using machine learning classifiers namely;
Support Vector Machine, Naïve Baiyes and k-Nearest Neighbour. The result illustrates
that the performance of these machine learning techniques without any pre-processing
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of the micro-texts or feature selection is quite low. They concluded that, extra steps such
as noise removal/data cleaning are required to execute opinion mining using machine
learning approach.

A Malay Mixed Text Normalization Approach (MyTNA) and a feature selection
technique based on Immune Network System (FS-INS) have been introduced in the
opinion mining process using machine learning approach [18]. The purpose of MyTNA
was proposed to normalize noisy texts in online messages. The results show that accu‐
racy values of opinion mining using Naïve Bayes (NB), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) slightly increased after the introduction of
MyTNA and FS-INS.

Another study has been conducted that focuses on normalizing informal Malay micro-
text [19]. This paper proposes a normalization technique of noisy terms that occur in
Malaysian micro-texts. They identified few commonly used word patterns by Malaysian,
such as the use of symbols, use of numbers, etc. As a result, about 5000 noisy texts were
extracted from 15000 documents that were created by Malaysians. The result shows up to
5% improvement in accuracy values of opinion mining.

2.2 Unsupervised Technique

An utilized lexicon based approach was introduced to perform sentiment classification
of Malay Facebook posts [20]. The aim of this paper is to identify the opinion mining
and sentiment analysis components for extracting both English and Malay words in
Facebook. First, they transformed unstructured information from Facebook into mean‐
ingful lexicons by removing symbols and stopwords. The stopwords used in this research
was borrowed form English stopwords. Next, these lexicons are stored into a database
after being manually classified into happy (positive), unhappy (negative) or emotionless.
For every happy words matched, the counter is increased accordingly. The same tech‐
nique applied to unhappy words matched. They used simple prediction method by
comparing the percentage between happy and unhappy emotions from processed
comments. They concluded that users are satisfied (happy) if the percentage of happy
sentiment is greater than the unhappy sentiment and vice versa.

A lexical based method has been introduced to analyse Facebook comments written
in Malay language [21]. They used two types of lexical dictionaries; the first dictionary
was manually constructed with scores of +1 for a positive word and −1 for a negative
word. The second dictionary is inspired by the use of SentiWordnet, where words have
their corresponding negative and positive weight. In order to classify sentence’s overall
sentiment, they use three different calculation techniques namely, term score summation,
term counting and average on comments.

A new model for Malay sentiment analysis on Malay movie review has been
proposed that was based on a combination of supervised (machine learning K-NN) and
unsupervised (lexicon, Wordnet) machine learning approaches [12]. 11 features were
used and these were grouped under four categories: Features based on the presence and
frequency of sentiment words, features based on the level of the sentence, features based
on the polarity level of sentiment words and features based on the conditional probability
of subjective words. The main goal of this research was to introduce features that can
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enhance Malay sentiment analysis and classification. They considered bag-of-words
(unigram) as baseline for sentiment analysis. They conclude that, feature set has a posi‐
tive effect on Malay sentiment classification compare to baseline, this can be observed
in the improvement of precision, recall and F-measure values, where improvement were
recorded at 16.96%, 10.80% and 18.84% respectively compared to base line.

A lexicon based for Malay sentiment analysis [22] has been proposed to develop
sentiment lexicon induction for the Malay language. To achieve this, they first map
WordNet Bahasa onto the English WordNet to construct a multilingual word network,
next, they used a dictionary-based approach and a supervised classifier for classifying
words with their sentiment polarities. The algorithm was evaluated against the General
Inquirer lexicon, claiming that it performs with accuracy that is comparable to human
accuracy.

Based on the papers reviewed related to Malay SA, there are few limitations which
can be associated to either the lack of resources or to the use of poor techniques. Limi‐
tations related to resources can be linked to the lexicons adopted, as most researchers
use only Malay lexicon that consists of Malay opinionated word, this has leads to
ignoring non-Malay words (mainly English opinionated words).

Limitation related to techniques can be grouped into three different groups. The first
group related to pre-processing techniques, where data is cleaned and made available to
be computationally processed. Some of the pre-processing steps pose a negative impact
when applied to sentiment analysis despite their positive impact when applied to text
mining. For example, removing punctuation and symbols may lead to loss of important
data especially in informal text where emoticons are built using symbols, removing these
symbols leads to removing emoticons, and by removing emoticons leads to losing
important data as emoticons are intensively used in both social media text as well as in
Short Message Service (SMS) text.

The second part is related to information extraction. Most researchers adopted the
BOW technique. Despite its simplicity, BOW performed poorly when dealing with
complex sentence such as sentence containing negation, intensifiers, diminisher, etc.
The third part is related to prediction techniques, where most researchers relied on the
use of Majority voting method solely by summing up the frequency of positive terms
and the negative terms, the final prediction class is awarded to the polar that recorded
higher frequencies. This technique proven to be effective when dealing with simple
sentences, yet, deploying MV alone as prediction method without considering other
features such as valence shifter and contrast leads to wrong prediction.

In this research, the scope was focused on investigating features related to Malay
informal text which have not been tackled previously, which are believed to have major
contribution towards SA accuracy. Among these features are emoticons as well as mix
language BahasaRrojak. Malaysians tend to use mix language along with emoticons
especially text involving social media. For instance, consider the word “best” and the
symbol “ ” in the following two sentences, “kamera ni ” and “kamera ni best”. If mix
language and emoticons are ignored, such sentences will be either ignored or miss
classified by the classifier. Other important feature is Bahasa SMS, which is famous
among Malaysians especially in social media text.
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3 Methodology

This section is divided into few subsections according to the flow of the proposed
framework in Fig. 1. First, data collection is discussed followed by data tokenization,
data pre-processing, polar word extraction, valence shifter handling and finally predic‐
tion of sentence’s final sentiment. A news lexicon called RojakLex is constructed in this
study which will be further discussed in the coming sections.

Fig. 1. Proposed framework to handle Malay informal text (Social Media Text)

3.1 Data Collection

The first step involved in the proposed system is to retrieve the right data (Malay opin‐
ionated text). Since the intention of this chapter is meant for Malay informal text, data
were mainly collected from Twitter. Data collected is annotated by native speakers. The
collected data were preserved to its original form, in other words, no spelling checker
was performed on the data. A total of 8,026 tweets were collected.

Figure 2 shows a sample of data collected from Twitter on movie review, as can be
observed from sample data, text used in Malay informal text is more complicated
compared to the text used in a formal Malay text. This is due to the use of Bahasa Rojak,
emoji, Bahasa SMS, etc. This will be further discussed in the coming subsections.
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Fig. 2. Sample of data collected from Twitter on the movie BOBOI

3.2 Data Tokenization

To chunk data into sentences, NLTK toolkit was used to tokenize the data. NLTK is a
suite of libraries and programs for symbolic and statistical natural language
processing (NLP) written in the Python programming language. Once the data is toke‐
nized, next data is pre-processed.

3.3 Data Pre-processing

To transform data from raw data into a data that can be computationally processed, first
step is to remove noise. As can be observed from Fig. 2, data contains unwanted symbols
(noise) such as “\n”, hashtag “#”, to remove the unwanted symbols without removing
or affecting the emoji present in a text, we used regular expression to target a removal
of specific symbols. Next, Malay stopwords and English stopwords were removed from
text. To remove Malay stopword list, we used the list constructed by [23], as for English
stopwords, we used list retrieved from http://norm.al/2009/04/14/list-of-english-stop-
words/. There are some of words have been excluded from English stopword list which
are believed to lower sentiment accuracy if they are used, such as although, and, cannot,
can, but, could, couldn’t, cry, has, should, not, hasn’t.
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3.4 Polar Word Extraction

To be able to extract polar words that contributes towards sentence’s sentiment
concerning informal Malay text, the need to have a lexicon that contains not only Malay
polar words, but English polar words, emoji, and also polar words that are written in
short form, because Malaysians tend to use Bahasa Rojak, Emoji and Bahasa SMS when
expressing their opinion especially in social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter.
To address the lexicon issue, RojakLex was constructed constisting of English-Malay
lexicon (Bahasa Rojak lexicon), Bahasa SMS lexicon, and emoji lexicon. The following
subsection discusses the construction of RojakLex.

Bahasa Rojak. The most common and widely adopted language in Malay social media
text is called Bahasa Rojak (Mix Language). Rojak language can be described as a
Malaysian pidgin (trade language) formed by code-switching among two or more of the
many languages of Malaysia. For instance, “Kamera ini memang best”, this
language consists of two languages, Malay language “kamera ini memang” and
English language “best”.

Based on the observation of the type of languages used by Malaysian in Bahasa
Rojak text, Malay language and English language was the most dominant languages
along with some local slang. To handle Bahasa Rojak, the first step was to construct a
lexicon that contains both English and Malay opinionated words. To construct the mix
lexicon, Malay lexicon called MySentiDic developed by [24] was used along with its
translated version, next these two lexicons were combined to form the mix lexicon.
Figure 3 shows a sample of the constructed mix lexicon. This lexicon mainly constructed
to handle sentences that contain both English and Malay opinionated words. This lexicon
can overcome the weakness posed by previous technique where every time an English
word is encountered, it will be translated to Malay first, then will be mapped against
Malay lexicon to retrieve its polar, which happen to be time consuming.

Sombong Tenggelam frivolousness Malas mengotorkan uncongenial ditikam men-

jerit mengganggu menderita undynamic unsupportable Cussed bodoh unscientific 

stereotaip letih Sessile foul mirage bladder_disorder aggression ill_nature 

parthenogenetic condole rupture scold superficially lorn fatcat sputter por-

tentous immature kwashiorkor sinking

Fig. 3. Sample of Malay-English lexicon

Bahasa SMS. Other than Bahasa Rojak, Malaysians tend to use Bahasa SMS (Short
Message Services language) also known as Sistem Mesej Singkat while expressing their
opinion online. According to Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, SMS language is the language
used to communicate via SMS channels, and in most cases the language used in Bahasa
SMS is non-standard language/ informal language. Abbreviation and combination of
words are used arbitrarily. For instance, “kamera ni x best”, the “x” in the
sentence is an example of Bahasa SMS referring to negation “no” or “tidak”. To
handle Bahasa SMS, we utilized the rules proposed by Dewan Bahasa dan Pustak
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(Panduan Singkatan Khidmat Pesanan Ringkas (SMS) Bahasa Melayu, 2008). Among
these rules are the removal of vowels in a word, dropping certain characters, using first
and last character in a word, the use of “tak”, “x” replacing negation, etc. Table 1
outlines examples of commonly used Bahasa SMS by Malaysians.

Table 1. List of some of the words word and their corresponding short form (Panduan Singkatan
Khidmat Pesanan Ringkas (SMS) Bahasa Melayu, 2008)

Word Short form Word Short form Word Short form
Adik adk/ dik kilowatt kwj gram gm
atas ats kompleks kondo halaman hlm atau hal.
atas nama nama a.n kondominium kump halang hlg
awak awk kumpulan krg hari hr
awal awl kurang lpr hari bulan hb
ayah ayh lapar lwn hektogram hg
bagi bg lebih lps hidup hdp
bahagian bhg lewat ksh hospital hosp
bahasa bhs Kapal kwn Inci in
baju bj lorong lrg Ini ni
Balak blk makan mkn institute inst
bangun bgn malam mlm Itu tu
bapak bpk/pak malass mls jadi jd
batang btg mana mn jalan jln
berat brt masak msk jangan jgn
bila bl masih msh kampung kg
bodoh bdh megabait mb Kapal ksh
bukan bkn memang mmg kasih kwn
Buku bk mereka mrk kawan kpd
Bulan bln miligram mg kepada krn
dan sbgnya dsb Negeri/Negara neg kilobait kg
jangan jgn nombor no. takut tkt
Dapat dpt orang org tapi tp
Dari dr pada pd tidak tdk
daripada drpd padang pdg halaman hlm atau hal.
datang dtg pagi pg halang hlg
datuk tuk paling plg hari hr
dekat dkt walaupun w.pun Ini ni
dengan dgn payah pyh institute inst
dengar dgr perut prt Itu tu
depan dpn petang ptg jadi jd

Despite the rules introduced by Dewan Bahasa and Pustaka as a guide line in writing
Bahasa SMS, Malaysians tend not to follow these rules fully, this has led to the issue of
neologism presence in Malay opinionated social media text. Although there is an increasing
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number of research related to text normalization and neologism detection in English, the
problem remains far from being solved for Malay language, a limited number of research
have been undergone to tackle the problem of neologism.

In this study, we adopted a semi-automatic approach to address this issue. Human
centric approach is adopted to translate neologism terms. First data were collected from
twitter and Facebook due to the common use of neologism in these two social media sites.
As mentioned earlier, a total of 8,026 comments were successfully collected. Next, the data
was tokenized into words separated by white space, the correctly spelled English and Malay
words along with proper nouns were removed from the corpus. To remove correctly spelled
Malay words, dictionary Kamus Dewan Edisi Keempat (2013) was used. Table 2 lists the
number of words used in the dictionary listed based on alphabet orders. The remaining
words were arranged in descending order (from large to small) based on their frequencies
in different sentences. Terms that exceeded certain threshold were kept (threshold were set
to 3), and for those words that didn’t pass the threshold were discarded. Next, these words
were manually translated. As a result, the second lexicon was constructed consists of
neologism lexicon. Human centric approach is considered to be essential in the process of
translating neologism words. Table 3 lists a number of neologism terms found in Malay
opinionated text. This simple method was able to reduce noisy terms used in Malay opin‐
ionated text. One disadvantage of this technique is the frequent update on neologism
lexicon is required due to the continuous emerging of neologism word especially in Malay
informal text.

Table 2. Number of words present in dictionary based on alphabet order

Alphabet No. of words Alphabet No. of words Alphabet No. of words
A 1699 J 978 S 3221
B 1938 K 3571 T 2117
C 1154 L 1600 U 433
D 1163 M 1907 V 142
E 557 N 617 W 272
F 342 O 320 X 18
G 1465 P 2436 Y 61
H 707 Q 20 Z 95
I 610 R 1378

Emoticon Lexicon Construction. Another common feature used in Malay social
media text is emoticons. Over the years, people start to embrace the use of emoticons
as an alternative to face-to-face visual cues while communicating through computer-
mediated communication. Emoticons are typically made up of typographical symbols
such as, “)”, “=”, “−”, “:”, or “(” and commonly represent facial expressions. Emoticons
can be read either normal way, like “(ˆ ˆ)” (a happy face), or sideways, like “:-(” (a sad
face), Consider the following example, “saya (ˆ ˆ) handphone ni”, although
no sentiment word present in this sentence, yet this sentence conveys a positive expres‐
sion due to presence of the positive emoji “(ˆ ˆ)”.
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According to [25], emoticons normally are used in three different ways. First, emoti‐
cons can be used to express sentiment when sentiment is not conveyed by explicit posi‐
tive or negative words in a text. Second, emoticons are used to intensify sentiment that
already been conveyed by polar words (positive negative words). Third, emoticons can
be used to disambiguate sentiment, for instance in sarcasm sentences where explicitly
expressed polar words are to be negated.

Since similar emoticons are used across different languages, from the literature
review conducted concerning available emoticons list used in sentiment analysis, we
have identified 9 different potential resources, 8 of the lists are used in [25], and 1 used
in [26]. These lexicon lists are believed to cover most of the commonly used emoticons
on social media. These lists were combined to form a large lexicon while ignoring
duplicate and other emoticons that do not carry any form of sentiment such as flag
representation, body part representation, animal representation etc. As a result,
Emoticon Lexicon was constructed consists of more than 650 emoticon features that
include positive emoji, for instance, (-: (-; (8 (: (; (= (^: (^; (O: *: 0: :-)) :-D :-p :> :] :};-);]
=) o;) and negative emoji that includes $: ): ); 0_ o :( :-( |-0 |-o ||-: :-(.

To properly handle Malay social media text, all of the lexicon constructed namely,
mix English-Malay lexicon, neologism lexicon, emoticon lexicon were combined to
form one big lexicon called RojakLex. RojakLex contains Malay-English polar words,
neologism, Bahasa SMS words and Emoticons.

Valence Shifter Handling. Relying on RojakLex lexicon alone without considering
other features in English language was not effective enough to handle Bahasa Rojak.
For instance, “kamera ni canggih, but mahal”, using RojakLex will not be
able to recognize the presence of contrast word “but” which transformed the overall
sentiment from positive to negative. Due to that, an extra English-Malay features need
to be handled in order to ensure the accuracy of Bahasa Rojak sentiment analysis as well
as to overcome the weaknesses as a result of using BOW. To achieve this, valence shifter
were handled including negation, intensifier, diminisher as well as contrast. Table 4 list
some of the valence shifter list in English and Malay. Negation flips the polar from
negative to positive and vice versa, intensifier intensifies the polarity, and diminisher
diminishes and sometime negates the original polarity. Contrast on the other hand indi‐
cates a shift in sentiment polarity, where the sentiment of the text after the conjunction
dominates the overall rating.

Table 3. Examples of Neologism in Malay opinionated social media text

Neologism Word Neologism Word Neologism Word
nape kenapa cite Cerita tima Terima
4 Untuk gak Juga Jer Sahaja
U awak fon Telefon lom Belum
bes Bagus leh Boleh coz Sebab
K ok Ngan Dengan cite cerita
I Saya Ari Hari X, tak tidak
Y Kenapa cam Macam giler gila
N Dan Tq Terima kasih sorang seorang
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Table 4. List of Malay and English language valence shifter

Valence Malay English
Negation tidak, x, bukan, tak aint, arent, cannot, cant, couldnt, darent, didnt,

doesnt, ain’t, aren’t, can’t, couldn’t, daren’t,
didn’t, doesn’t, dont, hadnt, asnt, havent, isnt,
mightnt, mustnt, neither, don’t, hadn’t, hasn’t,
haven’t, isn’t, mightn’t, mustn’t

Intensifier amat, nian, betul, sungguh,
benar, sekali, paling, agak,
sungguh, terlalu, sangat

absolutely, amazingly, awfully, completely,
considerably, decidedly, deeply, effing, enor‐
mously, entirely, especially, exceptionally,
extremely, fabulously, flipping

Diminisher jarang, kurang Almost, barely, hardly, just, enough, kind of,
kinda

Contrast tetapi, walaubagaimanapun,
walaupun, meskipun, sekalipun,
namun

Although, even though, but, tough, despite,
however, yet, regardless

The final step involved is to predict the overall sentiment of a sentence. Once the values
retrieved for both negative and positive words that occurs in a sentence after considering
the existence of valence shifter, a simple prediction method is used to decide the overall
sentiment of a sentence. The polarity (sentiment) of a given sentence s that contains a list
of positive expressions P and a list of negative expressions N is defined as:

polarity(s) =

{
positive

∑
p∈P

count
pos
(p) >

∑
n∈N

count
neg
(n)

negative
∑

p∈P
count

pos
(p) <

∑
n∈N

count
neg
(n)

(1)

4 Experimental Setup

Since most of researchers who adopted lexicon based approach relies solely on lexicons
that contain Malay polar words only, the baseline is based on Malay lexicon (MySen‐
tiDic) along with syntactic and grammatical features (valence shifter). The proposed
system on the other hand utilizes RojakLex along with syntactic and grammatical
features (valence shifter). Machine learning prediction have been reported to perform
well on English data, we identified three well known machine Learning approaches to
be included in this experiment namely Naïve Bayes Classifier, Maximum Entropy and
support vector machine. To train machine learning classifiers, 20% of annotated data
was used to train the classifier. To conduct the machine learning experiments, scikit-
learn was used, a machine learning library for python programming language.

5 Result and Discussion

The result displayed in Table 5 supports the claim in this study that the proper handling
of Malay-English word along with emoji and neologism can have a tremendous
improvement on Malay social media text compared to using a lexicon that contains
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Malay polar words only, this is due to the writing style of Malaysian whereby they intend
to include English words, emoticons and short form text in their writing styles. A total
of 27.9% improvement has been recorded by the proposed system compared to baseline.
The proposed system even outperformed well-known machine learning. One of the main
reason machine learning did not perform well is due to their nature by depending heavily
on the training set to represent as many features as possible which often, they do not
especially in the case of the short, sparse text of social media. In other words, machine
learning requires big training data, the bigger the better which in most cases are hard to
obtain.

Table 5. Result comparison

Test condition Accuracy
Proposed system 79.28
Baseline 51.38
Support Vector Machine (SVM) 57.96
Maximum Entropy (ME) 49.44
Naïve Bayes (NB) 53.50

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper investigated features that contribute towards the improvement of Malay
informant text sentiment analysis. As a result, a total of four features have been identified
namely Bahasa Rojak and Bahasa SMS handling, Emoji handling and valence shifter
handling. Despite the high accuracy recorded by the proposed system, the need to
frequently update the lexicon especially neologism list is essential, due to the continuous
emerging of new neologism words. As a future work, it is important to propose an
algorithm which relies lesser on human intervention, in other words an algorithm that
automatically handles new emerging of neologism word concerning Malay social media
text is needed. Another feature that can be considered as future work is the handling of
sarcasm and anaphora concerning Malay informal text.
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Abstract. Dengue poses a large economic burden in Malaysia includes among
other endemic countries. In order to detect the likely hotspots that breeds
mosquito vectors, this study aims to formulate a contact network model of
dengue transmission where the research scenario is characterised by spatial data
that is complex and difficult to be modelled. The bipartite network modeling
approach can address the homogenous limitation seen in deterministic models
by projecting the research scenario into two sets of node: human hosts and
locations visited by the human. The data of human movements are collected and
aggregated from Sarawak State Health Department while the environmental data
are obtained from Kuching Meteorological Department. All data are
pre-processed and formulated into a targeted model which consists of eight
human nodes and nineteen location nodes and a test model which consists of
three human nodes and eight new incoming location nodes. The link weight
between two sets of node is quantified using summation rule which combines
the environmental predictors for instance temperature, precipitation, humidity,
human and vector characteristics. The location nodes in targeted and validated
models are ranked using a web-based search algorithm according to the
respective ranking values. As a result, the ranking values between the targeted
and validated model shows strong ranking similarity with good Spearman rank
correlation coefficient (q > 0.80; p < 0.001). The ranked locations can help
public health authorities to prioritize the locations for vector control to remove
the hotspot which results in the reduction of the spread of dengue disease.

Keywords: Bipartite network � Dengue hotspot � Rank location
Spatial data

1 Introduction

Hotspot detection of mosquito-borne diseases for instance dengue, malaria and zika is a
key to ensure eradication [1]. In this study, hotspot is defined as the prime location of
mosquito breeding site. Public health targets the hotspot and eliminate the vector
effectively [2, 3]. Typical studies of vector-borne disease transmission aim to examine
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the relationship between the disease occurrences, distribution of the susceptible and
infected at different locations [4–7]. These studies mainly applied statistical approach
for combining the epidemiological data, demographic data and environmental predic-
tors such as temperature and precipitation to predict disease outbreaks [5, 7–9]. The
approaches required a large data set to understand the long-term disease trends in
general in order to achieve statistical significance [10]. These approaches introduced a
simple assumption which assumes the sub-populations to be well-mixed and
homogenous [11]. This assumption has limitation to be applied into location detection
studies due to the different levels of human contact that relate to different factors such
as age, social and travel patterns. Many attempted to combine population dynamics
with the spatial element by forming partial differential equations (PDE). This eventu-
ally turns a simple model to a dispersal-reaction model that range from one- to two- and
even three-dimensions of linear or non-linear PDE [12, 13]. This complex model is
computationally expensive to solve the non-linearity in PDE [14, 15].

Network modeling employs network theory which is a subset of a graph theory that
can depict the complexity of the real world problem [16]. Network theory based
approaches are widely applied in infectious disease modeling [17, 18]. These studies
use the network topology for instance lattice and network to determine the potential
risk carried by the human host in disease transmission [18] and to understand the
heterogeneity of human movement effect in disease transmission [17]. Network based
approach is reported to be able to provide effective results with the least amount of data
[19, 20]. In addition, network modeling can incorporate human movement which is one
of the factors that caused dengue incidence to surge [21, 22]. The node and edges in
network theory can be used to represent disease transmission dynamics. It is observed
that the three main components in Epidemiological Triangle (ET) (see Fig. 1(a)) are
always interdependent in disease transmission [23]. The interdependence of the com-
ponents encourages the application of bipartite network modeling (BNM). In addition,
the location component (L) specifies the spatial features of certain environment
properties (N). At the same time, the environmental properties characterise a particular
location that is different from another location. Hence the ET are simplified into the
basic building block (see Fig. 1(b)) as a structure in a network model. The basic block
consists of two vertices which are the human host and the location.

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Epidemiological triangle; (b) Basic building block of bipartite network
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This study aims to formulate a contact network to model the possible hotspots of
dengue transmission in Kuching, Sarawak with the integration of patients movement.
Public health keeps track of the whereabouts of a patient two weeks before they
showed symptoms. This study aims to assist public health to conduct effective control
interventions especially when the budget, manpower and resources are limited in
district-level. Vector control through fogging and removal of mosquitoes breeding sites
are the main intervention of dengue prevention in Malaysia [24, 25]. Therefore,
identifying dengue hotspots and prioritising the risk level of locations according to the
vector density can help public health authorities to target the high risk area first thus
preventing waste of resources.

2 Materials and Methods

The methodology applied in this study is extracted from the work that used BNM
approach to model the habitat suitability of Irrawaddy dolphin and malaria hotspots
[20, 26]. The methodology applied in this study involves (i) pre-processing the dataset;
(ii) formulating the bipartite graph structure; (iii) formulating the bipartite network; and
(iv) ranking the location node according to vector density.

2.1 Pre-processing Data

The targeted dengue patients in this study is the patients from Epidemiological Week
(EW) 28 until 31 in year 2015 in Kuching. The environmental data involved precip-
itation, humidity, maximum and minimum temperature. There are two network models
formulated by using the data from EW 28 until 31, namely targeted model and vali-
dated model. The targeted model uses data from EW 28 and 29 (12th until 25th July
2015) while the validated model uses data from EW 30 and 31 (26th July-8th Aug
2015). The targeted model comprises of eight human nodes and nineteen location
nodes with twenty data points where each visit of the human is treated as one data
point. The validated model consists of three patients with positive dengue tests for the
validation purpose and consists of twenty-seven location nodes with eleven data points.
Each data point is identified with the particular location GPS coordinates (in latitude, x
and longitude, y), altitude (Al, in meter, m), average of the maximum and minimum
surface air temperature (T , in degree Celsius, �C), mean relative humidity (H; in
percentage,%), daily precipitation amount (Pre, in millimetres, mm), the frequency of a
human visiting a location (Fh), total duration of stay of one human in a location (Du, in
seconds, s), frequency of one location is visited by human (Fl) (see Fig. 2). The human
node refers to the dengue patient and this can be obtained from the investigation form.
The location node is the location where visited by the patients two weeks prior the
onset date. Each location declared is more than 400 m from one another as it is the
maximum flight range of the Aedes mosquito.
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2.2 Formulation of Bipartite Network Model

A bipartite graph is an unweighted graph for visual representation of bipartite network
while a bipartite network is a weighted graph that gives the functional relationship of its
elements including the nodes and their respective links. Therefore, quantifying the
parameters for location, human nodes and the link weights are important. The location
nodes will then be presented as ranked, where a higher ranked location indicates that
the location has higher vector density and is a more critical location that need to be
tackled first. As a result, a web-based search algorithm will be used to rank the location
according to the computed ranking value which is termed as a dengue hotspot ranking
(DHR) value. The bipartite network model will be termed as Bipartite Dengue Contact
(BDC) network and the processes of formulating this network are as discussed below.

Formulation of Bipartite Graph
Figure 1(b) is a basic building block of a BDC graph structure for a BDC network. The
host vertex (H) in the Fig. 1(b) is applied in this study and replaced by the dengue
patient’s vertex and termed as human node (H). The targeted model includes patients
with positive and negative dengue serological test. For validation, the validated model
only includes the patient with positive results to compare the Spearman rank correlation

Fig. 2. Parameters used to formulate the network model
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coefficient (SRCC). The location vertex is denoted as location node (L) where the
distance between the location nodes are more than 400 m. Furthermore, the edge linked
the human and location nodes and this link weight is quantified to measure the contact
strength in BDC network. Greater link strength indicates a more frequent contact
between the human and the location. Location with higher contact strength suggests
that the particular location has higher possibility to develop into a high risk breeding
site.

Eight patients with positive and negative dengue serological test are recorded during
EW 28 and 29. Thus, there are eight human nodes labelled as H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6,
H7 and H8. There are nineteen locations labelled as L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8,
L9, L10, L11, L12, L13, L14, L15, L16, L17, L18 and L19. The data points mentioned
in 2.1 are the twenty edges in the BDC network. BDC graph is defined in (1)–(4). From
(4), the edge ‘H1L1’ represents the link formed when a dengue patient node with label
H1 visited the location node with label L1.

BDCDEN KCH ¼ BDC H; L;Eð Þwhere ð1Þ

H ¼ H1;H2;H3;H4;H5;H6;H7;H8f g ð2Þ

L ¼ L1; L2; L3; L4; L5; L6; L7; L8; L9; L10; L11; L12; L13; L14; L15; L16; L17; 18; L19f g ð3Þ

E =

H1L1;H1L9;H2L2;H2L10;H2L15;

H3L3;H3L11;H3L16;H4L4;H4L12;

H4L17;H4L19;H5L5;H6L6;H6L7;

H6L18;H7L7;H7L13;H8L8;H8L14

8>>><
>>>:

9>>>=
>>>;

ð4Þ

Parameter Quantification for Location Node
The parameters that are utilised to contribute to the link weight values are life cycle
duration ðLcÞ, vector survival ðSÞ, vector biting rate ðBÞ, altitude ðAlÞ, humidity ðHÞ,
precipitation ðPreÞ and number of visits by human to one location ðFlÞ. The quan-
tification of Lc and S explained next are not available in the past literatures and will be
discussed below.

Life cycle duration ðLcÞ measures the duration of mosquito development from egg
hatching to adult at every locality in BDC network. The life cycle duration is inversely
proportional to the dengue transmission rate where the shorter the time taken for a
complete life cycle leads to an increase in the dengue infection rate. Due to its known
dependence on temperature, the life cycle of Aedes mosquito plays important role in
efforts to understand the effects of environmental property on the dengue transmission.
Life cycle duration is defined as a function that comprises of three attributes, tem-
perature, latitude and longitude of the location node. In this section, the polynomial
fitting that employs polyfit tool in MATLAB is used to determine the life cycle
function. This was done by using the data gathered from an experimental research that
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examine the effects of daily fluctuations on larval development time of Ae. Aegypti
collected from Thailand [23]. At the end, a function of degree 6 in (5) is determined to
provide life cycle duration with the temperature given.

Lc tð Þ ¼ �0:633t6 � 0:786t5 þ 1:488t4 þ 1:153t3 � 0:408t2 � 0:758t � 0:504 ð5Þ

Vector survival ðSÞ measures the survival probability at a locality as an indicator of
vector survival rate at one locality. A higher vector survival contributes to a higher
vector capacity in one locality. If the mosquitoes lived longer, they were more likely to
be infected with the dengue virus [23, 24]. Therefore, the vector survival rate in one
locality directly influences the dengue transmission rate. Similarly, polynomial fitting
technique is used to formulate a function to describe the vector survival rate with the
data aggregated from an experimental research that shows survival rate of Aedes
mosquito and temperature ranged from 10–34 °C [25]. Finally, a function of degree 6
in (6) is determined to provide the survival rate with the temperature given.

S tð Þ ¼ 1:3908t6 � 0:2951t5 � 3:8642t4 þ 1:3217t3 þ 1:2971t2 � 0:1412tþ 0:591

ð6Þ

The parameter of the number of times a location is visited by human ðFlÞ refers to
the frequency of the human visits to one locality. It is included to capture the effect of
the visiting of the dengue patient to a location. A link matrix, LinkMatrixBDC network is
created in (7) where Li is the location node i of BDC network, Hj as the human node j
of BDC network, i 2 1; 2; . . .; 19f g and j 2 1; 2; . . .; 8f g:

Link MatrixBDC network LiHj
� � ¼ 1; if Li is linked toHj

0; if Li is not linked toHj

�
ð7Þ

Parameter Quantification for Human Node
The parameters for human node include the duration time for the human stay at one
location ðDuÞ and the frequency of a human visited a location ðFhÞ. Du records the
total duration of a human stay at one location which standardize in unit of seconds (s).
For instances, the human node, H2 visited the location L10 from 7:30 am until 4 pm.
The total Du for L10 is 8.5 h or 428400 s.

Fh j : i measures the number of times a human visited a location and the equation is
defined in (8) where i 2 1; 2; . . .; 19f g and j 2 1; 2; . . .; 8f g.

Fh j : i ¼ n if Hj visited Li n times where n 2 Z þ

0 if Hj not visit Li

�
ð8Þ

Link Edge Quantification
Link edge refers to the contact strength between the human and the location and the
link weight is termed as dengue contact strength (DCS). The stronger the strength, the
greater the degree of attachment between the human and the specific location which
contributes to a higher degree of human contact with the specific location.
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The summation rule is used to compute the contact strength by applying the
equation given in (9) where i 2 1; 2; . . .; 19f g and j 2 1; 2; . . .; 8f g. The values of all
parameters are normalised before the DCS computation.

DCSi:j ¼
X

Location Node Parametersi
� �

þ
X

Human Node Parametersj:i
� �

¼ ðLci þ Si þBi þAli þHi þPrei þFliÞþ Duj:i þFh j : i
� �

ð9Þ

Implementation of Ranking Algorithm
The Hypertext-Induced Topic Search (HITS) search algorithm is applied to rank the
location nodes in the BDC network [27]. The main reason of choosing HITS over
Page-Rank search algorithm is that the HITS relates both authority and hub pages and
this study involves two node types. Thus, the resulted DCS matrix from previous
section serves as an input to this adapted HITS algorithm which has been applied in
previous study on malaria. The output of this algorithm is principals eigen pairs and the
values of the eigen pairs are taken as the DHR values in this study. HITS algorithm
rank the location and human nodes according to the DHR values which corresponds to
the vector density.

3 Results and Discussion

The complete BDC network formulated successfully and there are seven parameters
identified for location nodes and two parameters identified for human nodes. The
values attached to the edges are the DCS values of each human-location link. From
these nineteen location nodes, location node lab with label L7 has the highest node
degree with two links formed with human nodes, H6 and H7. The degree of the nodes
does not directly affect the ranking of locations and this is shown in the ranking result
in Table 1.

In the table, the result of the location ranking of targeted model is tabulated. From
the result, L4 was ranked first with the highest DHR value compared to other location
nodes although L4 has a node degree of 1. On the other hand, L7 with the highest node
degree of 2 only ranked eighth. The ranking of the nodes’ degree did not go into the
same direction as the ranking of location. L4 is the location node with the highest
ranking. This imply that L4 is the possible location with the highest vector density.

Similarly, the DHR values are computed for the validated network by using the
methodology above and the ranking result is tabulated in Table 2. There are eleven
location nodes and three human nodes in the validated network. For model validation,
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SRCC) is employed to measure the ranking
correlation between the overlapped location nodes in targeted and validated network.
The SRCC of these network, qValidLoc is calculated in (10) where the dTargetValidate is the
difference in the ranking place of the identical location node a, while NLoc refers to the
number of identical location nodes that appear in targeted and validated network.
The SRCC of these network is 1.00 (q > 0.80; p < 0.001) and this indicates a strong
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and positive ranking correlation between targeted and validated network and hence the
model is validated.

qValidLoc ¼ 1�
6
PNLoc

a¼1 dTargetValidate
� �

a

h i2
NLoc N2

Loc � 1ð Þ ð10Þ

4 Conclusion

This study formulated two network models of dengue transmission in Kuching from EW
28 until 31. The location nodes in the targeted network consists of the locations visited
by the patients with positive and negative results in the serological test. In the validated
network, the hotspots are determined by high DHR values. The SRCC result demon-
strated a strong and positive correlation between these network models hence validated

Table 1. Location ranking with DHR in
BDC targeted network

Ranking Ranked
location

DHR

1 L4 1
2 L12 0.947297
3 L17 0.937019
4 L19 0.881315
5 L3 0.001617
6 L11 0.00144
7 L16 0.001427
8 L7 7.49 �10�7

9 L6 4.64 �10�7

10 L18 4.19 �10�7

11 L13 2.89 �10�7

12 L10 3.3
�10�116

13 L2 3.1
�10�116

14 L15 2.9
�10�116

15 L1 0
16 L5 0
17 L8 0
18 L9 0
19 L14 0

Table 2. Location ranking with DHR in
BDC validated network

Ranking Ranked
location

DHR

1 L4 1
2 L2 0.855065
3 L22 0.847884
4 L27 0.803807
5 L26 0.792811
6 L24 0.766107
7 L20 8.62E-06
8 L5 7.24E-06
9 L23 7.07E-06
10 L25 6.76E-06
11 L21 8.33E-21
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the network models. This study also suggests that the network modeling approach can
provide a promising result with the least amount of data (n < 30). The output of this
study can be incorporated in the eNotifikasi system used by the officers from the
Ministry of Health to monitor dengue transmission and curb the outbreaks [28].
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Abstract. Amount of data generated and stored in relational databases has moti‐
vated numerous researchers to study and develop learning algorithms on learning
relational data mining. One of the most important relational tasks is to discover
knowledge from relational data for a better decision making. Despite that, various
representations can be generated using the same data by applying the Self-Organ‐
izing Map (SOM) methods in clustering relational data. This can be achieved by
tuning the parameters used in Self-Organizing Map (SOM), such as the number
of clustering, weights, seeds, epoch and others. Thus, this paper proposes a
summarization method that applies SOM as the main algorithm to cluster rela‐
tional data and applies the concept of data fusion in order to get better results in
learning relational data. Input data obtained from Dynamic Aggregation of Rela‐
tional Attributes will be clustered using the SOM method by tuning the SOM
parameters. Results generated will be fused and embedded into the target table to
form a single representation. A few representations will be formed and fed into
the classifiers (J48 Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes classification model) as input
data. Throughout the experiments conducted, representations that are extracted
by tuning the number of cluster produced better results compared to the repre‐
sentations that are extracted by tuning the other parameters. Overall, the data
summarization approach based on individual data fusion is found to perform
better compared to the other types of data fusion. In addition to that, the clusters
based data fusion with average number of clusters provided better accuracy
performances compared to clusters based data fusion with small and large number
of clusters.

Keywords: Relational data mining · Clustering · Data summarization
Self-Organizing Map · Data fusion · Dynamic aggregation relational attributes

1 Introduction

Traditional data mining approaches applied a single table of dataset in learning new
knowledge. Nowadays, data mining approaches have been extended to multi-relational
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data mining approaches that look for patterns involved in multiple tables (relations) from
a relational database instead of looking for patterns involved in a single table. In a rela‐
tional database, a target table has one-to-many relationship with a non-target table. A
target table is defined as a table that consist rows of unique labelled object while a non-
target table is a table that consists of rows of object where multiple rows can be linked
to a single object stored in a target table. The most important component of relational
database is the relationship that exists between tables. It defines a connection between
a set of tables that are logically related to each other via the information each contains.
The Dynamic Aggregation of Relational Attributes (DARA) algorithm is one of the
approaches that introduced by Alfred in learning relational databases [1–4]. DARA
summarizes all the records kept in the non-target tables that have many-to-one relation‐
ships with records kept in the target table by converting them into a term-record matrix
based on the TF-IDF concept. Then, DARA clusters these records into groups where
these multiple records in non-target table are associated to a particular record in target
table. The summarized data generated will then be embedded into the target table and
fed into any classifiers. The accuracy of the classification task is highly depended on the
representations of data since the predictive accuracy of any classification tasks can be
influenced by the performance of the data summarization process on the basis of the
descriptive accuracy of the summarized data; while the descriptive accuracy is highly
influenced by the representation of the records stored in the non-target tables that are
associated with records stored in target table [1–3].

Based on previously published works, DARA algorithm is able to the descriptive
accuracy of the summarized data. However, the performance of DARA is highly
dependent on the effectiveness of the clustering techniques in specifying the appropriate
number of clusters and seeds of the cluster. Nevertheless, the summarized data can also
be represented in many forms and these multiple forms can be used as a multiple
perspective of the same data for better knowledge discovery purposes. By applying the
concept of data fusion using clustering, all these multiple forms of representations can
be integrated together to form a single table. The aim of the data fusion is to produce a
more enrich and useful information by combining all the summarized data together.
Since the performance of the classification task is highly influenced the data represen‐
tation and the quality of the extracted knowledge [4], this paper proposes a standard
framework that learns relation data based on data fusion using Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) to determine the best data summarization approach based on data fusion. SOM
algorithm is selected since SOM is powerful and convenient tool for exploring, clus‐
tering and visualizing data as well as. In addition to that, the position of the seeds of the
clusters can be addressed effective when using SOM to cluster the data.

The rest of the paper follows, where Sect. 2 will highlight some related works on
learning relational data. Section 3 will describe the self-organizing map based data
fusion approach to learning relational data. Section 4 discusses and analyses the results
obtained. Section 5 will conclude the paper.
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2 Related Works

Learning is an important aspect of and challenges in data mining. Through learning
relational data, hidden knowledges and patterns as well as the relationships among data
are able to be identified and to be extracted. Most existing approaches are based on
propositional approach and look for patterns in a single data table. Nowadays, most real-
world data are often stored in relational databases due to the limited storage of a single
table especially when enormous and complex data is involved. These situations have
motivated plenty of researchers to study and develop learning algorithms on relational
data mining [5]. The data stored in a database may consist of a lot of informative infor‐
mation but this data have to be processed before any relevant information can be
extracted. The information extracted can assist the process of critical decision making
relevant set of constructed features [4]. Majority researchers make use of the inductive
logic programming, relational association rules, relational classification rules, relational
clustering rules, relational distance-based methods in learning relational data. Never‐
theless, these existing learning approaches consider the learning algorithm as passive
process that makes use of the information presented to them [3].

Dynamic Aggregation of Relational Attributes (DARA) algorithm [1–4] was intro‐
duced to learn data stored in relational databases. In the previous experiments, it has
shown that high predictive accuracies can be achieved by using DARA algorithm to
learn relational data [6]. The DARA algorithm applied the concept of feature construc‐
tion that summarizes information stored in the non-target tables by clustering them into
groups, where these multiple records exist in non-target tables is correspond to the data
stored in the target table. The data summarization method employs the vector space
model (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighted frequency
matrix) as a relational data model, where the representation of information stored in
multiples non-target tables will be analyzed and transformed into data representation in
a vector space model [3]. In other words, DARA is aimed to map data stored in the non-
target table to the records stored in the target table based on the feature patterns or
instances constructed and selected in terms of TF-IDF weighted frequency matrix.
Alfred has strongly emphasized that the input representation of data for data mining is
important for data summarization process [4]. In data summarization, the representation
of the record stored in the target table influences the descriptive accuracy of the summar‐
ized data. If these summarized data are fed into a classification model as one of the input
features, the predictive accuracy of the classifier will also be affected. Despite that, a set
of data can be represented in plenty ways and all these data representations might be
contained some useful and relevance knowledges or information. Multiples data repre‐
sentations can be combined by applying data fusion concept to learn the relational data.

The main idea of data fusion is to combine two or more data representations obtained
from the same data sources into one that is more enrich and meaningful information than
any previous original data sources [7]. Plenty of data fusion frameworks have been
developed both within the research and business environments to act as guidelines and
aid the development of fusion systems by creating the most appropriate algorithm for
the defined problem [8]. Initially, data fusion is referred as merging of homogeneous
data and now, moving towards heterogeneous data. Data fusion techniques had been
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widely employed on multi-sensor environments, life sciences and others, fusing data
from several different data sets; however, recently researchers perceived that these tech‐
niques can also be applied to other domain, such as text processing. Recently, many
applications faced the requirement of data fusion using clustering due to the information
contained in a single data source is limited by its specific observation. Hence, combining
several observations may create a better, clearer vision and comprehensive under‐
standing of the problem [9]. Different researches can be mentioned such as investigating
the memory persistence of the bacteria by combining multiple experimental observa‐
tions of a bacterium under different conditions and evolutional times [10], combining
text mining data and bibliometric data to explore the structure mapping of journal sets
[11], retrieving correlated or complementary information about the underlying func‐
tional partitions of genes and proteins [12].

Fusing multiple data sources can yield some significant advantages to learning task
or information retrieval. One of the advantages is that user of such a system can obtain
a complete yet concise summary of all existing data without accessing and interpreting
all the information sources separately. The results are complete because there is no left-
over object; concise as there is no object is duplicated and the data presented to the user
is without contradiction [13]. For example, in bioinformatics, fusing multiple data sets
representing different organisms [14] or different tissue types [15] improves the under‐
standing of the underlying biological process. Besides, data fusion is able to search the
pseudo relevant documents by measuring relative performance of information retrieval
systems and use the data generated to rank the retrieval systems [10]. Recently, a new
method has been presented for bearing fault diagnosis using the fusion of two primary
sensors: an accelerometer and a load cell [16]. This waterfall fusion model is proposed
and resulting an excellent performance in bearing diagnosis. Test results demonstrate
that there is a promising improvement in accuracy and reliability of bearing fault diag‐
nosis.

Todays, studies have been extended from supervised learning contexts to unsuper‐
vised learning that discovering the hidden structure in unlabeled data. Besides aiming
to investigate how data fusion can be applied in unlabeled data, studies also interested
to build a single representation for multiple sources of heterogeneous data. A research
has also been done in which data fusion with clustering can be concluded into two main
categories, clustering ensemble and fusing similarity matrices [10]. An ensemble is a
collection of individual classifiers with different parameters which may lead to a higher
generalization than when it is working individually. Figure 1 illustrates that each clas‐
sifier operates separately and generates a solution that is combined by ensemble creating
a single representation [17].
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Fig. 1. Blocking diagram of an ensemble

The most commonly used clustering method is the k-mean clustering, a partitional
clustering algorithm that is based on the square error-criterion. A few researches have
been conducted by applying the concept of data fusion using k-mean clustering and
based on the obtained finding, the accuracy performance can be improved compared to
the classical clustering method on a human colon and rectal cancer data [18], isolated
word recognition [19] and classification rates [20]. Evidently, data fusion mechanisms
significantly improved the quality results of unsupervised learning algorithms. Recently,
Complementary Ensemble Clustering (CEC) has been introduced that consists of a
framework in which k-means algorithm is applied to a weighted, linear combination of
the co-association matrices obtained from separate ensemble clustering of different data
modalities. CEC is an extension of ensemble clustering that combines the co-association
matrices of ensemble clusters from different modalities into one aggregate co-associa‐
tion matrix that is subsequently used for obtaining the consensus clustering. Ensemble
clustering extracts information from different clustering of a given data modality based
on one or many clustering algorithms and their corresponding parameters. In the experi‐
ment conducted, CEC has been applied on two biomedical datasets and all cases of CEC
showed superior performance in both datasets [21].

Nowadays, many real-world applications make extensive use of high dimensional
data and issues related to visualizing highly dimensional data through low dimensional
maps to discover regularities and extract information effectively have been increased.
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) model was one of the best known Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) with unsupervised learning that introduced by T. Kohonen to discover
information and the patterns of the data [22]. SOM performs a topology-preserving
mapping from the high-dimensional input space onto a low dimensional display (usually
one or two-dimensions), which plots the similarities of the data by grouping similar data
items together. It uses competitive learning techniques to train the network and the nodes
competing among themselves to display the strongest activation to a given data.
Although several improvements and variants to SOM have been conducted and they
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have been very successful in several real applications areas, but there is a need to improve
the quality of the solution. In order to improve the quality of solution generated,
researchers tend to use the techniques of machine learning ensembles. This ensemble
combines a set of model decisions of the phenomenon under study to obtain a global
decision in order improve the individual answers. A model has been created known as
Fusion-SOM, an ensemble of SOM that are combined by fusing prototypes that are
modeling similar partitions and their neighborhood relation are given by the edges that
measures the similarity between the fused nodes [22]. They claimed that the architecture
of the resulting model improved the results in term of quality and robustness, and the
topological representation of the single model.

Researches have been done to prove that DARA and data fusion can be used to learn
relational data and enhanced the data representation for classification purposes.
However, studies related to fusing DARA data with SOM has not been carried out so
far. Therefore, this paper proposes a standard framework that learns relational data based
on data fusion using SOM to generate a better summarization results.

3 Data Fusion Based on Self-Organizing Map

The aim of this work is to implement and extend the work proposed by Sia et al. [2] by
summarizing the data using SOM instead of using the traditional k-means clustering. In
previous work, relational data is learned by summarizing records stored in a non-target
table using several feature construction methods followed by selecting a set of multiple
features of summarized data that best describes the data stored in the non-target table.
Besides, the set of summarized data that is selected is then embedded to the target table
as a new feature-value and thus, J48 classifier is applied on the target table to perform
the classification task. In the experiment, they proved that the proposed method is
capable of selecting multiple features of summarized data that enrich the representation
of all the records stored in the non-target table that are treated as an input data for
classification task, and yet, they emphasized again that the representation of the input
data is important to get a higher predictive accuracy of the classification task.

Two set of medical relational datasets (e.g., mutagenesis and hepatitis [2]) are used
to evaluate the proposed framework. Both these data are converted to term-record matric
based on the TF-IDF representation which is based on the weighted frequency matrix.
Both relational datasets consist of three different documents (B1, B2 and B3 for Muta‐
genesis; H1, H2 and H3 for Hepatitis) together with a target table and each document
will be imported as an input. Based on the literature review, clustering can be used to
perform the data fusion by merging multiples data representations obtained from the
same data sources to study the relationships between data representations and the
predictive accuracy. In this work, SOM method is selected as the main clustering method
as the issue related to the seeds of the clusters can be addressed effectively. The
advantage of using SOM to cluster data and visualize high dimensional data into a lower
dimension is that the seeds of the clusters are determined automatically by SOM algo‐
rithm and this will ease the analysis process.
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Figure 2 illustrates the proposed framework of using data fusion based on the self-
organizing map. All the non-target tables are transformed using DARA algorithm [1–4]
into TF-IDF representation in the form of document text matrix in which clustering or SOM
algorithms can be used to group them into different groups. Then, SOM algorithm can be
used to cluster and produce multiple different results by adjusting the SOM’s parameters
(e.g., number of clusters and epoch values). With this different cluster results, they can be
embedded into the target table to be fed into classifiers.

Fig. 2. Structure of the proposed data fusion based on SOM

First, this data will be tuned based on individual data fusion (e.g., P1 through P30)
with 30 sets of different parameter settings based on number of clusters (e.g., 4, 8, 12,
16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36 and 40) and epoch values (e.g., 10000, 100000 and 1000000) as
shown in Table 1. All the obtained results will be embedded into the target table accord‐
ingly and labelled as P1 to P30 accordingly. The purpose of breaking down the data into
smaller pieces based on different settings individually is that the assessment can be
performed for each data separately. Eventually, the performance of individual data
fusion can be compared against the fused data (based on cluster and epoch) that are
described in Table 2. In Table 2, each row represents set of data fusion that is combined
based on number of clusters and epoch’s values. Each set of representations will be
embedded into the target table and will be fed into the classifier as an input to be eval‐
uated. In this work, J48 decision tree and Naïve Bayes model were chosen as both models
are more efficient than others complex classification models. For both classifiers, the
predictive accuracy of a 10-fold cross validation is used to evaluate the performance of
the proposed method. Lastly, all the predictive accuracies generated from the classifi‐
cation task will be analyzed and compared, to make an assumption or conclusion about
the performance of data summarization approach based on data fusion.
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Table 1. 30 sets of combination parameter settings with the label

Parameter setting labels Parameter settings
Number of clusters Epoch

P1–P10 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40 10,000
P11–P20 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40 100 000
P21–P30 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40 1 000 000

Table 2. Representations of data with label and parameter settings

Labels Based on parameter settings labeled in Table 1 Clusters Epoch
C1 P1, P11 & P21 4
C2 P2, P12 & P22 8
C3 P3, P13 & P23 12
C4 P4, P14 & P24 16
C5 P5, P15 & P25 20
C6 P6, P16 & P26 24
C7 P7, P17 & P27 28
C8 P8, P18 & P28 32
C9 P9, P19 & P29 36
C10 P10, P20 & P30 40
E1 P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9 & P10 – 10,000
E2 P11, P12, P13, P14, P15, P16, P17, P18, P19& P20 – 100,000
E3 P22, P22, P23, P24, P25, P26, P27, P28, P29 & P30 – 1000,000

4 Results and Discussion

All the results are tabulated and average based on each representation are calculated and
recorded in Table 3. Besides, the best parameter settings as well as worst parameter
settings will also be discussed in Table 4.

Based on Table 3, it was observed that the higher average accuracy can be obtained
when the target datasets are embedded with individual data fusion representation (e.g.,
P1–P30). The performance accuracy is higher when the target table is embedded with
data fused using individual with Naïve Bayes classification model. On the other hand,
data summarization based on epoch values has the worst performance compared to
others, while the data summarization based on number of cluster has the moderate
performance in most cases. Data summarization based on data fusion (number of clusters
and epoch value) has the worst performance compared to the results obtained using the
data summarization based on individual parameter settings is due to relevant features
are constructed in the representation. The features contained in the representation have
relatively minor effects and this eventually causes a huge impact when a large number
of features with relatively minor effects taken together.

By comparing the accuracy performance for the data representation based on number
of clusters and epoch value, data represented based on number of clusters is slightly
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better compared to epoch values. Once again, this showed that the data fusion based on
epoch values has not produced a good data representation for the classification task.

Table 3. Average of data accuracy

Dataset Type of
representations

Individual
P1–P30

Based on
Clusters
C1–C10

Epoch value
E1–E3

Mutagenesis B1 J48 0.8072 0.8114 0.8002
Naïve Bayes 0.8642 0.8122 0.7311

B2 J48 0.8092 0.8121 0.8302
Naïve Bayes 0.8597 0.7993 0.7049

B3 J48 0.8082 0.8115 0.8333
Naïve Bayes 0.8333 0.8173 0.8167

Hepatitis H1 J48 0.6375 0.6475 0.6846
Naïve Bayes 0.5839 0.5849 0.5961

H2 J48 0.5928 0.5916 0.5898
Naïve Bayes 0.5927 0.5713 0.5243

H3 J48 0.5980 0.5980 0.5857
Naïve Bayes 0.5916 0.5585 0.5094

Table 4. Summary of data accuracy

Best performance
Data Classifiers Individual Settings based on

Cluster Epoch
B1 J48 P21 0.8351 C7 0.8246 E1 0.8091

Naïve Bayes P24 0.8886 C7 0.8670 E2 0.7395
B2 J48 P8, P9 0.8351 C3 0.8298 E2 0.8459

Naïve Bayes P15 0.8833 C7 0.8345 E3 0.7193
B3 J48 P6 0.8462 C9 0.8354 E3 0.8509

Naïve Bayes P19 0.8518 C4 0.8412 E2 0.8202
H1 J48 P19 0.6819 C7 0.6978 E1 0.6939

Naïve Bayes P1–P12 0.5965 C6 0.6180 E2 0.6119
H2 J48 Majority 0.5972 C1–5 0.5972 E1 0.6112

Naïve Bayes Majority 0.5972 C8 0.6011 E2 0.5290
H3 J48 P1–P28 0.5984 C8 0.5984 E1 0.5924

Naïve Bayes P19 0.6024 C6 0.5905 E1 0.5182
Naïve Bayes P24 0.5563 C2 0.5161 E3 0.5041

Table 4 clearly shows that most of the best performances throughout these experi‐
ments can be obtained using the individual data fusion representation when the epoch
values are greater (100,000 and 1,000,000). It was also observed that when the clusters
based data fusion is embedded into the target table, the best performance can be achieved
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when number of cluster is not too small and not too large (e.g., C6–C9), where the
number of clusters ranges from 24 to 32 clusters.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we have proposed a standard framework that summarizes data based on
data fusion to generate a better and relevant summarization results. The input data was
trained by using SOM algorithm with different set of parameter settings. All the results
generated are fused back to the initial target table. The updated target table was extracted
into few data representations based on number of cluster and epoch value. The perform‐
ance of these summarization approach generated are evaluated by passing the data
summarizations into the classifiers as an input. Based on the results, data summarizations
with individual data fusion performed better compared to other types of data fusion
studied in this paper. It was also observed that when the clusters based data fusion is
embedded into the target table, the best performance of the classification task can be
achieved when number of cluster is not too small and not too large.
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